Corporate Finance & Performance Scrutiny
Panel
Agenda
Place

Committee Rooms 4 & 5, Town Hall, Wellington Street,
Woolwich SE18 6PW

Date

Wednesday, 01 December 2021

Time

7:00 PM
This meeting is open to the press and public and they are
entitled to take photographs, film or record the proceedings.

Councillors
John Fahy (Chair)
Norman Adams
Clare Burke-McDonald
Gary Dillon
Ian Hawking
Pat Slattery
Aidan Smith
Spencer Drury

Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Labour
Conservative

Members are reminded that officer contacts are shown at the end of each
report and they are welcome to raise questions in advance with the
appropriate officer. This does not prevent further questioning at the meeting.
If you require further information about this meeting please contact the
Scrutiny Officer:
Maya Yasunaga
Telephone: 020 8921 5130
Email: maya.yasunaga@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
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Agenda
1

Apologies for Absence
To receive apologies from Members of the Committee.

2

Urgent business
The Chair to announce any items of urgent business circulated
separately from the main agenda.

3

Declarations of Interest
Members to declare any personal and financial interests in
items on the agenda. Attention is drawn to the Council’s
Constitution; the Council’s Code of Conduct and associated
advice.

4

Minutes
Members are requested to confirm as an accurate record the
Minutes of the meetings held on 16 September 2021.
No motion or discussion may take place upon the Minutes
except as to their accuracy, and any question on this point will
be determined by a majority of the Members of the body
attending who were present when the matter in question was
decided. Once confirmed, with or without amendment, the
person presiding will sign the Minute

5

Equality and Equity Action Plan Annual Update Report
2021
To note the progress made on the Council’s Equality and
Equity Action Plan in 2021, as set out in the Equality and Equity
Action Plan Annual Update.

6

Human Resources – Performance Monitoring 2019-20
and 2020-21
To note the developments and performance of the Council’s
workforce and people management practices for 2019/20 and
2020/21, as well as key actions for the future.

7

Procurement Monitoring – Verbal Update
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To note the verbal update of the progress on the
implementation of the Procurement Strategy and Social Value
policy.

Date of Issue
Tuesday, 23
November
2021

8

Actions Monitoring report
Confirm that the actions requested at previous meetings of the
Panel have been completed.

9

Commissioning of future reports
To note the work items that are scheduled to be presented to
the meeting of the Corporate Finance and Performance
Scrutiny Panel taking place on 6 January 2022.

Debbie Warren
Chief Executive
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This meeting is open to the press and public, but measures may apply to
ensure a Covid-19 secure environment.

Filming and Recording Meetings
This meeting will either be filmed for live webcasting through the Council’s
web site at https://royalgreenwich.public-i.tv/core/portal/home or will be
webcasted and uploaded on the Councils YouTube Channel.
This meeting may be photographed (without the use of flash), filmed or
audio recorded, except where the public is excluded because confidential
or exempt items will be discussed. Any footage is likely to be publicly
available.
By entering the room where the meeting is being held, you will be deemed
to have consented to being photographed, filmed or audio recorded, and
that will apply to any representation you make to the meeting. You will
also be deemed to have consented to the possible public use of any images
and sound recordings.
If you have any queries regarding the recording of meetings, please contact
the Committee Services Manager at committees@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Safety

Fire and Emergency Procedures

Users of the Committee Rooms and the Council Chamber are asked to note the
following fire and emergency procedures:When you hear the continuous ringing of the fire alarm bells, please make your
way out of the building in an orderly manner. The nearest exit from the Council
Chamber and the Committee Rooms is through the main exit leading to
Wellington Street (at the front of the building). Do not use the lift and do not
stop to collect personal belongings. Once outside the Town Hall please make
your way to the Assembly Point between Sainsbury’s and The Vista via Market
Street or Polytechnic Street
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PUBLIC INFORMATION
SAFE USE OF COUNCIL MEETING ROOMS
The local authority is required to make all its public meeting spaces Covid-19
secure.
You should not attend a Council committee meeting if you have or are
experiencing any COVID symptoms.
To comply with this the local authority –
• requests all attendees, unless medically exempt, to wear a face covering.
Guidance on face covering can be found on the Government’s website.
Face coverings can be removed when speaking at the meeting.
• requests all attendees to undertake a lateral flow test before attending
meetings, and if positive you must not attend this meeting. These are
free, and are available at certain sites or kits can be acquired for home
testing. Please see the Council’s website for more details.
• requests all attendees to wash their hands thoroughly or use sanitiser
before entering the meeting rooms.
• requests all attendees to scan the QR code via NHS COVID-19 App to
check-in or provide their name and contact details to the Committee
Services / Scrutiny officer clerking the meeting before being admitted
entry to the meeting rooms.
• requests all attendees, where possible to maintain social distancing in the
committee rooms.
• will aim to keep in person meetings no longer than is necessary with the
option of including short breaks at the Chair’s discretion.
Council Meetings are open to the press and public to attend, except where
personal or confidential matters are being discussed.
Full Council Meetings will be filmed, for live webcasting through the Council’s
website. Other meetings will be recorded and added to the Council’s YouTube
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Channel shortly after the meeting has finished. The recording of this meeting
will be available to view for one year after the meeting.
For all meetings the general rule is that the Chair has discretion with regard to
speakers and speaking times. Some committees have defined specific rules.
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CORPORATE FINANCE AND PERFORMANCE
SCRUTINY PANEL
TITLE
ITEM NO
Declarations of Interests
3
CHIEF OFFICER
Chief Executive
1.

Decisions Required
The Panel is requested to:

1.1

Note the list of Councillors’ memberships (as Council appointed
representatives) on outside bodies, joint committees and school governing
bodies.

1.2

Request that Members orally declare any personal or financial interests,
including those detailed, in specific items listed on the agenda as they relate to
matters under discussion.

2.

Members’ Interests

2.1

Appended to this report is a list of the outside bodies, joint committees and
school governing bodies that each member of Council has been appointed to
by the Council or the Leader. The list does not include bodies with which a
Member is involved in a personal or private capacity.
Personal interests

2.2

A Member has a personal interest where any business is likely to affect:
(a)

them, or

(b)

a relevant person or a relevant body (where the Member is aware that
they have the interest);

more than a majority of those in the ward you represent.
A relevant person is defined as the member’s spouse or civil partner, a
person who they are living with as husband and wife or as civil partners, or a
person with whom they have a close association.1

1

See the guidance in Annex 1of the Code of Conduct

ITEM NO: 3
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A relevant body is defined as (a) any organisation, school governing body or
outside committee or trust which they have been appointed to by the Royal
Borough or by the Leader, or (b) any other voluntary organisation, school
governing body or commercial organisation where you are a management
committee member, school governor, trustee or director.
2.3

Members must declare the existence and nature of any personal interest at
the start of the meeting, or when the interest becomes apparent. Members
must say which item their interest relates to.

2.4

A Member who has a personal interest may stay, speak and vote, except
where the business:
(a)

affects the financial position of the Member or any person or body
described in paragraph 2.2 above, or

(b)

relates to an interest that would be affected financially or relates to the
determining to any approval, consent, licence, permission or
registration in relation to the Member or any person or body described
in paragraph 2.2 above

Financial Interests
2.5

A Member has a financial interest where any business relates to or is likely to
affect an interest set out in paragraph 18 of the Code of Conduct, and which is
the Member’s interest or the interest of a person described in paragraph
2.2(a) above.

2.6

Members must declare the existence and nature of any financial interest at
the start of the meeting, or when the interest becomes apparent. Members
must say which item their interest relates to.

2.7

A Member who has a financial interest must leave the meeting, but may
attend to make representations, answer questions or give evidence relating to
the business, provided that the public are also allowed to attend the meeting
for the same purpose, and provided they leave the meeting immediately after
doing so. The Member must not participate in the discussion nor the vote.

ITEM NO: 3
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General
2.8

The Code also requires Members to declare interests in relation to relevant
bodies for six months after ceasing from being a member and take the
appropriate action in relation to financial interests.

Background Papers
Agenda and Minutes of the Annual Meeting of the Council – 19 May 2021

Report Author:
Tel:
Email:

Maya Yasunaga, Scrutiny Officer
020 8921 5130
maya.yasunaga@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:
Tel:
Email:

Veronica Johnson, Head of Corporate and Democratic Services
020 8921 5004
veronica.johnson@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

ITEM NO: 3
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Councillor
Adams
Burke-McDonald
Dillon

Drury
Fahy
Hawking
Slattery
Smith, A

Organisation
Greenwich Dance Agency
Shooters Hill Woodlands Working Party
Woodlands Farm Trust
Greenwich Housing Rights
Greenwich Service Plus
Greenwich Wildlife Advisory Group
Eltham United Charities
Greenwich Co-operative Development Agency
Learning Disability Partnership
Reserves Forces & Cadets Association
Trinity Laban
Greenwich Charities of William Hatcliffe and the Misses Smith
Greenwich Leisure Ltd
Greenwich Leisure Ltd - Libraries Board
Local Government Information Unit
Sir John Evelyn Charity
Twinkle Park Trust

Role
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member
Member

Governorship

Thorntree Primary School
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ROYAL BOROUGH OF GREENWICH
CORPORATE FINANCE AND PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY
PANEL
THURSDAY 16 SEPTEMBER 2021 AT 7.00 PM
MINUTES
PRESENT:
Members:
Councillor John Fahy (Chair), Councillors Clare Burke-McDonald, Gary Dillon
and Pat Slattery
Cabinet Members
Councillor Linda Perks, Cabinet Member for Finance and Resources
Councillor Mariam Lolavar, Cabinet Member for Business and Economic
Growth
Officers
Assistant Director Business, Employment & Skills, Assistant Director Finance,
Assistant Director Advice & Benefits, Scrutiny Manager and Scrutiny Officer
Item
No.
1

Apologies for Absence
Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Ian Hawking and
Aidan Smith

2

Urgent Business
There was no urgent business.

1
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3

Declarations of Interest
Councillor Gary Dillon declared an interest in items 5, 6 and 7 as they
related to work carried out in his capacity as a special project assistant.
Resolved –
That Councillor Gary Dillon’s declaration and the list of Councillors’
memberships as Council appointed representatives on outside bodies,
joint committees and school governing bodies be noted.

4.

Minutes
Resolved –
That the minutes of the meetings of the Corporate Finance and
Performance Scrutiny Panel held on 15 July 2021 be agreed and signed as
a true and accurate record.

5.

Cabinet Member for Business and Economic Growth –
Portfolio Update
The report was presented and summarised by the Cabinet Member for
Business and Economic Growth.
The Chair thanked the Cabinet Members and officers for the extensive
and detailed report.
In response to questions on paragraphs 4.15 and 4.18, the Cabinet
Member advised that the area was carefully observed, and with the
furlough scheme ending at the end of September, the Work and Health
Programme (WHP) and Job Entry Targeted Support (JETS) were relaunching to make sure residents were aware of available support that
the Council provides. The Cabinet Member noted that there were
concerns around the rising number of young people on Universal Credit
(UC) and furlough, which has had negative impact on their finances and
mental health. She stated that Kickstart had been very successful in
Royal Greenwich and praised a local business for taking on 19 kickstart
participants. She advised that the Kickstart program was due to end
soon.

2
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In response to a question on Kickstart, the AD Business, Employment &
Skills explained that placements were running until December 2021 and
participants are given 6 months to complete their work placement, at
which point the employer decides on whether to continue with the
employment or otherwise. She stated that the apprenticeship scheme
was encouraged and promoted to provide additional opportunities. She
advised that predicting future unemployment was difficult due to
furlough, however there were increasing number of vacancies. She
emphasised the importance of making sure people had the skills needed
for alternative employment in alternative sectors.
In response to a question on the Restart scheme, the AD Business,
Employment & Skills sated that the referral rate of this scheme had not
been high nationally. She stated that it was difficult to predict future
referral rate, however, with the furlough scheme coming to end, referral
from DWP (Department for Work and Pensions) could increase.
The panel
Resolved –
To note the update of Business and Economic Growth Portfolio Update
from the Cabinet Member for Business and Economic Growth.
6

COVID–19 – Business Support Grant Schemes
The report was introduced by the Cabinet Member for Finance and
Resources who thanked the staff for delivering a brilliant service
throughout this unprecedented time.
In addressing the meeting, the Assistant Director Finance also thanked
the staff, stating there were 9-11 schemes to administer which was quite
difficult, but they had managed to deliver a high standard of service.
In response to a question, the Assistant Director Finance highlighted the
difficulty in obtaining an accurate number of businesses that had ceased
trading because of the pandemic and inability to received grants,
explaining that some may not have applied or not been eligible for the
grants. He stated that the council had tried their best to refer noneligible applicants to other grants whenever possible such as the
3
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additional restrictions grant. He added that it was also difficult to obtain
accurate records as the effects of the pandemic were still ongoing and
the full impact was yet to be seen.
In response to a question, the Assistant Director Finance stated that
there were strict parameters around the eligibility criteria for grants.
He added that with regards to the Restart and the hospitality side,
applicants could have received additional top up award from the
hospitality recovery grant on top of the original grant in some instances
from the council.
In response to a question, the Assistant Director Finance stated that
unspent grant must be returned. He further stated that the Restart
grant had been very successful and approximately 94% of awards had
been paid out. The Assistant Director Business, Employment and Skills
added that there was an over estimation of the grant allocation from
Central Government and is not a reflection of the aspiration and
commitment of the council to make sure all eligible applicants received
the grants.
The Panel
Resolved –
To note the work undertaken to implement the payment of business
grants to individuals/businesses qualifying under the Government’s
Covid-19 business support schemes.
7

Revenues and Corporate Debt Management Annual
Performance 2020/21
The report was introduced by the Cabinet Member for Finance and
Resources who thanked the staff for delivering brilliant service
throughout this unprecedented time.
In addressing the meeting, the Assistant Director Finance stated that for
Council Tax, Royal Greenwich had the highest collection rates in 201920 and regrettably were not able to build on that this year, however, this
was clearly impacted by the pandemic. In terms of Business Rates, the
collection rate had also dropped as a result of the pandemic, as most of
4
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the human resources were allocated to manage the various grant
support schemes. With the corporate debt, the recovery rate has also
dipped as a consequence of the pandemic, however Members should
note that there was a significant increase in the number of invoices
generated automatically during the year.
In response to a question, the Assistant Director Finance stated that
there was a significant increase in invoices generated automatically by
the system rather than manually from approximately 1100 to 11000.
In response to a question, the Assistant Director Finance stated that
moving forward, there would be some service improvements, such as
public access to online council tax accounts and online forms which
should allow back office employees to work on other areas. He
highlighted that despite the pandemic, the direct debit payment for the
council tax went up by 5% to 65% which is the highest it has ever been.
In response to a question, the Assistant Director Finance confirmed that
a decision was made during the pandemic to suspend reminder notices,
and understanding the struggle residents were going through, this was
felt to be the right decision. He advised that there was return to a
reduced service for recovering debts, with virtual court hearing and very
limited engagement with the enforcement agencies. He stated that the
Council was looking to resume normal service sometime next year.
In response to a question, Assistant Director Finance stated that there
was no cause for concern at the moment from the recovery rate
reported each month.
The panel asked for the details on how much money the Council spends
annually on obtaining bad debt for Council Tax.
ACTION: Finance
The Panel
Resolved –
To note the performance of the Revenues and Corporate Debt
management Service for the financial year 2020/21 be noted and the inyear collection rates in respect of Council Tax and Business Rates
2020/21.
5
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8

Advice Benefits Service Annual Performance Report
The report was introduced by the Cabinet Member for Finance and
Resources who thanked the staff for delivering brilliant service
throughout this unprecedented time.
In addressing the meeting, the Assistant Director Advice & Benefits
stated that it had been a very challenging year for advice & benefits,
however, the situation improved steadily throughout the year in terms
of KPI’s, and the over payment, highlighting that that the LA error, was
significantly lower than last year. He pointed out that trainers had been
brought in to ensure that staff were aware of the importance of benefit
subsidy. He stated that the recovery of over payment had improved
during the year and thanked all the council services redeploying staff
which enabled the test and trace isolation payment team to be created
overnight. He confirmed that test and trace isolation payment had been
extended from 31st September 2021 to 31st March 2022 and that
vulnerable people would receive continued help, particularly in respect
to the discretionary housing payment and emergency support scheme.
The Assistant Director Finance advised the Panel that during Covid-19,
the Council had received approximately 450 new emergency support
application per month compared to around 250 per month previously.
He added there was a significant challenge on resources as 300
applications per month were still being received.
The Chair thanked the advice & benefit department for always providing
detailed reports.
In response to a question, the Assistant Director Advice & Benefits
advised that it was difficult to assess the impact of the ending of furlough
in terms of new cases. However, he said that there are human
resources available to support new applicants, and RBG was one of the
few councils that have a dedicated team supporting UC claimants.
In addressing the meeting, the Cabinet Member for Finance and
Resources added that during the epidemic, the Council had managed to
put together a much more integrated advice hub, working together with
Charlton Athletic team as well. She stated that it was a very important
advancement leading to an improvement of the council service.

6
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The Panel
Resolved –
To Note the Performance of the Advice & Benefits Service for 2020-21
against Key Performance Indicators and the action taken in supporting
residents through the COVID 19 pandemic.
9

Action Monitoring
The report was presented by the Chair.
The Panel
Resolved –
To confirm that the actions requested at previous meetings of the panel
had been completed.

10

Commissioning of future reports
The report was presented by the Chair.
The Panel
Resolved –
To note the work items that were scheduled to be presented to the
meeting of the Corporate Finance and Performance Scrutiny Panel taking
place on 24th November 2021.

The meeting closed at 7:39pm
___________________________
Chair

7
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CORPORATE FINANCE AND
DATE
PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY PANEL 01 December 2021
TITLE
Equality and Equity Action Plan – Annual
Update 2021
CHIEF OFFICER
Director of Communities, Environment
and Central

ITEM NO
5

WARD (S)
All
CABINET MEMBER
Culture and Communities

1.

Decision required

1.1

This report makes the following recommendations to the decision-maker:
To note progress made on the Council’s Equality and Equity Action Plan in
2021, as set out in the Equality and Equity Action Plan Annual Update 2021
(Appendix A).

2.

Links to the Royal Greenwich high level objectives

2.1

This report relates to the Council’s agreed high level objectives as follows:
• A Great Place to Be – Ensuring there is continued community cohesion in
the Royal Borough of Greenwich and equality of access for all
• A Strong Vibrant and Well-run Borough – Ensuring our services are
responsive to the needs of residents and support those with protected
characteristics accessing services
• A Strong, Vibrant and Well-Run Borough – Ensuring our organisation
supports and develops its workforce

3.

Purpose of Report and Executive Summary

3.1

This report will provide an update on progress made against our Equality and
Equity Action Plan and connected work during 2021, which was agreed
earlier this year by Cabinet in March 2021.

3.2

The Equality and Equity Action Plan is the Royal Borough of Greenwich’s
commitment to advancing equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful
ITEM NO: 5
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3.3.

discrimination, harassment and victimisation and fostering good relations
within our organisation and our community.
This report will include a timeline of key activities over the past 18 months,
self-assessment using the Local Government Association’s Equality
Framework, our achievements, areas to focus on for the next year and
progress made against our Equality Objectives 2020-2024.

3.4

Full details of the update are contained in Appendix A.

4.

Introduction and Background

4.1

The Royal Borough of Greenwich is subject to specific duties under the
Equality Act to help us comply with the Public Sector Equality Duty. As a local
authority, we must:
• Prepare and publish Equality Objectives at least every 4 years – these must
be specific and measurable
• Publish equality information at least once a year to show how we’ve
complied with the Equality Duty

4.2

In October 2020, Cabinet agreed an Equality and Equity Charter and a new
set of Equality Objectives for the period of 2020-2024. The Charter and
Objectives were developed through extensive consultation with staff,
councillors, trade unions representatives, local voluntary and community
groups, partner organisations and residents. Consultation started internally in
January-March 2020 and then externally in July-August 2020.

4.3

The Equality Objectives and SMART actions are derived from the Charter
and feedback from the consultation described above.

4.4

Following agreement of the Charter and Objectives, officers from a number
of teams worked with senior leaders to co-produce the Equality and Equity
Action Plan.

4.5

The Equality and Equity Action Plan brings together the commitments of the
Charter, our new Objectives and consultation, providing a practical method
for ensuring that we are delivering on our pledges and our legal duties. The
Action Plan was agreed by Cabinet in March 2021.
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5.

Equality and Equity Action Plan and Annual Update Report

5.1

The Equality and Equity Action Plan provides:
• An overview of both the Equality and Equity Charter and Equality
Objectives
• An assessment of the Council’s current position using the Local
Government Association’s ‘Equality Framework for Local Government’
• An overview on the processes and structures the Council will put in place
to manage, develop and report on the Equality Objectives and associated
actions
• A high level workplan for delivery

5.2

This Report provides an update on progress made against the Equality and
Equity Action Plan. The full Annual Update for the Equality and Equity Action
Plan 2021 is attached in Appendix A.

5.3

The Annual Update provides information on:
• A timeline of key activities over the past 18 months;
• A self-assessment of our performance using the Local Government
Association’s Equality Framework;
• Our key achievements and why they have been successful;
• Areas that we will focus on for the next year; and
• Progress made against our Equality Objectives 2020-2024.

6.

Oversight

6.1

The Cabinet Member for Culture and Communities and the Director of
Communities, Environment and Central have overall responsibility for the
Equality and Equity Action Plan.

6.2.

This is a truly corporate agenda, with a range of delivery partners and
stakeholders from across the organisation contributing to its success. Please
see the EDI Systems Model in Appendix B for a full overview of political,
strategic and operational responsibility for this work.

6.3

As agreed in the Equality and Equity Action Plan, an officer-led Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Steering Group was established in March 2021.
ITEM NO: 5
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6.2

The EDI Steering Group is responsible for monitoring, reviewing, reporting
and overseeing the delivery and further development of the Equality
Objectives 2020-2024, which form a key part of our Equality and Equity
Action Plan. The Group is chaired by a member of GMT and includes
representation from each Directorate, HR, Staff Networks, Communications
and Continuous Improvement.

6.3

As also agreed by the Equality and Equity Action Plan, the Council has
supported the establishment of a community-led Royal Greenwich Equality
Network. This Network in its early stages and is being chaired by METRO
GAVS and supported by the Voluntary and Community Sector team.

7.

Reporting

7.1

Cabinet agreed in March 2021 that the Annual Update on the Equality and
Equity Action Plan will contain the relevant qualitative and quantitative data
needed to evidence progress, refreshing the previous format for Equalities
reporting (the Headline Equality Measures report) to reflect our current
position and new Equality Objectives 2020-2024. The previous measures
would no longer be relevant or appropriate for measuring progress.

7.2

Therefore, the content contained in this Annual Update on the Equality and
Equity Action Plan will look different to previous years, as there is a new set
of Equality Objectives for 2020-2024 which are part of our overall Equality
and Equity Action Plan.

5.

Available Options

5.1

Note progress made on the Equality and Equity Action Plan, as set out in the
Equality and Equity Action Plan Annual Update 2021 (Appendix A).

6.

Preferred Option

6.1

Note progress made on the Equality and Equity Action Plan, as set out in the
Equality and Equity Action Plan Annual Update 2021 (Appendix A).

7.

Reasons for Recommendations

7.1

The Council is required under the Equality Act, and Public Sector Equality
Duty, to:
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•

Produce four yearly Equality Objectives, which are specific and
measurable (contained within our Equality and Equity Action Plan) and
• To publish equality information at least once a year to show how we’ve
complied with this.
10.

Cross-Cutting Issues and Implications

Issue
Legal including
Human Rights Act

Finance and
other resources
Equalities

Implications
The purpose of this report is to
update the Scrutiny Panel on
progress made on the Council’s
Equality and Equity Action Plan in
2021. The report is for noting only
and no decisions will be taken. As
such, there are no legal implications
arising from the report
There are no financial implications
arising from this report.

Sign-off
John
Scarborough,
Director of
Legal Services
14/11/21

Damon Cook,
Director of
Finance,
16/11/21
This report is submitted in support
Grace Roman,
of the Royal Borough of Greenwich’s Principal
commitment to the Equality Act
Improvement
2010 and the Public Sector Equality
Partner
Duty, which requires public bodies
12/11/21
to pay due regard to:
(i)
eliminate unlawful
discrimination, harassment,
victimisation and other
conduct prohibited by the
Act;
(ii) Advance equality of
opportunity between
people from different
groups; and
(iii) Foster good relations
between people from
different groups. Part of
our commitment to this is
to produce four yearly
objectives, which are
specific and measurable.
ITEM NO: 5
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There are no decisions
recommended through this
paper, it is an update on
progress on the agreed
Equality Objectives.

Climate change

11.

This report is an annual update on
our progress made towards our
Equality and Equity Action Plan,
which contains the Equality and
Equity Charter and Equality
Objectives 2020-2024.
There are no implications for the
Environment

Grace Roman,
Principal
Improvement
Partner
12/11/21

Report Appendices

11.1 The following documents are to be published with and form part of the
report:
• Appendix A: Equality and Equity Action Plan Annual Update 2021
12.

Background Papers
• Equality and Equity Action Plan
• Equality and Equity Charter
• Equality Objectives 2020-2024
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Report Author:
Tel No.
Email.

Grace Roman, Principal Improvement Partner
020 8921 6967
Grace.Roman@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:
Tel No.
Email.

Daniel Tahsin, Improvement Manager
020 8921 6158
Daniel.Tahsin@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Chief Officer:

Mirsad Bakalovic, Director of Communities, Environment and
Central
020 89216432
Mirsad.Bakalovic@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Tel No.
Email.
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EQUALITY AND EQUITY
ACTION PLAN
The Equality and Equity Action Plan is the Royal Borough of Greenwich’s commitment to
advancing equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful discrimination, harassment and
victimisation and fostering good relations within our organisation and our community

Annual
Update
Report
2021

This report will provide an update on progress of the Equality and Equity Action Plan in 2021
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1

Foreword from the Cabinet Member for Culture and Communities
Royal Greenwich is a diverse and vibrant borough, with many different communities that call it
home. We believe our diversity is one of our greatest strengths and should be celebrated and valued.
Our ambition is to create a fairer, safer, accessible and inclusive borough where everyone feels they
belong, has a voice and an equal opportunity to succeed and thrive.
Equality, diversity and inclusion is at the heart of everything we do, from providing accessible services
to our residents, to fostering good relations within and between our communities and how we
function as an organisation.
The Royal Borough of Greenwich has embarked on a new Equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI)
journey over the past year. This started with our public commitments to this agenda – our Equality
and Equity Charter and new Equality Objectives for 2020-2024.
Leadership and teams from across the organisation have come together to take greater
accountability for our priorities, helping to mainstream EDI into all the work the Royal Borough of
Greenwich does and enable stronger connections and support for our community organisations.

Cllr Adel Khaireh
Cabinet Member for
Culture and Communities

In addition, our greatly valued voluntary and community sector have taken the lead in establishing
new equality groups and in enabling stronger, more resilient communities though their work.

There is much for us to proud of and celebrate, this annual update will reflect on our
accomplishments and identify further opportunities for us to continue building on our ambitions.
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2

Contents
This report will provide an update on the work that has taken place over the past year, which will include:

A timeline of key activities over the past 18 months

p.5

Local Government Association’s Equality Framework for Local

Government scorecard and self assessment

p.6-8

What has been successful and why?

p.9-13

Our focus over the next year
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Executive Summary
The past 18 months has seen a renewed focus on Equality, Diversity and Inclusion in the Royal Borough of Greenwich. We have listened and connected to our
communities, Councillors and our staff about what is important to them and undertaken local and national research to shape our approach.
The Equality and Equity Action Plan is the Royal Borough of Greenwich’s commitment for advancing equality of opportunity, eliminating unlawful discrimination,
harassment and victimisation and fostering good relations within our organisation and our community. The Action Plan was agreed by Cabinet in March 2020,
following the launch of our Equality and Equity Charter and our new Equality Objectives 2020-2024.
The Action Plan has been co-produced between teams from across the organisation and senior leaders and is treated as a live strategy, so that it can be
responsive to new priorities as they emerge through our work. This ensures that the Action Plan and our commitments are owned corporately, are embedded
into our organisation and mainstreamed into our policies and projects. The Action Plan provides detail on:
•
•
•
•
•

The Equality and Equity Charter (which focuses on our work with communities) – please see Appendix A for a copy
Our new Equality Objectives 2020-2024 (which focus on our internal work as an organisation) – please see Appendix B for our 6 Objectives
A detailed workplan for achieving our commitments over the next four years
An initial benchmark against the Local Government Association’s Equality Framework, and
Plans for the establishment of internal Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Steering Group and community-led Royal Greenwich Equality Network

This report will provide an update on the above, highlighting our key activities from 2020-2021 – from our work out in the community, from events such as the
Great Get Together, to our internal EDI journey. We have also taken stock of our progress against the LGA’s Equality Framework. The report will also explore
where we have been successful in our work and the reasons for this. Such as our political and executive leadership taking ownership of our commitments and
embedding them into the organisation, and also our responsiveness to current challenges, such as Women’s Safety and Race Equality.
The report will also explore where we want to improve and our plans for addressing this over the coming year. This includes improving our EDI training offer
and focusing on supporting under-represented groups in the organisation. A detailed progress update on our Equality Objectives, including what actions are
currently being taken and which teams are responsible for delivering them, provides clear oversight over our specific commitments.
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Key activities over the past 18 months
We began consultation with staff, Councillors
and Trade Unions to develop our new Equality
Objectives 2020-2024 for our organisation to
help us drive progress

Over summer 2020, the Council codeveloped a community-facing Equality and
Equity Charter, our pledge to ensure our
borough is a fair, safe, accessible and inclusive
place for people of all backgrounds

The Equality and Equity Charter consultation
received over 750 responses, which were
overwhelmingly positive and supportive; staff,
Cllrs and Unions participated in workshops on
our new Equality Objectives

In October 2020, Cabinet agreed the
organisation’s new Equality Objectives
for 2020-2024 and the Equality and
Equity Charter

January
2020

In March 2021, Cabinet agreed an
Equality and Equity Action Plan for
delivery of our Equality Objectives with
key partners, such as HR and Comms

New training and development programmes have
been launched, such as Unconscious Bias and Let’s
Talk About Race and Tackling Racism. As part of
staff learning week, sessions on Being an Ally and
Cultural Appropriation were well attended

GMT agreed to form an EDI Steering
Group to oversee delivery of the
Equality and Equity Action Plan and to
enable organisational change in EDI

The Voluntary and Community Sector
team have been working with community
groups to establish community-led Equality
groups, one being focussed on EDI overall
and a specific Race Equality group

To help us deliver on both our internal and external
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion commitments, we
developed an EDI Systems Model to provide
accountability and transparency for the different
internal and external commitments

At Together 21, we promoted our work in
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion and
residents were able to show their support
for the Equality and Equity Charter by
taking part in an art installation

EDI work has been launched to the
organisation with new intranet pages,
new public web pages and an interview
with the EDI Steering Group Chair

November
2021
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LGA EQUALITY FRAMEWORK
SCORECARD AND SELF ASSESSMENT
The ‘Equality Framework for Local Government’ is the industry standard for local authorities who want to review and
improve their performance for people with characteristics protected by the Equality Act 2010.
The framework breaks down into 4 modules with themes for each, for each of these themes there are criteria and
indicators that are used to place the organisation in one of three levels: Developing, Achieving and Excellent.
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LGA Equality Framework Scorecard and Self Assessment
Understanding and Working with your Communities

Leadership and Organisational Commitment

Collecting and Sharing Information: Developing/Achieving

Leadership: Achieving

• We regularly collect information on our communities, either through service
reviews, equality impact assessments and monitoring and various strategies,
alongside national and regional data.

• Our political and executive leaders have committed publicly to reducing
inequality, fostering good relations and challenging discrimination.

• Information is shared across the organisation and with partners.

• Vision and plans in EDI have been presented and communicated to Cabinet,
Greenwich Management Team and Corporate Senior Managers.

Analysing and using data and information: Developing/Achieving

Priorities and Partnership Working: Achieving

• Services collect information, with data disaggregated and analysed to support the
assessment of local need, impacts of changes to services and priorities.

• There is a clear vision and plans in place to support our commitments as an
organisation and we are working with our local VCS to develop plans with them.

• However, this is not consistent, and we have an action to improve Equality
Monitoring in the Action Plan.

• The Equality and Equity Charter and Equality Objectives 2020-2024 have been
integrated into our Corporate Report template, so that all decisions must
consider our priorities in addition to the Equality Act and Equality Impact
Assessments.

Effective Community Engagement: Achieving
• We have engagement mechanisms and structures in place to involve
stakeholders, with people from protected groups encouraged and enabled to
take part in policy and decision-making.
• All of the Staff Network chairs are members of the EDI Steering Group and we
are strengthening our work with community organisations focused on EDI.
Fostering good community relations: Achieving
• We have a good understanding of the relations between different communities,
regularly monitoring and analysing hate crime and harassment.
• We work with partners, such as the Police and our VCS, to respond to trends
and issues.
Participation in public life: Achieving
• Our communities are encouraged to participate in public life or in other
activities where they are under-represented, this takes place through a range of
mechanisms such as Borough-wide events to issue-specific focus groups.

Assessing Equality Impact in Policy and Decision Making: Developing
• We have reviewed and updated our Equality Impact Assessment and Equality
Monitoring guidance and tools and will be publicising these to the organisation.
Equality Objectives and Annual Reporting: Achieving/Excellent
• Our Equality Objectives 2020-2024 have been integrated into organisational
strategies and plans and action is being taken to achieve them. Outcomes are
measured and monitored regularly by senior leaders.

Performance Monitoring and Scrutiny: Achieving/Excellent
• The Corporate Finance and Performance Panel reviews work in this area
annually and the internal EDI Steering Group reviews progress every two
months.
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LGA Equality Framework Scorecard and Self Assessment
Responsive Services and Customer Care

Diverse and Engaged Workforce

Commissioning and Procuring Services: Developing

Workforce Diversity: Developing

• Our procurement and commissioning processes and practice take account of the
diverse needs of clients, and that providers understand the requirements of the public
sector Equality Duty.

• We monitor and report our workforce profile annually. While there has been gradual
movement towards greater diversity for some sections of our workforce (such as ethnic
minority groups) this has not been the case for others (such as disabled staff) which have
largely stayed the same.

• Guidance is available for suppliers on the equality requirements for the procurement
and commissioning process.
Integration of equality objectives into service planning: Achieving
• Our Equality Objectives 2020-2024 have been integrated into service plans across the
organisation, with progress towards them performance managed by key decision
makers, such as the Chair of the EDI Steering Group, GMT and the Cabinet Member
for Culture and Communities.
• Our Equality Objectives have specific timescales and teams across the organisation are
responsible for delivery.
• Our Equality Objectives cover a range of protected characteristics and focus in
specifically on supporting underrepresented groups in our organisation, such as
disabled staff.
• Our Corporate Report template includes a section on our Equality Objectives and
Equality and Equity Charter, which requires services to demonstrate how these
commitments have been integrated into their decisions.

• We have agreed actions to increase representation and are improving our data on
recruitment and career progression.
Inclusive Strategies and Policies: Achieving
• Our equality objectives related to our workforce strategies are being implemented and
monitored.
• There are policies and practices in place which aim to enhance workforce equality, such
as flexible working. Other policies (such as reviewing reasonable adjustments and PRADs)
are commitments within our Action Plan.
• Our training and development offer supports our EDI agenda.
Collecting, Analysing and Publishing Workforce Data: Achieving
• We monitor and report our workforce profile annually, including the Gender Pay Gap
(which is reversed for Greenwich) and the Ethnicity Pay Gap data. This information is
shared more regularly with the EDI Steering Group and published on RBGs website.
• Action is being taken as a result of monitoring.

Service Delivery: Developing

Learning and Development: Developing

• Services have systems in place to collect, analyse and measure how satisfied all
sections of the community are with services.

• We are reviewing and expanding our current training offer (such as including EDI within
induction training) and will be mainstreaming EDI into all training.

• We have recently refreshed our Equality Monitoring Guidance, and this will be shared
with services through different engagement activities.

Health and Wellbeing: Developing

• Our Social Value Framework is used for commissioned services to measure outcomes
which are not delivered by the organisation.

• Staff health and well-being is promoted by HR, examples include the Wellbeing
Champions programme, the Employee Assistance programme, development of a
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WHAT HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL
AND WHY?
The Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Systems Leads have discussed and identified areas of
our work that have been a success and that we should be proud of, they have also explored
the reasons for what we have done to make them successful.
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What has been successful?
1. Improving our Leadership, Accountability and Awareness in Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
 Public commitment with clear priorities
Over the past year, our political and executive leadership have publicly committed to reducing inequality, fostering good relations and challenging discrimination. This has been
demonstrated by the development and agreement of the Equality and Equity Charter and new Equality Objectives for 2020-2024 in October 2020. This has helped to set out clearly our
organisation’s vision, ambition and priorities for work in this area in the coming years to the organisation and our communities.
These commitments cover a range of priorities, such as recognising the importance of a diverse workforce that is representative of the Borough, understanding the diverse needs of our
staff and communities and enabling a learning environment where best practice is shared across the organisation and with our partners. Please see Appendix A and B for full details of the
Charter and our Objectives.
Following this commitment, the Cabinet Member for Communities and Culture, senior officers and delivery leads worked together to develop a practical plan for how to achieve these
ambitions. The Equality and Equity Action Plan was agreed by the Greenwich Management Team and Cabinet in March 2021. The Action Plan provides details on the evidence base that
was used and the above priorities alongside workplans for how our commitments will be delivered, including teams responsible, projected timeframes and desired outcomes. Please see
the Action Plan Progress Tracker for full details to date of activities over the past year.
 Taking accountability through cross-Council working
The new focus and energy in for this agenda has led to the formation of the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Steering Group, which is responsible for monitoring, reviewing,
reporting and overseeing the delivery and further development of the Equality and Equity Action Plan. The EDI Steering Group is Chaired by a member of GMT and brings together a
range of delivery partners, such as HR managers in training, recruitment and data; Chairs of all the Staff Networks; Representatives from each Directorate; Communications officers and
Continuous Improvement officers.
As well as progressing the Action Plan, the Steering Group acts as a role model, promotes a learning culture and identifies further areas for improvement. Recent examples include
integrating our equality commitments into our Corporate Report template, developing an Inclusive Language Guide and leading a review of the Staff Networks.

 Political and executive oversight
Political and executive leadership have also developed an EDI Systems Model, providing transparency and shining a light on the political, strategic and operational work taking place both
internally and externally on EDI and who is responsible for its success.
This model is enabling us to reach across the organisation and support Directorates to embed EDI into our long-term strategies, service priorities and day to day activities.
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Why has this been successful?
1. Improving our Leadership, Accountability and Awareness in Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
 Tackling silos
The Cabinet member, senior officers and delivery leads took time to reflect and understand barriers to this work in the past. One barrier has been that EDI work across the Council has
often been siloed. Different services had EDI-related workstreams in a range of areas, but often did not share their work or findings. This hindered the organisation’s ability to understand
the challenges, and how to prioritise and respond effectively. It also meant that it was difficult to understand who was accountable for the success of the agenda.
Leadership understood the importance of creating a dedicated space for this work to be progressed and established the EDI Steering Group. As noted, the Group brings together a
range of stakeholders working on or connected to EDI from across the organisation. This provides a forum for sharing work taking place, discussing challenges, and delivering on our
commitments. The access to diverse perspectives has also improved the quality and ambition of the work taking place. In addition, the Group is using corporate project management
tools to ensure accountability and transparency on the work taking place.
Leadership pushed for greater transparency and accountability for this work going forward, together developing the EDI Systems Model. The Model shines a light on the political,
strategic and operational work taking place both internally and externally. It enables leadership and delivery leads to have a clear understanding of the work taking place. Please see
Appendix C for the Systems Model.
 Engagement

The Charter, Objectives and Action Plan have been promoted across the organisation. Early engagement has focused on senior leadership, to ensure that our leaders can champion the
work, use their role as decision-makers to ensure our services are responsive to EDI and help our organisation to develop. Presentations have been shared with Cabinet and at our
Corporate Senior Managers quarterly meeting, which included a workshop to understand their experiences as service leaders and what they can do to champion EDI. In addition, during
staff Learning At Work week sessions were held on ‘Being an Ally’ and ‘What’s the Harm in Cultural Appropriation’. We have also held #Ask the Leadership sessions in response to
George Floyd’s murder and Women’s Safety.
In November 2021, the EDI work was officially launched to the organisation, using an interview with the Chair of the EDI Steering Group, new staff intranet pages and refreshed public
webpages. Further communications will take place over the next year as the work develops
 Reaching staff with different protected characteristics
Senior leaders have sought to ensure that the EDI Steering Group reaches all sections of the organisation. Directorate Leads and Staff Network Chairs play a key role in connecting the
Group to staff experiences, further routes (such as an EDI Champions Network) are being explored.
 Delivering more training on Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
We have offered and delivered new training for staff, such as classroom training on Let’s Talk About Race and Tackling Racism, Active Bystander and Unconscious Bias and e-learning
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What has been successful?
2. Working with and supporting our communities in Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
The Royal Borough of Greenwich has continued to work closely with our communities in Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI), both directly in developing our approach and
understanding of EDI and more widely through fostering good relations between communities in the Borough.
 Our Equality and Equity Charter and engagement

Much of our work over the past year has stemmed from our development of our Equality and Equity Charter, which was developed following public consultation. The Charter is our
pledge to ensure our borough is a fair, safe, accessible and inclusive place for people of all backgrounds to feel they belong, succeed and thrive. The Charter was agreed by Cabinet and
then signed by the Leader and Cabinet Member for Culture and Communities. Since then, we have promoted the Charter at Together 21 and enabled c.60 organisations to also adopt
the Charter.
 Supporting the formation of community-led EDI groups

As part of our Equality and Equity Action Plan, we recognised the need to develop our understanding of EDI in our communities and pledged to support the creation of a community-led
Royal Greenwich Equality Network and Race Equality Advisory Group. These are in the early stages of being set up, with an event planned in December by the Royal Greenwich Equality
Network with the support of our Voluntary and Community Sector team.
 Building community capacity through our grant-funding programmes
We continue to fund a range of local organisations to provide services locally and directly to residents, totaling £1,068,500. Many of these groups provide support to vulnerable sections
of our community and have a strong EDI focus. Our funding ranges from supporting Community Centres, Information and Advice Services, Strategic Equalities and Infrastructure
Support. In addition, a newly appointed bid-writer has supported these groups’ access to funding beyond the Council over the past year.

Why has this been successful?
Our work with communities on EDI is grounded in our belief that communities are often best placed to understand the diverse needs of our Borough, particularly around protected
characteristics. Therefore, fostering a strong relationship with our VCS organisations has been key to co-developing our work and knowledge in this area. When developing our Equality
and Equity Action Plan, we were reflected on where we could improve as an organisation and saw an opportunity to develop our understanding of community-focused EDI work.
As a result, we have actively sought to improve our understanding in this area through the establishment of community-led EDI groups (such as the Royal Greenwich Equality Network)
that we can support and work with.
In addition, we have also maintained an extensive VCS grants programme, with large support being given to local organisations to continue providing vital services to residents on EDI
Page
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What has been successful?
3. Focusing in on specific equality strands, such as VAWG and Race Equality
We have strengthened our overall approach in EDI to create a corporate space for this work, with the agreement of the Charter, Objectives, Action Plan and the establishment of the EDI
Steering Group. This work goes beyond looking at one protected characteristic and aims to provide a holistic approach. While this has been valuable for ensuring we have good oversight
across the whole spectrum of EDI, leadership has recognised the importance of focusing in on specific equality strands. This has enabled us to have both the breadth and depth of insight, as
well as being responsive to current issues within our community and our organisation.
Women’s Safety
The tragic events over the past year have reaffirmed the need for the work we are doing on women’s safety and tackling violence against women and girls (VAWG). In response, we have
undertaken a number of activities:
• Community Safety have worked in partnership with HER Centre to promote the Women’s Safety Charter locally. The Charter sends a clear message to anyone who lives, works, studies
or visits the borough that the safety of all women and girls is a priority.
• The Council has held a series of forums and an online consultation on women’s safety, this includes both public forums and consultation in addition to internal forums for staff.
• Following these activities, the Community Safety team has launched a Women’s Safety Taskforce with Councillors and Directorates.
Race Equality
In response to the murder of George Floyd and the Black Lives Matter movement, a number of initiatives focusing on race equality have taken place. Internally, some Directorates have
formed their own race equality groups to support learning and understanding around race and racism. Leadership are now exploring a cross-Directorate Group to support these groups
and look further into structural racism in the organisation. Learning and development on Unconscious Bias and Let’s Talk about Race and Tackling Racism have also been delivered, as well as
#Ask the leadership sessions on racism.
There has also been service specific work leading on race equality, such as Children’s Services work with Head teachers and schools to design and implement a new curriculum which
incorporates Black history. In addition, the work the Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) team is doing to set up a community-led Race Equality Advisory Board and the support they
have provided to minority ethnic VCS groups in bidding for funding.

Why has this been successful?
A number of factors have helped us respond to these events and ensure that we are working together to improve these issues locally and within our organisation:
 Leadership have listened to residents and staff, keeping connected to wider societal issues and what they mean for us locally in Greenwich. They have supported ideas brought forward
by services, staff and our communities, creating a space for reflection and discussion. This has enabled us to respond quickly to local needs and be flexible within our EDI agenda to
specific equality strands.
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 Moreover, as senior leaders have been connected over the past year on our corporate approach to EDI, we have been able to encourage a joined-up approach across our EDI work
draw on expertise and resources as needed.

OUR FOCUS OVER THE NEXT YEAR
Through our EDI Steering Group and work with our Voluntary and Community Sector, we have
identified areas for focus over the next year. Many of our internal commitments are embedded into
our Equality Objectives 2020-2024 (as part of our long-term ambition and Action Plan).
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What will we focus on over the next year?
1. Improving under-represented group’s career progression and representation in the organisation
Since 2016, we have been reporting on and monitoring our workforce representation. We have gathered annual data on underrepresented groups and the proportion of these groups at
senior levels of the organisation. Our data has a high collection rate, with only 1.5% of employees not declaring their ethnicity and 2.4% not declaring their disability status.
Disabled staff and staff from minority ethnic backgrounds have been identified as underrepresented in comparison to our local population.

Disability
 In 2020/21, 4.9% of staff have identified as disabled with 2.4% undeclared. This decreases in leadership positions, where 2.1% of staff have identified as disabled in
the top 5% of Council employees (PO7 and above). Over the past five years, there has not been much change in this position – the overall percentage of disabled
staff has increased marginally by 0.3 percentage points where disabled staff in leadership positions has decreased by -0.7% percentage points
 Estimates on the percentage of residents who are disabled are harder to measure, some sources estimate that between 13-17% of our Borough’s working age
population are disabled (ONS, 2019). These might not all be economically active
 We are largely similar in comparison to other London Borough’s (through London Councils benchmarking data): across other London Borough’s, 5.4% of staff
identify as disabled and 3.8% of disabled staff are in the top 5% of earners.

Ethnicity
 In 2020/21, 33.3% of staff have identified as being from an ethnic minority backgrounds, with 65.1% identifying as white. This has increased very slightly over the
past five years by 3.3%. In leadership positions, 25.6% of staff have identified as minority ethnic in the top 5% of employees – an increase of 6.6 percentage points
since 2016/17. Nonetheless, candidates from an ethnic minority background represented 39.9% of all new appointments in 2020/21 and 44.3% in 2019/20, which
means that the Council is making continued progress.
 In comparison, 40% of our Borough’s population are minority ethnic (GLA, 2019) and 35.8% are economically active (ONS, 2011).
 Our proportion of ethnic minority staff who are PO7 and above is slightly higher than the London Council’s average of 19.1%. To note, there are slight
differences in calculation to reflect different pay scales.
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What will we be doing?
1. Improving under-represented group’s career progression and representation in the organisation
The Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Steering Group have spent a number of their meetings discussing our workforce profile. These meetings have focused on delving into the data to
understand where underrepresentation exists, discussing the reasons for it and what we can do to improve representation. Please see the Annual HR report for further detail on our
workforce profile, including details of our gender and ethnicity pay gaps, as well as an overview of our diverse recruitment practices (including the use of balanced panels).
The key reasons identified for underrepresentation were:
• While our undeclared rate is low, there may be concerns from staff around disclosing their disability to managers for fear of how they may be treated by them and colleagues. In addition,
many disabled staff may not realise they are protected by the Equality Act and can access support if needed.
• Increased need for targeted career development opportunities for underrepresented staff, particularly in gaining opportunities to ‘act up’, take on leadership opportunities and be
successful in applying for more senior roles.
• Discomfort of some staff to engage with issues around equality, diversity and inclusion – particularly around ethnicity and disability. This is partly for fear of causing offence, not knowing
what language is acceptable to use and lack of understanding of these issues. This makes it more challenging for staff to understand the barriers underrepresented groups face and think
about their role in supporting staff.
• Comparison to other London Councils’ data revealed that the Royal Borough of Greenwich has a low turnover rate amongst staff, which means addressing imbalances may be slower.
 Reverse/inclusive mentoring

The Steering Group will explore establishing a reverse mentoring scheme. Reverse mentoring is where staff from underrepresented groups are matched as ‘mentors’ with senior officers, to
share their experiences and increase understanding of the barriers they may face. This approach is used to increase learning, encourage more dialogue around different protected
characteristics and to connect senior leaders directly to staff experience. This idea received broad support from the Group and has been used with positive results by other organisations in
both the public and private sector.
 Learning and development
Learning and development initiatives were discussed by the EDI Steering group, as a result we will explore integrating EDI into our induction offer for new staff and build on our training
offer to improve understanding of EDI issues. This includes more sessions on Unconscious Bias, Let’s Talk About Race and Tackling Racism and new training on how to support disabled staff.
 Leadership opportunities
Also discussed by the EDI Steering Group, was the need for increased opportunities for ethnic minority and disabled staff to access and experience working in more senior roles. Currently,
opportunities for ‘acting up’ can be limited and often dependent on managers being proactive in developing their staff. We will be exploring how to increase leadership opportunities for
minority ethnic and disabled staff.
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What will we focus on for the next year?
2. Linking our internal and external work on Equality, Diversity and Inclusion
Over the past year, we have established the internal Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Steering Group and have also made progress in setting up the
community-led Royal Greenwich Equality Network (chaired by MetroGavs) and the Race Equality Advisory Board (chaired by Greenwich Inclusion Project).
These groups are helping us build a solid foundation of networks that are working on EDI, as each of the groups bring together a range of stakeholders that are
involved in EDI. This includes senior leaders, such as the Cabinet Member for Culture and Communities, members of GMT, Staff Networks, HR, and our
community groups that are focused on this work. Now that these groups have been established in their own right and are operating, the next phase is to enable
better links between these groups.
Creating better partnership working across our EDI networks will provide clear oversight across our work. More importantly, it will provide increased
opportunity to collaborate and improve the work we are doing in EDI.

What will we be doing?
Building partnership working
We will take a number of steps to help link our internal and external work on EDI so that we can foster greater partnership working and collaboration between networks. Firstly, one
of the options we are exploring is to establish a six-monthly meeting between networks working on EDI. This will be an opportunity to link internal and external leaders, providing
them space to share their work, identify areas for joint working and collectively discuss EDI.
The six-monthly meetings will bring together:
 The Cabinet Member for Culture and Communities (Chair)
 Director of Communities, Environment and Central
 Chair of the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Steering Group

 Chair of the Royal Greenwich Equality Network
 Chair of the Race Equality Advisory Board
Once these meetings have been established, there will be further opportunities to take part in activities across networks, such as events, discussion and focus groups and research.
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What will we focus on for the next year?
3. Embedding EDI into the organisation
We will build on our work over the past year and develop further ways to embed EDI into our organisation. We have made good progress towards this goal, but we believe we can go
further. We have been successful in gaining support from senior leadership, politically and internally. In addition, we have established a representative EDI Steering Group to oversee and
drive implementation of the Equality and Equity Action Plan and integrated our EDI commitments into our corporate reporting process.
Our next step is to build greater capacity, knowledge and understanding at different levels of our organisation, from heads of service to entry level staff. We believe that this is crucial to
ensure that EDI is properly embedded into our organisation and our practices. Our aim is for:
 All staff to have a foundational knowledge and a clear understanding of our organisation’s commitment to Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) and the work we are doing in this area
 Managers to gain operational knowledge and have a clear understanding of how to utilise EDI policies and tools within services and service planning, understanding how EDI policies and
tools can improve their services and make informed and evidence-based decisions regarding service changes
 Managers to have the confidence to lead and support their teams and individuals with different needs, with awareness of barriers and unconscious bias

What will we be doing?
 We will ensure that our work in EDI is communicated effectively to the organisation. We have recently launched a new section on the staff Business Continuity pages, where an
overview of the work has been shared alongside an interview with the Chair of the EDI Steering Group, links to our Plans and downloadable guidance. As work develops, our
communications will be tailored to suit different audiences so that all staff are engaged in this work.
 We will increase understanding and use of our EDI policies and tools (which have recently been refreshed), such as our Equality Impact Assessment Guidance and Equality Monitoring
Guidance. This will enable services to understand the needs of residents and service users, which can be used to change and improve services as well as understanding any impacts that
could affect people with protected characteristics.
 Our developing Inclusive Language Guidance will be shared through staff news and with services, with appropriate engagement activities to help support understanding and how it can
used.
 Our Training and development offer is being enhanced further, building on the new training introduced last year on Unconscious Bias, Let’s Talk About Race and Tackling Racism and
Active Bystander. The EDI Steering Group discussed training and development needs and as a result we will be exploring Reverse Mentoring, an EDI Champions Model, training on how
to support disabled staff and integrating EDI into our induction training.
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PROGRESS ON
EQUALITY OBJECTIVES
2020-2024
This section provides detailed progress updates on each Equality Objective and the specific SMART Actions
attached to each, including recent actions and lead teams. In addition, links to the Equality and Equity
Charter and the LGA Equality Framework have been embedded throughout.
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Equality Objective 1: Ensuring that equalities policies and procedures are applied consistently and sensitively across the Council
Link to Equality and Equity Charter: Creating a fairer Borough through promoting inclusion, participation and equal access
Link to LGA Framework: Diverse and Engaged Workforce; Responsive Services and Customer Care
#

SMART Action

1A

Investigate and develop a Champion model to take the
SMART Objectives forward of the Council Equalities Action
plan. This will also enable the Champions to bring up any
live issues and drive new initiatives forward.

1B

Mainstream EDI into our existing Staff News (previously
worded as ‘Develop and trial a Council equalities
newsletter, to encourage the difficult conversations around
Equality. This could be primarily focused on educating on
specific issues but also provide a platform for our networks
to have a say and update on their current work’)

1C

Ensure that managers take up equalities training and review
their knowledge on a yearly basis

1D

Ensure that 1:1s and PRADs incorporate equalities, both
allowing staff to bring up their specific issues and to improve
their knowledge of issues to better support their colleagues
and staff they manage.

IE

Review the Staff Networks

IF

Develop an Inclusive Language Guide

IG

Investigate informal mediation as a pathway to challenge bias

Lead

HR

Comms

HR

HR

HR

Comms

HR

Progress
• Best practice research has been conducted and an EDI Steering Group Meeting was used to understand how we could
use EDI Champions
• Meetings took place in September to discuss drafting a Champion model, similar to Wellbeing Champions. HR are
currently developing a model.
• After discussions with the Comms team and the EDI Steering Group, it’s been decided that the best channel for
communicating EDI work and EDI issues to the organisation is through our existing Staff Newsletter. It was felt that
creating a standalone newsletter risks keeping EDI side-lined, rather than mainstreaming it into our communications.
• Monthly meetings are taking place with Comms to develop a forward comms plan for organisational engagement in EDI

• We have offered and delivered new training for staff, such as classroom training on Let’s Talk About Race and Tackling
Racism, Active Bystander and Unconscious Bias and e-learning LGBT awareness. In addition to our existing training on
Equality and Diversity in the Workplace and Bullying and Harassment. Across these courses and the Learning at Work
Week events, there were over 1,800 attendees taking part.
• 586 managers have undertaken Bullying and Harassment training.
• At the EDI Steering Group in September, we discussed which training should be mandatory for managers and what
training should be available to all staff as part of their induction.
• The Performance Review and Development Scheme will be reviewed and refreshed to reflect priorities from the Future
of Work and EDI action plans. This is a longer-term piece of work influenced by the development of other policies.

• Best practice research has been conducted
• Workshop with Staff Networks held in September and October to co-develop with HR a new TOR, these are now being
developed
• Draft Guidance has been completed
• Activities being planned to help disseminate the Guidance
• The EDI Steering Group identified this as a priority to provide more informal support and pathways to challenge bias.
• Work has taken place to review current pathways and develop informal ones.
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48as part of the grievance process, however expanding this to offer a wider support
• Informal mediation is currently
offered
to staff will be a priority going forward. This is a complex policy change which will require further work to understand
how it will function.

Time

Medium

Medium

Medium

Long

Short

Short

Long
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Equality Objective 2: Ensure that the Council’s workforce, including senior leadership, are representative of the wider population and
to report on how well the Council is achieving this
Link to Equality and Equity Charter:Continually review the diversity of our workforce and ensure its representative of our local community across all levels
Link to LGA Framework: Diverse and Engaged Workforce
#

SMART Action

2A

Make recruitment more inclusive and attract a wider range
of talent through less restrictive essential Person
Specification criteria, ensure that Job Descriptions and
Person Specifications are written without Jargon and with
the thinking of an applicant which may be outside of the
organisation

2B

Ensuring there is genuine flexible working with all
appropriate roles being promoted as flexible (including
home working, job share and compressed hours) and
monitor job adverts to ensure of this. Senior management
need to actively encourage this culture change throughout
the organisation

2C

To work with our job centres and GLLaB to ensure
opportunities are signposted to our residents to ensure our
workforce is representative of the Greenwich Borough
population.

2D

To publish information on new hires and leavers within the
organisation as part of the existing HR dashboards.

2E

To develop directorate level dashboard reporting on key
indicators quarterly, such as staff workforce breakdown by
ethnicity, disability, gender etc. To have specific grade
breakdown by protected characteristics to understand if
there is inequality within the organisation

2F

To create a culture of measuring and rewarding “outputs”
rather than presenteeism; re-thinking what we value as an
organisation to become a more flexible and future proof
employer

Lead

HR

HR

HR
GLLAB

HR

Progress
• We are already Disability Confident, Good Work Standard and Healthy Workplace Award employers and have recently
become Stonewall Diverse Workforce Champions. The Council has also signed up to the Race at Work Charter.
• Guidance on ensuring person specifications and job descriptions are more inclusive will be regularly refreshed.
• Reviewing the processes by which job descriptions and person specifications are updated, to ensure that inclusive criteria
and templates are incorporated to refresh older JDs.
• We are reviewing corporate flexible working guidance for job adverts in light of Future of Work programme, to
maximise flexibility of roles.
• Recruitment team will identify ways of automating inclusion of flexible working statements in job advertisements based
on job types.

• RBG roles are posted to GLLaB's site and Job Centre Plus' site to ensure roles are signposted to residents, as well as
taking part in local job fairs such as the University of Greenwich.
• In 2020/21, 2,474 new service users signed up through GLLaB, 1,202 service users have completed training, 827 have
been supported into work and 1,028 new vacancies have been secured with external providers.

• Recruitment and retention data is regularly analysed by demographics and shared with Directorates. Please see the
Annual HR report for further detail.
• The next EDI Steering Group will focus on diverse recruitment and our current practices.

Time

Medium

Medium

Short

Medium

HR

• Quarterly HR reports are provided to Directorates which contain EDI information, higher level data is shared on the
Councils HR Intranet.
• The Steering Group and team have been exploring whether there could be a specific EDI dashboard/report that could be
uploaded to the EDI business continuity pages and also our external site.
• The Annual HR report contains more detail on our workforce profile.

Medium

HR

• The Future of Work (FOW) programme has helped us to move away from a 'presenteeism' culture with hybrid working
being offered to teams, where suitable for service needs.
• The FOW survey will provide insight directly from staff on our organisational culture and how we can become a more
flexible employer.
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• This is a long-term priority for
the organisation
and the FOW team will be drawing out the benefits from these changes

Long

21

Equality Objective 3: Ensure that senior management take the lead in promoting equality and provide a model of behaviour for
embedding and championing these values throughout the organisation
Link to Equality and Equity Charter: Inspiring trust and confidence in all the Borough has to offer; recognising, valuing and celebrating diversity and actively promoting equality
Link to LGA Framework: Leadership and Organisational Commitment
#

SMART Action

3A

Senior level management to undertake equalities training
and any other relevant training. Senior management to
actively shape their services based upon these values.

3B

Encourage Directorates to share their stories and
achievements in EDI through Staff News

Lead

HR

Comms

Progress

Time

• Workforce development will be undertaking a deep-dive analysis of training attendance data, including for senior
managers.
• In the past year, GMT have completed training together on Unconscious Bias and Let’s Talk About Race and Tackling
Racism. In addition, Bullying and Harassment training is mandatory for managers.
• At the EDI Steering Group in September, we discussed other relevant training for senior managers (such as Reverse
Mentoring) and this will be used to commission and develop further training.
• Review as part of a wider Comms plan for the EDI Steering Group and how we can mainstream EDI into Staff News and
business continuity/intranet.

Medium

Medium

Equality Objective 4: Remove silos within Council to encourage knowledge sharing, resource sharing and the development of best
practice to support staff and our most vulnerable residents achieve the best outcomes in life.
Link to Equality and Equity Charter: Share good equality practice with our partners
Link to LGA Framework: Leadership and Organisational Commitment

4A

Develop an EDI knowledge bank via the business continuity
pages and in the future the intranet, to be accessible to all
staff (previously worded as 'To develop a knowledge bank
within teams to be shared within the team but also outside
of the team so that best practice can be shared.')

4B

Encourage team members to shadow and take on roles for
career development and to improve knowledge sharing

4C

Consider what information and best practice we could
share with our partner organisations to support their work
in providing for our residents. This can include encouraging
our partner organisations to sign up to schemes to ensure
they are a good employer e.g. the Good Work Standard

CI
Comms

HR

CI
Comms

• Identify what is needed in EDI knowledge bank, such as Guidance, contacts and best practice.
• The EDI Steering Group has discussed with Comms development of a guidance section to be added and built on via
business continuity pages and intranet.

Medium

• Shadowing has already been set up; however, it has been found that perhaps more is needed to improve career
development and knowledge sharing.
• Other career development options alongside shadowing are being reviewed by the Workforce Development team
• This could include opportunities such as Inclusive Mentoring

Long

• Alongside our internal Knowledge Bank, develop an external knowledge bank that is accessible for our partner
organisations and the public so that we can share best practice through our public webpages
• Next steps are to work with Comms to identify what should be included within this and discuss with our VCS partners.
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Long

Equality Objective 5: Ensuring services better meet the needs of our residents, with a focus on residents with protected characteristics,
through taking feedback and using this as part of service improvement
Link to Equality and Equity Charter: Listening to and understanding the diverse needs of all people
Link to LGA Framework: Understanding and Working with your Communities
#

SMART Action

5A

Develop a consistent approach to equalities monitoring as
an organisation which is inclusive and reflective of our
residents in Greenwich. This will allow for monitoring and
compliance.

5B

Publish, where we have asked for resident opinions, a
report outlining the actions taken based upon feedback with
a timeframe for the delivery of these actions. Also, a “You
said, We did” could be part of Greenwich Info emails and
the paper edition

5C

Ensure EIAs are completed to ensure that services are
inclusive for all

5D

Review EIA process to ensure it is a useful corporate tool
with learning shared corporately

Lead

Progress

Time

CI

• Equality Monitoring Guidance has been developed using up to date best practice (from sources such as Stonewall, Scope
and the ONS).
• Guidance has been checked by our EDI Steering Group and Stonewall
• Guidance is included with the Inclusive Language Guide, ready to be shared with stakeholders once this has been
approved.

Short

Comms

CI

CI

• Explore with Comms whether this can be part of the external webpages on EDI to demonstrate best practice
• Need to identify what do we currently do and understand if we are effectively engaging residents through consultation
and whether consultation is always required if decisions are already made

• Guidance is in the process of being refreshed, using best practice.
• Once Guidance has been agreed organise ways to promote conducting EIAs, such as via the business continuity pages
and engagement sessions.
• Guidance is in the process of being refreshed, using best practice.
• Once Guidance has been agreed organise ways to promote conducting EIAs, such as via the business continuity pages
and engagement sessions.
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Medium

Long

Medium

Equality Objective 6: Ensuring that managers receive training to enable disabled staff, including those with “invisible” disabilities, to be
supported in their roles and develop their careers. Managers should also promote this understanding through their teams to allow
those with disabilities to feel supported by all staff
Link to Equality and Equity Charter: Put equal opportunity at the heart of our recruitment, employee development and service delivery
Link to LGA Framework: Diverse and Engaged Workforce
#

SMART Action

Lead

6A

All managers to receive training to support staff with
disabilities, including “invisible” disabilities, and will be asked
to refresh this yearly as part of equalities training specifics.

6B

Inform staff of “invisible” disabilities and what they can do to
support their colleagues who have them through Staff News
and EDI business continuity/intranet pages

6C

HR to develop guidance to enable managers to ask
appropriate questions to establish support that a disabled
member of staff may need relating to their disability to
enable them to succeed in their role but also as part of their
career development

HR

6D

A central HR pot for reasonable adjustments to reduce bias
when employing potential disabled candidates. The purpose
of any adjustment is to alleviate disadvantage faced by
disability

TBC –
will
involve a
number
of teams

6E

Provide the option for “on the job” interviews for those
with disabilities. This is due to previous discrimination
leading to these individuals having less work experience than
those without disabilities so would be disadvantaged in a
traditional hiring process

Progress

Time

HR

• Workforce Development team has reviewed providers and has met with the Disability Business Forum (DBF) to scope
training.
• HR is currently reviewing the adjustments procedure policy. Once completed, training will be commissioned to support
the roll out of this and other disability awareness training, including supporting staff with invisible disabilities.

Medium

HR

• HR are working with the BBF to identify suitable content and will consult the Council’s Disability Forum staff network to
support with the content.
• Integrate into Staff News and EDI pages.

Medium

HR

• HR is reviewing our current policy for reasonable adjustments and other policies related to supporting disabled staff.
• This will form part of the review described above in SMART Action 6A in conjunction with the Disability Business
Forum.

Long

• Important to note that this has been proposed before and so previous work can be revisited.
• Current actions include understanding how much funding is currently spent on reasonable adjustments for staff and
reviewing our current processes.

Long

• HR is currently in the process of reviewing our disability policies.
• Discussions with HAS this has been identified as a complex area, where work is being undertaken to support disabled
people into work across a number of teams and organisations. Mapping this work will be a crucial next step.
• Preparatory work is being undertaken in relation to attracting and recruiting candidates with disabilities.
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Long
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Appendix A
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Appendix B

Equality Objectives

What are our Equality Objectives for 2020-2024 (Agreed by Cabinet in October 2020)
1. Ensuring that equalities policies and procedures are applied consistently and sensitively across the
Council.
2. Ensure that the Council’s workforce, including senior leadership, are representative of the wider
population and to report on how well the Council is achieving this.
3. Ensure that senior management take the lead in promoting equality and provide a model of behaviour
for embedding and championing these values throughout the organisation.
4. Remove silos within Council to encourage knowledge sharing, resource sharing and the development of
best practice to support staff and our most vulnerable residents achieve the best outcomes in life.
5. Ensuring services better meet the needs of or residents, with a focus on residents with protected
characteristics, through taking feedback and using this as part of service improvement and development.
6. Ensuring that managers receive training to enable disabled staff, including those with “invisible”
disabilities, to be supported in their roles and develop their careers. Managers should also promote this
understanding through their teams to allow those with disabilities to feel supported by all staff.
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Appendix C

EDI Leadership & Governance

To enable effective leadership, governance and oversight of the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) agenda there will be meetings every six months to monitor progress, outcomes and
impact of the EDI Steering Group, our external EDI engagement and partnership working and our use of best practice evidence. Informal catch ups will be held every two months between
the Chair, Chief Officer and Cabinet Leads.

Chair: Cllr Adel Khaireh
Cabinet Member for Culture and Communities
Supported by Mirsad Bakalovic, Director Communities, Environment and Central

Equality and Action Plan 2021 – 2024 and beyond
RBG Corporate

Lead: GMT member

EDI
Steering Group
The Steering Group is Chaired by a
member of GMT and includes
representation from HR, Staff Network
Chairs, Comms and all Directorates.
The Steering Group is responsible for
the Organisation’s internal Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion-related activities,
including oversight, monitoring and
delivery of the Equality and Equity
Action Plan, embedding our plans into
the organisation, our legal duties and
developing our internal organisational
approach to EDI.
Updates on progress will be shared at
the six-monthly meetings.

Directorates

External

Lead: Assistant Director Corporate
and Central Services

External EDI
Engagement and
Partnership Working

The Council works closely with our
Voluntary and Community sector
partners in fostering good community
relations and promoting equality,
diversity and inclusion, through grants
awarded to different community groups
to carry out activities, commissioning
groups to provide EDI-related services
for our residents and supporting the
development of two community-led
groups – the Royal Greenwich Equality
Network and the Race Equality
Advisory Board.
Updates on progress and impact will be
shared at the six-monthly meetings.
*The scope of this is shown in the
following systems model
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Lead: Directors/Lead Member

Best Practice Evidence
Our approach has been informed
by the Runnymede research and
findings. Directorates should have
consideration for this research and
other EDI best practice for their
service planning and development
including with their partners.
The Runnymede Race Equality
Scorecard (2019) provides a baseline of
research on the experiences of ethnic
minority groups using indicators under
the following themes: Criminal Justice,
Housing, Education, Health and
Community Participation. The findings
were shared across the Council and
with partners, such as the Police and
the NHS.

Equality and Equity Charter
(external facing) and the Equality
and Equity Action Plan (internal
facing) should also be used by
services as best practice and
guidance in their planning and
development

EDI System Model

Appendix C
POLITICAL

Overview and Scrutiny

Cllr Race Equality
Information Group

Cabinet

Overall political responsibility resides with the Cabinet
Member for Culture and Communities
Overview and Scrutiny also review our progress against
our legal duties, such as our Equality Objectives

GMT

STRATEGIC

Communities,
Environment and Central

Officer accountability for the Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion agenda resides with the Director of
Communities, Environment and Central
GMT provide collective corporate leadership and
nominates a Director that leads on the internal aspects
of EDI work

OPERATIONAL
Overall operational responsibility for Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion resides with specific chairs and delivery
leads of the four 'pillars' of EDI-related work

Key
Formal reporting for all external resident-facing EDI-related work

Internal

EDI
Steering Group
Chaired by a member of
GMT and including crossDirectorate representation,
this group has responsibility
for all the Organisation’s
internal Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion-related activities,
including our legal duties and
developing our internal
organisational approach to EDI

External

External

Royal Greenwich
Equality Network
Chaired by the Cabinet
Member for Communities and
Culture and supported by the
Community Engagement team.
This is a community-led group,
that will provide a shared
network of community groups,
working on and representing
different protected
characteristics to collectively
discuss EDI issues

Formal reporting for EDI Steering Group
Advisory and informal reporting relationships between bodies

Communities, Environment and
Central report to the Cabinet
Member for Culture and
Communities
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Community,
Voluntary and
Community
Sector and
Culture
This represents the internal
teams within Communities,
Environment and Central that
work closely with our
communities and the VCS on
fostering good community
relations related to EDI

Internal & External

Other Groups
Focused on EDI
This includes internal issue-led
groups, such as tackling
structural racism, and external
pan-London groups, such as
London Council’s Tackling
Race Inequality Together

The working group will
provide advice on Race
Equality to the Cabinet
Member for Culture and
Communities.
The Information Group is
currently in development,
supported by Communities,
Environment and Central

Appendix D

Disability and Ethnicity data 2016-2021
% Council employees declaring a disability

% Ethnic minority Council employees

London Councils

London Councils

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2020/21

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2020/21

4.7%

4.8%

4.9%

5.0%

4.9%

5.4%

29.5%

30.4%

31.8%

32.7%

33.3%

Unavailable

Top 5% Council employees declaring a disability

London Councils

Top 5% Ethnic minority Council employees

London Councils

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2020/21

2016/17

2017/18

2018/19

2019/20

2020/21

2020/21

2.8%

2.8%

2.2%

2.1%

2.1%

3.8%

19.0%

22.8%

25.2%

28.9%

25.6%

19.1%
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CORPORATE FINANCE AND
PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY PANEL

DATE
1 December 2021

TITLE:
Human Resources – Performance Monitoring
2019/20 and 2020/21
CHIEF OFFICER
Director of Legal & HR

WARD (S)
All

ITEM NO
6

CABINET MEMBER
Finance & Resources

1.

Decisions Required

1.1.

This report makes the following recommendations to the decision-maker:
• To note the developments and performance of the Council’s workforce
and people management practices for 2019/20 and 2020/21, as well as
key actions for the future.

2.

Links to the Royal Greenwich high level objectives

2.1.

This report relates to the Council’s agreed high-level objectives as follows:
• A Strong Vibrant and Well-run Borough
• Continue to achieve excellence and good governance in the management
of public finances
• Economic Prosperity for All

3.

Purpose of Report and Executive Summary

3.1.

The purpose of this report is to provide members with an update of the
Council’s workforce and people management practices, delivered by HR
Professional Services and the Health Safety & Wellbeing Team (Compliance
Service1) in 2019/20 and 2020/21 and identify key actions for the future.

1

The Health Safety & Wellbeing Team moved from HR Professional Services to the Compliance Service in autumn
2020 as part of an organisational restructure.

ITEM NO: 6
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3.2.

Within this report the term ‘HR Professional Services’ is used to refer
collectively to the four teams who provide expert HR advice and guidance to
the Council:
• Agency and Recruitment Team
• HR Teams (Corporate and Core; Social and Care; Schools Traded
Service)
• HR Quality & Service Assurance
• HR Workforce Development

4.

Introduction and Background

4.1.

The vision of the Royal Borough of Greenwich is to develop a skilled,
motivated, flexible and agile workforce. Our aim is to ensure that the
workforce is innovative, diverse and representative of our local community;
appropriately skilled, competent that takes pride in providing a high quality of
service delivery to our customers.

4.2.

RBG aims to create an organisational culture that encourages and develops
talent within the workforce, provides opportunities for young people, and
where staff are supported to learn new skills and adopt new ways of working.

4.3.

As part of workforce performance management arrangements, HR regularly
produces management information, including quarterly dashboards and
statistics to monitor organisational developments, track progress and gauge the
impact of interventions aimed at improving the overall workforce performance
of the Council.

4.4.

This report would normally provide an annual overview of key workforce
measures for members, comparing to the previous year. However, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, this is a two-year report covering both 2019/20 and
2020/21, with comparisons to 2018/19 where appropriate.
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4.5.

This report will highlight some of the impacts of the pandemic on many areas
of the Council’s workforce measures and people management practices.
During the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic, some non-essential Council
services were temporarily closed or offered significantly reduced provision,
with staff being redeployed to provide emergency cover for the crisis. There
have also been increased demands on the Council, such as local test and trace,
vaccinations, and Project Hope, which have increased demands on officers at a
time when sickness and self-isolation is also impacting on staff workloads.
Organisations have had to swiftly adopt agile and flexible working practices,
and we will continue to review these methods to ensure the health of staff is
protected and the technology being used is fit for purpose.

4.6.

Throughout this report, where possible benchmarking figures are provided via
London Councils on behalf of the 33 London Boroughs and relating to
2020/21. This data does not include schools’ staff. To allow for relevant
comparison this report focuses on corporate staff with a separate appendix
providing data including schools staff. See appendix 10 for data including
maintained schools.2

5. Headlines
5.1.

Key headlines for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are as follows:
• Staff headcount decreased by 1.8% in 2019/20 (3,868 staff) and by a further
3.1% in 2020/21 (to 3,750 staff);
• Significant reduction in recruitment activity in 2020/21 due to COVID-19;
• RBG awarded ‘Excellence’ status in Mayor of London’s Good Work
Standard, ‘Achievement’ in London’s Healthy Workplace Award and reaccreditation as a Disability Confident employer;
• Reduction in overall turnover rate to 8.0% and voluntary turnover rate to
3.7% in 2020/21, remaining below the London Borough average;
• Average length of service is 12.2 years;
• Decrease in the Council’s agency usage by 3.1%, with net agency spend
down 5.9% to £14.3m in 2020/21 compared to 2019/20;
• Spend on overtime (£2.33m) up 0.9% and spend on honoraria and
additional duties payments (£429k) up 5% as a result of COVID-19;
• Staff from an ethnic minority background account for 33.3% of the
workforce, staff declaring with a disability account for 5.0% and female
staff account for 56.0% of the workforce;

2

Schools’ data does not include four maintained schools who opt out of purchasing RBG payroll services.
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• Decrease in sickness absence levels equivalent to 9.2 days per annum per
FTE (Full Time Equivalent), while absence due to COVID-19 (excluding
those able to work from home) equated to 8.9 days lost per FTE3;
• Reduction in reported accidents (78 in 2020/21 and 156 on 2019/20)
compared with the previous years, primarily due to increased working
from home during the pandemic;
• Reduction in the number of disciplinary cases in both years (36 in 2020/19,
37 in 2019/20); increase in grievance cases (10) in 2020/21 following a
decrease the previous year (6 new cases in 2019/20); and consistent
number of capability cases (3) in both years;
• Five employment tribunal cases were opened in 2020/21 and 11 cases in
2019/20. Seven and five cases were closed in 2020/21 and 2019/20
respectively, with 86% and 40% of cases successfully defended by RBG or
withdrawn by the employee. The remaining cases closed were settled;
• Ongoing commitment to workforce development with particular focus on
the Future of Work project, Equality & Diversity action plan and working
towards achievement of the public sector apprenticeship target and
maximising the use of the levy spend.
6.

Key Performance areas

6.1.

Employee Numbers

6.1.1. The key headcount figures are:
•
•
•

•

As of 31st March 2021, the Council employed 3,750 staff, down 3.1% from
3,868 in March 2020. The previous year headcount has also decreased by
1.8% from 3,938 in March 2019.
The headcount of RBG employees decreased by 4.8% over the last two
years, and is down 15.5% in the last ten years.
There are 455 fixed-term employees as of March 2021, slightly down from
461 in 2019/20. Fixed term workers are often apprentices, Greenwich
Local Labour Programme participants4 or undertaking time-limited project
work.
RBG has the 7th largest non-schools workforce amongst London
Boroughs5;

3

7.7% of all COVID related absence (i.e. ‘Quarantine – Diagnosed’) are doubled-counted within the previous sickness
absence figures.
4
Greenwich Local Labour Programme (GLLP) provide six month paid work placements for local residents who have
been long-term unemployed.
5
Based on 2020/21 London Council’s benchmarking data.
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•

In 2020/21, full-time workers account for 85.3% of the Council workforce
and part-time workers 14.7%. In 2019/20, full-time workers accounted for
84.4% of the Council workforce and part-time workers 15.6%.
Headcount Council employees

4,438
4,095
3,902

3,976

3,887

3,890

3,866
3,731

3,938

3,868

3,750

6.1.2. As of 31st March 2021, Housing and Safer Communities remains the largest
directorate within the Council (1,058 employees in 2021, 1,082 in 2020), while
Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills is the smallest (271 employees in 2021, 288
in 2020).
See Appendix 1 for details of employee numbers.
6.2.

Recruitment

6.2.1. The key recruitment headlines for 2019/20 are:
•

The Council appointed 223 employees in 2020/21, down from 409 in
2019/20 and down from 450 in 2018/196;
• RBG took an average of 34.9 calendar days to recruit to a post7 (counted
from the closing date of the job advert to the date of the provisional
offer) in 2020/21, up from 16.1 in 2019/20 and 28.0 days in 2018/19. The
London Councils median is 35.5 days (2018/19)8.
• Candidates from ethnic minority backgrounds represented 39.9% of all
new appointments in 2020/21, and 44.3% in 2019/20, above the borough’s
population of those from an ethnic minority background (35.8%) as
identified in the 2011 Census;
• External media advertising spend in 2020/21 was £77,682, compared to
£90,933 in 2019/20 and £76,740 in 2018/19.
See Appendix 2 for full details.
6

This figure does not include internal recruitment.
Excluding rolling adverts, internal and sessional recruitment.
8
Latest data available.
7
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6.2.2. In line with the national picture, the COVID-19 pandemic has had a substantial
impact on recruitment, which is reflected in a 45% reduction of newly
appointed employees in 2020/21 compared to the previous year. Particularly
during the first national lockdown in March 2020, some services experienced
significant delays in progressing recruitment activity due to COVID. Many
recruitment exercises were paused for lengthy periods, and some were halted
entirely, which is reflected in the increase in time taken to recruit. Services
were unable to proceed with recruitment due to focussing on the Council’s
emergency response; reduced staffing capacity due to self-isolation, quarantine,
shielding and/or redeployment; and changing government guidelines impacting
on the ability to interview and onboard candidates.
6.2.3. Challenges posed by COVID-19 in terms of the recruitment and onboarding
processes, meant that there was a need for HR Professional Services to quickly
redesign recruitment procedures for a virtual environment (e.g. the need for
remote interviews, onboarding and inducting new recruits virtually during
lockdowns, undertaking identity checks online).
6.2.4. Later in 2020/21, changing circumstances posed additional challenges,
particularly to traditionally high-volume regular recruitment services. For
example, recruitment for operatives and drivers in Waste and Street Services
faced repeated delays due to changing government social distancing rules
affecting the ability to invite applicants to interview/assessment, changing
service demands and continuing adjustments to recruitment processes.
6.2.5. HR Professional Services recruitment priorities over the last two years have
included:
• Ongoing support to the organisation, ensuring the most appropriate
resourcing options are utilised to meet the business needs. Workforce
budgets continue to represent one of the Council’s largest areas of
expenditure and therefore robust controls around the engagement of staff
are vital. In the current economic climate and in line with the Council’s
Medium-Term Financial Strategy, the Council continues to scrutinise and
monitor all areas of spend.
• Regular review of HR policies and procedures related to the recruitment
and onboarding process in response to COVID-19 and changing
government guidance; plus development of the market supplement
attraction payment scheme and the agency to fixed term conversion
scheme for hard-to-fill specialist posts.
• HR Professional Services also continues to support departments in
developing workforce and succession plans that ensure recruitment and
retention strategies meet current and future needs.
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• Promotion and consideration of Apprenticeships on all resourcing
requests.
• Development by the HR Recruitment team and GLLaB9 officers of
proposals to ensure that RBG job opportunities are routed and targeted
to borough residents
• Completed roll out of the online Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS)
system for Standard/Enhanced Level checks in January 2020; to schools in
2021. This has proved to be an efficient and user-friendly solution to the
timely processing of previously paper-based applications.
• Reviewing process of assigning DBS eligibility category.
• Continued support for Guaranteed Interview Scheme, with regular
communications to managers with advice and guidance via the monthly HR
Bulletin.
• Continued support of initiatives to prevent unconscious bias in shortlisting
decisions, demonstrating the Council’s commitment to equal opportunities
and drive to develop a more diverse workforce, such as continued
removal of candidates’ names, e-mail addresses and equalities data (e.g.
gender, ethnicity, disability, etc.) from job applications, balanced interview
panels and training for hiring managers which covers unconscious bias in
recruitment.
• Continued mandatory advertising of all vacancies internally for one week
(prior to external advertisement) to provide career development
opportunities for existing staff.
• Targeted recruitment support for hard to fill vacancies, including dedicated
recruitment microsites; with recent successful recruitment campaigns for
professions within Legal, ICT and Social Care.
• Continued monitoring success of job postings across various advertising
media to inform future recruitment decisions and advise hiring managers
on the most successful routes to market.
• Recommenced programme of work to support departments to reduce
agency reliance
6.2.6. Other improvements to candidate attraction, employer profile and the
promotion of the Greenwich Offer include:
• Ongoing commitment to pay all workers (directly employed, casual staff
and agency workers) at a minimum of the London Living Wage, which
increased from £10.55 per hour in 2018, to £10.75 in 2019 and to £10.85
in 2020;

9

Greenwich Local Labour and Business
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•

Achievement of ‘Excellence’ status in 2019 against the Mayor’s Good
Work Standard, demonstrating the Council’s commitment to ensuring a
healthy, fair and inclusive workplace. Assessed against four pillars (pay and
conditions; workplace wellbeing; skills and development; diversity and
recruitment), the Council was proud of the achievement of being one of
the first official Good Work Standard employers in London. This reflects
the many ways in which the Royal Borough of Greenwich is striving for
the best possible working conditions for employees and its aim to be an
Employer of Choice.
• In 2021 the Royal Borough of Greenwich was proud to have been
awarded the London Healthy Workplace Award (LHWA) by the London
Mayor’s Office and Public Health England. The Council received an
‘Achievement’ award, which recognises the work London-based
employers are doing to make their workplaces healthier, happier and
more productive. The London Healthy Workplace Award is aligned with
the Mayor’s Good Work Standard and demonstrates the Council’s
ongoing commitment to employee health and wellbeing. (See section
6.8.10 for more information).
• Re-accreditation as a Disability Confident Employer by the Department
for Work & Pensions in summer 2019. (See section 6.6.18 for more
information).
• Ongoing support for the Armed Forces Covenant scheme including
achievement of the Silver Award, demonstrating the Council’s support of
the Armed Forces Community both into and during employment. The
Royal Borough of Greenwich employs staff who are members of the
Reserve Forces and recognises the valuable contribution that Reservists
make to the UK Armed Forces, their communities and the civilian
workplace.
6.2.7. Recruitment priorities for HR Professional Services in 2021/22 include:
• A review of the recruitment strategy will be undertaken in light of the
Future of Work project. (See section 6.3.5 and 6.9 for more information).
• In conjunction with GLLaB,10 continuing to develop proposals to ensure
that RBG job opportunities are routed and targeted to borough residents,
to support the post pandemic recovery efforts of the local community. As
of July 2021, there were 11,870 out of 127,300 eligible employments
furloughed, equating to a 9% take up. With the furlough scheme having
ended in September 2021, it is anticipated that many people on furlough
will face redundancy. This is in addition to the 14,495 people already
claiming out of work benefits in the borough. In a post pandemic recovery
period, the proposal represents an opportunity for the Council, as one of
10

Greenwich Local Labour and Business
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the largest employers in the borough, to make good quality Council jobs
more accessible to residents.
• Introduction of automatic posting of all external adverts to the job centre
job board and MyDiversity.com website (at no extra cost to the hiring
department) in Spring 2021, helping to create and deliver a more inclusive
recruitment service. By promoting vacancies to the broadest possible
market, MyDiversity.com aim to introduce thousands of candidates
efficiently and effectively, to diversity-supportive employers such as the
Royal Borough of Greenwich. HR Professional Services continues to work
on identifying and making links with other job boards to reflect the
Council’s staff networks and workforce, encouraging hiring departments
to consider additional advertising routes that enable us to reach the most
diverse audience possible.
• Establishing and developing stronger links with educational establishments
to source suitable candidates for skill shortage occupations, supporting the
‘grow your own’ approach.
• Ongoing commitment to supporting the Armed Forces Community, under
our Employer Recognition Scheme (ERS) Silver Award status.
6.3.

Retention & Turnover

6.3.1. The key headlines are:
• 308 staff left RBG in 2020/21, while 424 staff left in 2019/20. This
compares with 394 in the previous year (2018/19).
• The RBG overall turnover rate in 2020/21 was 8.0%, down from 10.9% in
2019/20 and from 10.1% in 2018/19.
• This compares to a London Councils average turnover rate of 8.8% in
2020/21 and 12.8% in 2019/20.
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Turnover
10.9%

8.0%
5.6%

3.7%

2019/20

2020/21
Overall turnover

Voluntary turnover

• The RBG voluntary turnover rate11 (resignations only) was 3.7%, down
from 5.6% in 2019/20 and 5.7% in 2018/19. This is below the London
Councils average for both 2020/21 (5.4%) and 2019/20 (8.4%).
• Children’s Services had the highest voluntary turnover rate in both
2020/21 and 2019/20 (7.6% and 9.7%), whilst Finance and Legal Services
had the lowest in 2020/21 (2.1%) and Housing and Safer Communities in
2019/20 (3.4%).
• Including Greenwich Local Labour Programme (GLLP) Participants,
Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills had the highest overall turnover rate in
2019/20 (25.9%). However, almost half of leavers within this directorate
were GLLP participants, six month paid work placements for people who
have been long-term unemployed co-ordinated by Greenwich Local
Labour and Business (GLLAB). Excluding GLLP participants, turnover was
in line with other directorates. Only 5% of these were voluntary leavers,
so there was little impact on the voluntary turnover rate in 2019/20
(6.9%). No further funding was available for the GLLP project beyond
2019/20 and as such the number of GLLP placements have reduced, with
only two participants in 2020/21 completing their placements.
• In 2020/21 staff from ethnic minority backgrounds accounted for 37.8% of
all voluntary leavers. This was down slightly from 2019/20, where staff
from ethnic minority backgrounds accounted for 39.4% of all voluntary
leavers. This comprises of:
o 7.0% of staff from an Asian background in 2020/21, up from 5.9% in
2019/20;
o 26.6% of staff from a Black background in both years;
o 4.2% of staff from a mixed background in 2020/21, down from 6.3%
in 2019/20;
11

This excludes retirements and voluntary redundancies, as recommended by the Chartered Institute of Personnel &
Development (CIPD).
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o 0% of staff from other backgrounds (including Arab) in 2020/21,
down from 0.9% in 2019/20.
• In 2020/21 the voluntary turnover rate for staff from ethnic minority
backgrounds was 9.6%, slightly lower that the voluntary turnover rate of
10.6% for all staff. This is down from the previous year (2019/20) when the
voluntary turnover rate for staff from ethnic minority backgrounds was
15.1%, compared to the total voluntary turnover rate of 15.7% for all staff.
• The average length of service within Royal Greenwich is 12.2 years in
2020/21, up from 11.7 years in 2019/20 and 11.4 years in 2018/19.
• Children’s Services had the shortest average length of service (8.6 years),
whilst Finance and Legal Services had the longest (16.6 years).
• Over a fifth of the workforce (21.4%) have more than 20 years’ service in
2020/21, up from 20.6% in 2019/20 and 19.6% in the previous year
(2018/19). The Royal Borough of Greenwich has the highest proportion of
staff with over 20 years’ service, with the London Council’s median
average at 12.9% in 2020/21.
See Appendix 3 for full details.
6.3.2. The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in 34% less staff voluntarily leaving the
Council in 2020/21 (143 staff resigned, compared to 218 the previous year),
resulting in a 3.7% turnover rate. This reduction in turnover was mirrored
nationally, with the London Councils average dropping to 5.4% in 2020/21.
From an employee’s point of view, it appears that during the pandemic job
security has been an important feature in staff retention. However, with job
vacancies rising and the number of applicants falling nationally, there is likely to
be a post-lockdown surge in demand.
6.3.3. High employee turnover can have a negative impact on an organisation’s
performance. By understanding the reasons behind staff turnover, employers
can devise initiatives that reduce turnover and increase employee retention12.
The CIPD highlight that more flexibility in how and where staff work, support
for wellbeing and good people management, and all the principles of good
work and job quality are strategic drivers in support of recruitment and
retention.
6.3.4. HR Professional Services and Directorate Management Teams continue to
monitor voluntary turnover levels, especially those linked to any skills shortage
areas or certain groups of staff (such as those who share a protected
characteristic).
6.3.5. The pandemic has changed the way many services are delivered within the
Royal Borough of Greenwich. As such the Council is taking the opportunity to
12

Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development
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learn, so we can emerge safely as an improved organisation. In 2021, a crosscouncil Future of Work project group has been researching best practice, as well
as engaging with staff across the Council, to gather insight to help shape what
our future working arrangements will look like. HR Professional Services has
had and will continue to play a key role in the development of these initiatives,
revising and creating policies and guidance to suit hybrid working
arrangements; delivering virtual Manager Network Sessions to respond to
questions or concerns about the transitional working arrangements and
beyond; and supporting the roll out of the Future of Work staff survey. Council
senior management have also delivered a number of virtual #Ask The Leadership
Team sessions to staff on a variety of issues throughout the pandemic, including
to keep staff informed about the updates in the Future of Work project.
6.3.6. Studies also show that employee recognition is another way to improve
morale, employee engagement and staff retention. In normal circumstances, the
Royal Borough of Greenwich hosts several events to recognise staff
performance and commitment; however sadly, the pandemic has meant that
some of these events could not take place. The following highlights those that
did occur and those that are planned for 2021/22:
• Staff Awards: The Staff Awards aim to recognise and reward colleagues
who play a vital role in supporting our residents, partners, and colleagues in
their daily lives. They last took place in Spring 2019 and were co-ordinated
by the Communications department. Categories included: Team of the
Year; Employee of the Year; Outstanding Leadership; Customer Focus;
Innovation; Best Newcomer; Collaboration; Leader’s Award. HR
Professional Services will be leading the staff awards, which is scheduled to
take place in November 2021, where there will be special recognition of
the commitment and brilliant work of staff in exceptional professional and
personal circumstances during the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Long Service Awards: The Chief Executive and Mayor host annual long
service awards in recognition and celebration of employees who have
achieved 30 years of service. Despite the actual ceremonies not taking
place in 2020 and 2021 due to social distancing regulations, the council
nonetheless congratulated 46 and 56 employees respectively for dedicating
30 years’ service to the Council, by sending a personal letter from the
Chief Executive, certificate and voucher to each individual.
• Staff recognition in Talk Greenwich: Throughout the COVID-19
pandemic, staff and managers have been encouraged to nominate teams and
individuals who they think have gone above and beyond their duties to
provide much-needed support, reassurance and emergency cover during
the crisis. All submissions are passed to the Leader and Chief Executive so
that a certificate and personal note of thanks can be sent. Individuals and
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teams also get a special mention in the regular staff bulletin, so colleagues
can offer their own appreciation.
• Mayors Announcement: Finally, each year the mayor holds a
remembrance event in tribute for Council staff who have sadly passed away
during the previous year, providing an opportunity for family and colleagues
to pay their respects. During the pandemic, this event was held virtually.
6.3.7. Career Development Pathways: RBG aims to create an organisational
culture which encourages and makes good use of talent within the workforce;
provides opportunities for young people; and where staff are supported to
learn new skills and adopt new ways of working.
6.3.8. The Council remains committed to continually reviewing and developing
trainee schemes, career pathways and career grade schemes across
departments. Below are examples of these types of post:
Children’s
Services
Communities
&
Environment

In-year Admissions Officer, Newly Qualified Social
Worker, Social Work Career Grade, YOS Worker
Committee Services Assistant*, Craft Gardener*,
Electoral Services Manager, Events and Community
Engagement Support, Fleet Monitoring Officer, Graphic
Designer*, HR Information Officer, HR Trainee
Adviser, HR Trainee Assistant, Motion Graphic
Designer*, Tractor Driver Craft Gardener*, Trainee
Crematorium Operative, Trainee Electoral Services
Officer, Trainee Health, Safety & Wellbeing Officer
Finance &
Assistant Lawyer, Customer Services & Support
Legal
Officer, Internal Audit Practitioner, Payroll Trainee*,
Services
Pensions Officer*, Procurement Officer*, Trainee
Accountant
Health &
Assistant Public Health Practitioner*, Business Support
Adult
Officer*, Commissioning Officer, Newly Qualified Social
Services
Worker, Occupational Therapist*, Public Health
Intelligence Analyst, Quality Assurance Officer, Social
Care Assessor, Systems Support & Data Quality
Officer*
Housing &
Enviro-Crime and Enforcement Trainee, Environmental
Safer
Health Officer, Lead Officer, Technical Officer, Trainee
Communities Housing Support Officer, Trainee Licensing Officer
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Regeneration, Building Control Surveyor, Conservation Officer,
Enterprise & Contract Officer*, Engineer, Highways Improvements
Skills
Engineer, Mechanical Contract Officer, Parking
Enforcement Supervisor, Planning Obligations Officer*,
Planner, Planning Officer Major Development, Planning
Policy Officer*, Parking Enforcement Supervisor,
Principal Parking Enforcement Officer*, Systems
Support Officer, Technical Support Officer, Trainee
Employment Support Officer*, Trainee Quantity
Surveyor.
*New or amended for 2019/20 and 2020/21.
6.3.9. Section 6.10 on Workforce Development provides further information about
the National Graduate Development Programme and apprenticeship
opportunities. Furthermore, a separate report on Apprenticeships and
Workforce Planning was submitted to Overview and Scrutiny Committee on
18th October 2021, which outlines these areas in greater detail.
6.4.
6.4.1.

Agency Usage
For 2019/20 and 2020/21, the main headlines regarding agency usage are:
• 218 agency staff were engaged by the Royal Borough of Greenwich on 31 st
March 2021, down 3.1% year on year; compared to 225 in 2020, down
25.7% year on year compared to 2019 (303).
• Agency staff account for 5.5% of the workforce in both 2021 and 2020,
significantly lower than the London average for 2020/21 of 12.7%, placing
RBG second lowest out of the 28 London boroughs who reported.
• The Council’s net agency spend for 2020/21 was £14.3m (down 5.9%
from £15.8m in 2019/20 and down 15.0% from 2018/19). This is the total
amount paid to supplying agencies via the corporate arrangement13. This
remains below the London Councils average in 2020/21 of £21.7m.
• Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills14 had the highest number of agency
staff within the Council in both years (60 in 2020/21 and 55 in 2019/20).
Health and Adult Services had the next highest number of agency workers
(52) in 2020/21, while Housing and Safer Communities had second highest
(45) in 2019/20.
• Qualified Social Care workers (47) was the largest assignment job type
within the Council accounting for 21.6% of all workers (as of 31st March

13

Hiring departments are charged the average uplifts that were in place prior to a centralised supply arrangement
being in place (i.e. via Manpower). The role of the central supply arrangement is to negotiate lower supplier rates.
The net spend is the actual cost of agency workers to the Council.
14
Including Digital Greenwich.
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2021), slightly up from the previous year (20.0% as of 31 March 2020),
followed by Regeneration and Sustainability (22) accounting for 10.1% in
2021, up from 8.0% in 2020.
• As of 31st March 2021, 27.1% of all agency workers had less than 6
months service, while 31.7% had over 24 months service.
See Appendix 4 for further details.
Agency workers by Directorate
55

52

60

45
36

31

31
23

Children's
Services

34

32
25
19

Communities and Finance and Legal Health and Adult Housing and Safer Regeneration,
Environment
Services
Services
Communities
Enterprise and
Skills
2019/20

2020/21

6.4.2.

As a large multi-function organisation delivering a diverse range of services, the
Council requires a flexible contingent workforce. The key aim in respect of
temporary agency staffing is to ensure that this contingent workforce is
effective, controlled, visible and delivered within budget.

6.4.3.

The Council’s agency supply is managed and administered by an in-house team,
within HR Professional Services. The Council contracts directly with agency
suppliers on Council-set terms via a procured agency supply software solution
(Matrix). The Council’s centralised corporate agency supply arrangement is
designed to robustly apply the recruitment controls, improve the quality of
supply by contracting and working directly with suppliers, performance
managing agencies and ensure adherence to legislation. Ongoing reports are
submitted to Overview and Scrutiny to monitor this usage.
Agency worker spend (via centralised
supply arrangements)
2015/1 2016/1 2017/1 2018/1 2019/2
Period
2020/21
6
7
8
9
0
Net
Agency
£17.4m £14.3m £15.8m £16.8m £15.8m £14.3m
Spend
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# Agency
Workers
6.4.4.

340

287

297

303

225

218

Analysis of the Council’s agency usage over the last six years shows that agency
spend is at the lowest since 2016/17, with a steady reduction in spend over the
last two years. Since 2018/19, headcount numbers have fallen more significantly
than spend due to an increase on the worker pay element of the agency
charge, although there are a number of other contributing factors:
• Impact of IR35 regulations (tax legislation used to prevent a form of tax
avoidance, whereby individuals are providing services similar to an
employee but through a personal service company – either their own
limited company or partnership);
• Statutory costs such as auto-enrolment pension scheme;
• Increases in agency/interim market pay rates;
• Pay awards – Agency Worker Regulations mean the hirer of agency
workers is required to pay parity to the grade of the role, to the agency
worker (after 12 weeks);
• Components of our agency usage has changed – current agency needs
are more heavily weighted in the professional/qualified areas of work.

6.4.5.

Across London boroughs, RBG agency spend remains below the median. Royal
Greenwich’s cost of agency workers falls in the first quartile of all London
boroughs, ranking 7th lowest for spend on agency workers of the 28 boroughs
who reported and 2nd lowest in terms of headcount.

6.4.6.

Recruitment Controls: Recruitment Controls represent an important
element in a wider programme of work to reduce agency usage and long-term
reliance on agency supply. Whilst agency cover can be the most appropriate
and effective resource in some cases, the aim of the work is to ensure that
agency usage is minimised to a level that the organisation is confident is
genuinely determined as essential.

6.4.7.

In addition to the continuing review and improvement of recruitment controls,
a programme of work is underway to minimise the usage of agency workers
and ensure that where agency cover is appropriate, it is permitted strictly for
the period necessary. This is a broad project of work, (temporarily paused due
to COVID-19) by HR Professional Services, encompassing a range of initiatives
and developments (see section 6.2.6 for more information), including:
• All resourcing requests must include consideration of apprentices;
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• Targeted recruitment support to vacancies with long term or highvolume agency cover (with recent successful recruitment campaigns for
professions within Legal, ICT and Social Care);
• Agency to fixed term contract conversion procedure;
• Improvement of candidate attraction, employer profile and the
promotion of the Greenwich Offer;
• Development of Market Supplement Attraction Payment for hard-to-fill
specialist posts;
• Establishing and developing stronger links with educational
establishments to source suitable candidates for skill shortage
occupations, supporting the ‘grow your own’ approach;
• Quarterly agency usage reporting to Directorate Management Teams;
• A programme of meetings with Directorates to review their workforce
planning arrangements.
• Eliminating agency hours exceeding standard working week;
• Continued review and strengthening of recruitment control.
6.4.8.

Whilst agency supply represents an accessible flexible contingent workforce
and enables the organisation to transform, flex and adapt to changing
requirements, Recruitment Controls and wider HR work aims to restrict this
usage to the minimum essential requirements.

6.4.9.

The reduction of agency spend is a key objective for the organisation. The HR
programme of work outlined is ongoing and designed to provide the
organisation with the confidence that agency and consultant usage is reduced
to the minimum, essential requirements. The Council remains committed to
the development of employees, which is the foundation of this significant piece
of work.

6.4.10. For more detailed analysis, including comments from each Director, please see
the Agency & Interim Usage – Q3 and 4 2020/21 Overview and Scrutiny Report.
6.5.

Overtime and acting up/honorarium payments

6.5.1.

Key headlines for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are as follows:
•

15

The Royal Borough spent £2.33m (excluding on-costs) on overtime15 in
2020/21, up 0.9% from £2.31m in 2019/20 and up 8.3% from £2.13m in
2018/19;

Excluding planned overtime.
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•
•
•
•

Overtime spending accounted for 2.4% of total employee costs in both
years which has a cost to the Council of approximately £2.9m (when
including an average of 26% on-costs);
The Royal Borough spent £429k on honorarium and additional duties
payments (excluding on costs) in 2020/21, up 0.9% from £425k in
2019/20 and down 29.5% from £603k in the previous year (2018/19);
This has a cost to the Council of approximately £541k and £536k in
2020/21 and 2019/20 respectively (when including an average of 26% oncosts);
Honorarium and additional duties payments accounted for 0.4% of total
employee costs in both years.

Honoraria and Additional Payments (£000s)

603

2018/19

425

429

2019/20

2020/21

6.5.2.

Staffing expenditure represents one of the Council’s largest areas of spend and
therefore robust controls around the expenditure on staff is vital. In the
current economic climate, and in line with the Workforce and Medium Term
Financial Strategy, the Royal Borough aims to ensure that expenditure is
proactively managed and that additional staffing costs are kept to a minimum.

6.5.3.

In June 2019, further changes were made to guidance and processes to ensure
tighter controls on expenditure in relation to the application of honoraria16,
acting-up payments, overtime, agency cover etc. HR Professional Services have
implemented processes which now require all managers to explore alternative
provision to adequately support business continuity before consideration is
given to applying honoraria/acting-up arrangements, overtime payments and
agency cover. Managers are required to clearly set out the business case for
payments to be agreed by the Director, following consideration of other
available options to reduce unnecessary expenditure. Restrictions on the type

16

Honoraria payments are made when employees perform duties over and above the responsibilities set out in the
employee’s job description.
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of posts for which it is appropriate to pay honoraria have been introduced,
with authorisation granted only for those considered to be business critical,
where there is a skills shortage or those which carry out a statutory function.
6.5.4.

The increase in overtime payments is predominantly the result in additional
costs of fighting the pandemic, including extra hours required to deal with the
emergency response; impact of staff self-isolation, quarantine or shielding on
staff workloads; and increased demands on the Council, such as local test and
trace, vaccinations, Project Hope (and later supporting the Afghan refugees).
Where appropriate, expenditure has been recovered from Central
Government COVID-19 funding streams.

6.5.5.

HR Professional Services continues to review the honoraria process, with
tighter restrictions on spending. On a quarterly basis, HR feedback expenditure
by directorate and division to the Greenwich Management Team (GMT) in
order to monitor spending and appropriate use across all directorates and
investigate any increases. This enhanced oversight has resulted in a nearly
£175,000 reduction in annual honoraria spend in 2019/20 and 2020/21
compared to 2018/19.

6.6.

Workforce Demographics

6.6.1.

Royal Greenwich is a vibrant borough with a growing diverse population. We
share an ambition to create a fairer, safer, accessible and inclusive borough
where everyone feels they belong, has a voice and an equal opportunity to
succeed and thrive, as outlined in the Council’s Equality and Equity Charter and
Equality Objectives 2020-2024.

6.6.2.

The Council acknowledges that the diversity of Royal Greenwich is one of our
greatest assets and should be celebrated and valued, and both the equality
objectives and Charter pledges commit the Council to continually review the
diversity of our workforce and ensure it is representative of our local
community across all levels. While our staff representation is in line with many
other organisations, there is nonetheless further work to be done to improve
our organisation’s workforce to ensure it is more representative of the
population it serves. This means taking practical steps to ensure the
organisation is tackling barriers that people from ethnic minority backgrounds
face in recruitment and career progression. We also know that it is important
to support and facilitate discussions about racism and some people may not
know where to start.
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6.6.3.

EDI Steering Group: In early 2021 the Equality and Equity Action Plan was
developed, including the formation of an internal Officer-led Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion (EDI) Steering Group. This corporate group is responsible for
monitoring, reviewing, reporting and overseeing the delivery and further
development of the Equality Objectives.

6.6.4.

The EDI Steering Group is chaired by a member of the Greenwich
Management Team (GMT), supported by the Continuous Improvement Team
and includes membership from services responsible for leading on the delivery
of objectives, including each of the HR Professional Services teams. In addition,
the group has representation at senior management level from each
directorate and from each of the Staff Networks. It is planned that the steering
group will become a key interface with the staff networks, working with them
to review and further develop their role in the wider organisation.

6.6.5.

The group meets quarterly to review delivery progress as well as have
thematic discussions, with one of the first priorities being to develop inclusive
language guidance. In addition, the group will periodically review the current
position of the organisation against the LGA’s Equality Framework for Local
Government to identify areas where further development is required. Further
information is outlined in the Equality and Equity Charter Report (24
November 2021, Corporate Finance and Performance Panel).

6.6.6.

In terms of diversity of the workforce, the 2020/21 headlines figures are:

6.6.7.

Ethnicity:
•

Representation of staff from an ethnic minority background continued to
increase annually to 33.3% in 2020/21, from 32.7% in 2019/20 and 31.8%
in 2018/19. While this remains slightly below the representation in the
borough’s economically active population (35.8%), it reflects the increasing
local ethnic minority population as identified in the 2011 Census.
Workforce Ethnicity
65.8%

32.7%

65.1%

33.3%

1.5%

BAME

White
2019/20

1.5%

Undeclared
2020/21
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•
•
•

By broad ethnic origin 21.9% of staff are Black, 7.0% Asian, 3.9% are of
mixed racial origin and 0.5% have identified as being from another ethnic
background.
Staff from an ethnic minority background make up 25.6% of the top 5% of
earners (PO7 and above), compared to the London Council average of
19.1%17.
Since 2013, the proportion of staff from an ethnic minority background
has increased from 25.6% to 33.3%; however, as the Council has lower
than average turnover rates (see section 6.3), addressing this imbalance is
taking some time. Nonetheless, candidates from an ethnic minority
background represented 39.9% of all new appointments in 2020/21 and
44.3% in 2019/20, which means that the Council is making continued
progress.

See Appendix 5 for a more detailed breakdown of workforce ethnicity (a) over
time and (b) by directorate. Appendix 10d also provides information on
workforce data by ethnicity and grade, including schools staff.
6.6.8.

For a number of years, the Council has utilised balanced recruitment panels,
provided Recruitment Skills for Hiring Managers (which covers unconscious bias
in recruitment) and used anonymised application forms, so that hiring managers
shortlisting applicants do not know the name, demographics or other key
information of the applicant prior to interviewing. Nonetheless, the Council
realises that there is more that needs to be done in an effort to continue
rebalancing the workforce to ensure that it is more reflective of the local
community. In 2020 RBG introduced automatic posting of all external adverts
to the job centre job board and MyDiversity.com website in an effort to create
and deliver a more inclusive recruitment service (see section 6.2.7 for more
information).

6.6.9.

The Royal Borough of Greenwich is committed to the Race at Work Charter.
The Charter is composed of five principal calls to action for leaders and
organisations. By signing up, the Royal Borough of Greenwich commits to
taking practical steps to ensure our organisation tackles barriers that ethnic
minority people face in recruitment and progression and that our organisation
is representative of British society today.

6.6.10. The five calls to action are:
•

Appoint an Executive Sponsor for race.

17

Top 5% of earners in RBG is internally recorded as anyone earning PO7 and above. London Councils uses a different
methodology, i.e. the numerical top 5% by salary. London Councils figure is median of 32 respondents for 2020/21.
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•
•
•
•

Capture ethnicity data and publicise progress.
Commit at Board level to zero tolerance of harassment and bullying.
Make clear that supporting equality in the workplace is the responsibility
of all leaders and managers.
Take action that supports minority career progression.

6.6.11. The initiatives outlined in this paper, in particular the work of the EDI Steering
Group, demonstrate the Council’s commitment to these calls to action
6.6.12. The Council is also committed to calculating and publishing its ethnicity pay
gap, despite this not being a legal requirement for organisations. As of March
2021, in the Royal Borough of Greenwich, on a mean hourly basis, white staff
are paid 3.8% more than staff from an ethnic minority background. When
considering the median hourly pay, white staff are paid the same as staff from
an ethnic minority background.
• The mean (average) ethnicity pay gap for RBG is 3.8%
• The median (mid-point) ethnicity pay gap for RBG is 0.0%
6.6.13. More detailed information is available from the Council’s website:
https://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/ethnicitypaygap.
6.6.14. Other wider Council efforts focussed specifically on addressing racial inequality
and racism include:
• An #Ask the Leadership Team Session in June 2020 on Standing against
racism and fighting for equality, hosted by the Chief Executive with a panel
including the Leader of the Council; the Deputy Leader; Cabinet Lead for
Culture, Communities and Equality; GMT Equalities Lead/Chair of the EDI
Steering Group; Deputy Chief Executive; Race Equality Network Chair
and the Head of HR Professional Services.
• Directorate-based Tackling Structural Racism groups have been established.
• Tackling Structural Racism Staff Book Club facilitated by members of staff
began in autumn 2021.
• In addition to existing Harassment and Bullying training, which is mandatory
for managers, a new course on Let’s talk about race and tackle racism was
launched in 2020/21.
• During Learning at Work Week over 30 activities were scheduled with two
of the most popular: Being an Ally (delivered by the Chair of the EDI
Steering group) and Where's the racial harm in cultural appropriation.
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6.6.15. Disability:
• 5.0% of the workforce identify themselves as having a disability in 2020/21,
up marginally from 4.9% in the previous two years. The London Borough
average for 2020/21 was 5.4%.
• Disabled staff make up 2.1% of the top 5% of earners (PO7 and above),
compared to the London Council average of 4.3%18.
Workforce Disability
92.5%

5.0%

92.6%

4.9%

Disabled

2.4%
Not Disabled
2019/20

2.4%

Undeclared

2020/21

See Appendix 5c for a more detailed breakdown of disabled staff
representation over time. Appendix 10d also provides information on
workforce data by disability and grade, including schools staff.
6.6.16. As an employer, RBG has a duty of care to support the health, safety and
wellbeing of disabled staff and to make reasonable adjustments that allow
people with disability to work safely and productively, ensuring that staff are
not disadvantaged. Throughout the pandemic, HR Professional Services has
provided advice and guidance to managers on supporting staff with disabilities
and serious long-term health conditions, particularly those who were shielding.
6.6.17. The Royal Borough of Greenwich continues to use an e-Recruitment system
which gives applicants the option to identify themselves as having a disability.
This pro-actively prompts managers to automatically offer interviews to any
candidates who meet the minimum short-listing criteria (in line with current
procedure) under the Guaranteed Interview Scheme. The Recruitment team
have ensured regular communications are sent to managers via the monthly
HR Bulletin, to ensure that all hiring managers are fully aware of their roles and
responsibilities.
6.6.18. In 2019, Royal Borough of Greenwich was successfully re-certificated as a
Disability Confident Employer by the Department for Work and Pensions.
Disability Confident Employers are recognised as going the extra mile to make
18

Top 5% of earners in RBG is recorded as anyone earning PO7 and above. London Councils uses a different
methodology, i.e. the numerical top 5% by salary.
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sure disabled people get a fair chance. Examples of initiatives that
demonstrated RBG’s commitment included:
•
•
•
•
•

Offering disabled applicants who meet the minimum shortlisting criteria
the opportunity of a guaranteed interview;
Putting reasonable adjustments in place;
Organisational support for the Disability Forum and the Mental Health
and Wellbeing Network;
Funding of Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) and Occupational
Health;
Equality and diversity training to help foster an inclusive working
environment, including plans to develop training on hidden disabilities.

6.6.19. Furthermore in 2021, the Council joined the Business Disability Forum, a notfor-profit membership organisation which exists to transform the life chances
of disabled people, working through and with business to create a disabilitysmart world. As part of our membership, we have access to advice and
guidance that will help us support our disabled staff and residents, as well as
helping us promote best practice and influence policy to benefit both
organisations and disabled people.
6.6.20. Another initiative that started in 2021/22, is a joint venture between HR
Professional Services and Health and Adult Services to create a ringfenced
apprenticeship offer to residents with disabilities.
6.6.21. Further information about some of these initiatives will be covered in later
sections of this report (see section 6.6).
6.6.22. Gender:
• Women represent 56.0% of the workforce. This is over the 49.4% female
representation in the borough’s population19, however below the London
Council’s median female representation of 61.3%.
• Women make up 56.0% of the top 5% of earners (PO7 or above). This is
above the London Borough average for top 5% women of 50.0%20.

19

ONS Annual Population Survey 2020
Top 5% of earners in RBG is recorded as anyone earning PO7 and above (or equivalent). London Councils uses a
different methodology, i.e. the numerical top 5% by salary.
20
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Workforce Gender
56.0%

56.0%
44.0%

44.0%

2019/20

2020/21
Female

Male

See Appendix 5d for a more detailed breakdown of gender over time.
Appendix 10d also provides information on workforce data by gender and
grade, including schools staff.
6.6.23. As part of the work with the EDI Steering Group, feedback from the group is
that the Council could do more to be visibly supportive of staff who identify as
gender non-binary. Non-binary is an umbrella term for people whose gender
identity doesn't sit comfortably with 'man' or 'woman'. As part of our efforts to
address this gap, Being an ally sessions were organised, information about
identifying as gender-nonbinary was promoted during Pride month to staff in
the Talk Greenwich bulletin, and guidance on why it is important to include
gender pronouns in email signatures was circulated; following which the
majority of staff quickly updated their email signatures to explicitly express
their ally ship for colleagues.
6.6.24. Other initiatives aimed at raising awareness related to gender, include an #Ask
the Leadership Team session on issues affecting women working at the council,
including gender-based violence and how we can make our community a safe
place for all women and people of marginalised gender. The session was
chaired by Director of Children’s Services/Chair of the EDI steering group,
with the Head of HR Professional Services and Head of Safer Spaces
responding to questions from staff. One of the discussions during the session
was the commitment for senior managers to undertake training in relation to
handling complaints of sexual harassment.
6.6.25. Gender pay reporting legislation requires employers with 250 or more
employees to publish statutory calculations every year showing how large the
pay gap is between their male and female employees. The purpose of this
reporting is to achieve greater gender equality across the UK and increase pay
transparency.
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6.6.26. The median national pay gap continues to decline, from 17.3% in 2019, to
15.5% in 202021. As of March 2021, RBG continued to remain below the
national average, reflecting a negative gender pay gap with women paid on
average slightly more than men22:
• The mean (average) gender pay gap for RBG is -3.1%
• The median (mid-point) gender pay gap for RBG is -2.7%
6.6.27. The table below shows the Royal Borough of Greenwich data since the start of
statutory Gender Pay Gap reporting:
Year
2021
2020
2019
2018
2017

Mean
-3.1%
-3.0%
-4.3%
-4.3%
-5.0%

Median
-2.7%
-7.2%
-8.4%
-6.3%
-7.2%

6.6.28. More detailed information is available from the Council’s website:
www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/genderpaygap.
6.6.29. Age:
• The share of 16- to 24-year-olds is 3.4% in 2020/21, compared with 2.9%
across London Boroughs;
• The workforce has an average age of 46.6 years, comparable to the
London Borough average of 47.0 years.
See Appendix 5e for a more detailed breakdown of headcount by age.
6.6.30. Royal Greenwich aims to ensure that our workforce is future-proofed and fit
for purpose, focused on developing a skilled and diverse workforce which is
representative of our local community and providing opportunities for young
people within the Council. There are a number of initiatives aimed at attracting
a younger and more diverse workforce, including the development of
apprenticeships, career grade and trainee posts, support of candidates on the
National Graduate Development Programme (NGDP) and using social media
to promote job opportunities such as LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter, which
allows RBG to showcase our culture and brand.

21

Based on Office for National Statistics – Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings (ASHE) for all workers.
This data is based on a snapshot date of pay on 31st March 2021 and does not include schools staff, who are
required to report their own gender pay gap if they employ 250 or more staff.
22
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6.6.31. For more information see sections 6.3.8 (trainee, career grade and career
pathways), 6.6.37 (Greenwich Young Persons Network) and 6.10 (Workforce
Development).
6.6.32. Sexual Orientation:
6.6.33. There is no definitive research into the number of lesbian, gay and bi people
who live in Greenwich, and the most recent Census (2011) did not include a
question on sexual orientation. The Greater London Authority based its Sexual
Orientation Equality Scheme on an estimate that the lesbian and gay population
comprises roughly 10% of the total population.
6.6.34. The headlines within the RBG workforce are:
• Over two-thirds of the workforce (64.4%) identify as heterosexual/
straight, while 2.6% of the workforce identify as either bi, gay or other.
• This includes 0.5% who identify as bi, 1.0% as gay man, 0.7% as gay
woman/lesbian and 0.5% as other.
• A large proportion of the workforce prefers not to declare their
sexuality; however this figure is decreasing year-on-year.
Sexual Orientation
Bi

0.5%
0.5%

Gay Man

1.1%
1.0%

Gay Woman / Lesbian

0.8%
0.7%
62.5%
64.4%

Heterosexual / Straight
34.8%
33.0%

Not Declared

Other

0.4%
0.5%
2019/20

2020/21

6.6.35. The Royal Borough of Greenwich is a member of Stonewall’s Diversity
Champions Programme. The Diversity Champions programme is the leading
employers' programme for ensuring all Lesbian, Gay, Bi and Trans (LGBT) staff
are accepted without exception in the workplace. Stonewall works with a
range of organisations, all of whom share Stonewall’s core belief in the power
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of a workplace that is truly equal. Our membership supports our work to
tackle discrimination and promote equality of opportunity and good
community relations in Royal Greenwich.
6.6.36. Working with Stonewall, we are reviewing our existing policies and procedures
to identify and address any gaps. HR Professional Services is currently in the
process of updating our transgender policy and working with colleagues across
the organisation to contribute to inclusive language guidance. As part of this
work, we will be reviewing the terminology that we use on our forms and
promoting a ‘share not declare’ initiative to encourage staff to update their
staff records.
6.6.37. Staff Networks:
6.6.38. Internal staff networks represent the diversity of our workforce, providing a
forum for individuals to come together, share ideas, raise awareness of
challenges and provide support to each other, as well as giving staff the
opportunity to grow personally and professionally. Staff networks and Trade
Unions also provide all staff with an opportunity to influence corporate policy
development and raise workplace issues and concerns. They are also a key
mechanism for driving change within the organisation.
6.6.39. There are five formal staff networks that are supported within Royal
Greenwich:
•
•
•
•
•

Disabled Staff Forum
Greenwich Young Professionals Network (GYPN)
LGBTQIA+ Staff Network
Mental Health and Wellbeing Network
Race Equality Network (REN)

6.6.40. Each network has a senior management champion who provides support,
advice and guidance to the core groups, often attending as a keynote speaker
at network events. Each network also has a nominated HR Support
representative and network chairs meet with the Head of HR. All of the
networks also participate in the quarterly EDI steering group and are key in
driving the agenda and disseminating messages to their members.
6.6.41. Over the last two years, the networks held a number of events aimed at
encouraging and supporting equalities, including several joint networking events
to promote their activities and membership. When events take place within
work time, RBG encourages managers to release staff to attend where
possible. Other events (particularly those of a more social nature) take place
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on evenings and weekends. Since the pandemic started, many of these events
have been held virtually. These include:
• Time for Change? – the REN annual staff conference in Spring 2021. The
event was a great success, being held virtually for the first time, with
nearly 100 participants from all parts of the Council. The agenda included
sessions from the Chief Executive; Deputy Leader; Cabinet member for
Culture, Communities and Equalities; REN Champion/Director of
Children’s Services; Assistant Director for Public Health and numerous
other internal and external guest speakers. Participants fed back that it
was a motivating, fun, challenging and powerful event; combining an
engaging mix of presentations, conversations and opportunities to ask
questions.
• Relaunch of the LGBTQIA+ network, with two new co-chairs elected.
Newly rejuvenated, the network aims to create a safe space for
LGBTQIA+ staff and allies to come together, get to know each other and
advocate for things of value to LGBTQIA+ people. This is through regular
virtual catch-up meetings and a range of other types of events, including
socials. It also aims to be a reliable source of information, signposting,
education and advice for those who want to learn more, with the hope
that this further improves inclusion of and develops allyship to the
LGBTQIA+ community – within the council and throughout the borough.
• Celebration of Black History Month in 2019, organised by the REN,
entitled Building a Stronger Future Together, which featured award
winning actor Victor Richards (EastEnders), who performed an interactive
Windrush play, Streets Paved with Gold, set in the 1950s. Guest speakers
also included Black History lecturer Paul Obina, who spoke about healing
from a broken past into a stronger future.
• Other events included Annual General Meetings and a range of social
events, such as Christmas and Summer Parties, providing an opportunity
for staff to mingle with like-minded colleagues from across the Council
informally and in a non-working environment.
6.6.42

Over the last two years, HR’s key actions in relation to equality and diversity
have been:
•
•
•

Proactively contributing to the work of the EDI steering group and
responsible for delivery of equality objectives outlined in the Equality and
Equity Action Plan.
Working closely with staff networks to help shape best practice and have
an input in strategies.
To continue supporting the staff networks (as outlined above), ensuring
that staff have ongoing opportunities for dialogue within the Council. Each
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•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

network is provided with a budget to fund co-ordination and
development events.
Achievement of the Mayor’s Good Work Standard, one of the pillars of
which is ‘Equality and Recruitment’, which includes collecting and
monitoring workforce data to benchmark the diversity of our workforce
to the local area of the organisation and reporting and publishing our
ethnicity pay gap even when not legally required to do so.
Successful re-certification as a Disability Confident Employer by the
Department for Work and Pensions.
Calculating and publishing our gender and ethnicity pay gaps.
The Head of HR regularly acts as a panel member on the #Ask the
Leadership Sessions, responding to workforce related questions from staff;
several of which have been focused on equality related issues (e.g. Standing
against racism and fighting for equality, Issues affecting women working at the
Royal Borough of Greenwich).
An ongoing programme of Diversity and Equality training is commissioned
annually, which helps foster an inclusive working environment, including:
o Harassment and Bullying training delivered to a further 586 managers
and staff in 2020/21 and 2019/20.
o Launch of a new course on Let’s talk about race and tackle racism in
2020/21, with over 50 participants so far.
o Coordination of Learning at Work Week which had over 30 activities,
many of which were related to equality and diversity, including Being
an Ally (delivered by the Chair of the EDI Steering group) and
Where's the racial harm in cultural appropriation.
Ongoing funding and promotion for the Employee Assistance Programme
(EAP) to encourage staff wellbeing (see section 6.7.11 for more
information).
Providing advice and guidance to managers throughout the pandemic on
supporting staff with disabilities and serious long term health conditions
(particularly those who were shielding) and exploring particular concerns
of staff from ethnic minority backgrounds in relation to the
disproportionate impact of COVID-19.
To continue to develop and implement measures to improve the
recruitment of a diverse workforce, in particular under 25s and those
with a protected characteristic. This also helps to ensure that we run fair
and transparent recruitment processes, whilst attracting the best
candidates for the job. (See section 6.2.5 for more information about
recruitment initiatives including efforts to prevent unconscious bias in
recruitment).
Continuing to train and develop the pool of staff available to participate in
job interview panels, ensuring that these are balanced and representative
(e.g. involving staff from ethnic minority backgrounds, staff declaring a
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•

•
•

•
6.6.43

disability and younger members of staff), which helps to encourage the
recruitment of a more diverse workforce.
Continued removal of candidates’ names, e-mail addresses and equalities
data (e.g. gender, ethnicity, disability, etc.) from job applications in order
to prevent unconscious bias in shortlisting decisions, demonstrating the
Council’s commitment to equal opportunities and drive to develop a
more diverse workforce.
Automatic posting of all external adverts to the job centre job board and
MyDiversity.com website in an effort to create and deliver a more
inclusive recruitment service (see section 6.2.7 for more information).
Promoting flexible working arrangements from Day 1 of appointment,
which offer benefits to both the organisation and individuals, including
attracting the best talent, improving productivity and motivation of
employees and promoting a more diverse, inclusive and agile workforce
(such as part time or term time working, career breaks, compressed
hours). This is separate to, but complemented by, the Future of Work
project and will therefore be explored further in the future.
Continued advertising of the Council’s Childcare Loan Deposit Scheme to
those who are going on maternity/paternity/adoption leave.

In 2021/22 and beyond, HR Professional Services will continue to implement
the Council’s equality, diversity and inclusion action plan and equality
objectives, including:
• A holistic review of HR policies and procedures, seeking expertise and
guidance from the Business Disability Forum and Stonewall, including
launching the revised Transgender policy.
• Development and implementation of an EDI Champion model and
newsletter.
• Working with staff networks to review and further develop their role in
the wider organisation.
• Review the draft Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy to align with
the Future of Work project and EDI action plan.
• Additional deep dive data analysis into specific areas of interest/concern,
e.g. progression opportunities, equality in recruitment and training
access.
• Critical review of our recruitment and selection process, including
review of job descriptions and person specifications and use of less
restrictive criteria to make jobs more accessible to a wider pool of
applicants.
• Further development and promotion of the flexible working offer,
reviewed in conjunction with the Future of Work project.
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• A joint venture between HR Professional Services and Health and Adult
Services to create a ringfenced apprenticeship offer to residents with
disabilities.
• Roll out of new unconscious bias, recruitment skills and active bystander
training.
• Ongoing rollout of Let’s talk about race and tackle racism training,
developing in-house expertise and a train the trainer model to deliver
structural and systemic racism training.
• Development of new courses including awareness raising, being an ally,
challenging discriminatory behaviours around visible and invisible
disabilities, and LGBTQIA+ inclusion.
• Development of mandatory EDI training programme for senior
managers.
• Development of reverse mentoring programme to support senior
leadership development.
• Development of a programme for senior managers in handling
complaints of sexual harassment.
6.7

Sickness & COVID Absence

6.7.1 During the COVID-19 pandemic many staff were required to self-isolate,
quarantine or shield due to underlying health conditions. When an employee
is fit for work but is instructed to self-isolate due to possible contact with an
infectious disease, as per Green Book guidelines their absence is not
recorded as sickness absence. Therefore, unless an individual is unable to
work due to their symptoms, much of the absence due to COVID is not
covered by normal sickness absence procedures nor included within the
sickness absence figures below. However, section 6.7.4 will provide a specific
overview of absence due to COVID.
6.7.2 The key sickness absence headlines for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are as follows:
• Sickness absence levels were the equivalent of an average of 9.2 days per
annum per FTE23 in 2020/21 compared to 12.7 days in 2019/20 and 11.4
days in 2018/19.

23

FTE (Full Time Equivalent) days lost per average FTE in period including leavers.
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• Excluding leavers, the figure was 7.9 days24 in 2020/21 compared to 11.0
days25 in 2019/20 and 10.5 days in 2018/19.
• The median days lost due to sickness absence across London Councils also
fell to 7.1 FTE days lost in 2020/21 from 8.5 FTE days (including leavers) in
2019/20.
Sickness Absence - Average FTE days lost
15.0

8.8

11.0

10.8

9.9
8.2

9.3
7.7

8.9

6.0

8.8

7.9

5.7
4.3

Children's
Services

Communities Finance and Health and Housing and Regeneration
and
Legal Services Adult Services
Safer
Enterprise
Environment
Communities and Skills
2020/21

RBG

2019/20

• The cost of this absence was £4.12m in 2020/21 based on employee basic
salaries (£3.54m excluding staff that have already left RBG), and £5.58m
(£4.86m) in 2019/20. This compares with £4.91m in 2018/19.
• The highest levels of sickness in 2020/21 (excluding leavers) were in
Communities and Environment (9.9 days) and Housing and Safer
Communities (8.9 days). This remains consistent with the previous year.
• Stress, depression, mental health and fatigue remains the largest sickness
category in both years, accounting for 29.0% of FTE days lost in 2020/21
and 20.3% in 2019/20. This is consistent with other London Councils
where the highest cause of sickness absence in 2020/21 was also stress,
depression, mental health and fatigue (29.3%).
• The second highest sickness absence reason is musculo-skeletal problems
which accounts for 17.2% in 2020/21 and 14.3% in 2019/20 (excluding
leavers). This is slightly higher than the London Council’s average (10.1% in
2020/21), however as RBG has a larger front-line manual workforce than
many other boroughs, is unsurprising.

24

For management purposes, RBG calculates the sickness absence rates excluding leavers. However, please note that
appendix 5a is provided including leavers, so as to provide the total cost to the Council of sickness absence.
25
Due to technical issues with the payroll system, average FTE data has been calculated manually using a different
method for 2019/20 and 2020/21. This is likely to produce slightly lower values, for example, using the same method
as in 2018/19 the current employee FTE days lost per average FTE figure is 11.5 days for 2019/20. The Financial
Processing and Systems service are currently working with the system supplier (iTrent) to restore full reporting
functionality.
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• COVID-19 sickness accounted for 5.6% of FTE days lost due to sickness
absence.
6.7.3

A significant number of Council officers have either been sick or have had to
quarantine or self-isolate due to COVID-19. The peak of these absences was in
April 2020.

6.7.4

The key COVID-19 absence headlines for 2020/21 are as follows:
• A total of 45,838 days were recorded as self-isolation, quarantine or
shielding due to COVID-19 in 2020/21, equating to approximately 12.1
days per FTE.26
• When required to self-isolate, shield or quarantine all options for home or
remote working were explored with the individual, including temporary
redeployment. As such, excluding those who were able to work from
home, the FTE days lost due to COVID-19 reduces to 33,591, or 8.9 days
lost per FTE.
• Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills (18.3 days lost per FTE) and
Communities and Environment (12.5 days lost per FTE) have the highest
rates of absence due to COVID-19, excluding those who were able to
work from home.
• Based on information reported by managers, the costs associated with
COVID-19 related absences have been estimated at approx. £3.26m in
2020/21.

26

Data provided for a recent Overview & Scrutiny report “Update on the impact that COVID-19 is having upon the
Royal Borough of Greenwich (19 April 2021)”. Data covers period of 23rd March 2020 to 29th March 2021.” Please
note: 7.7% of all COVID related absence (i.e. ‘Quarantine – Diagnosed’) are doubled-counted within the previous
sickness absence figures.
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SI = “Self-Isolating”; WFH = “Work from Home”
See Appendix 6 and Update on the impact that COVID-19 is having upon the Royal
Borough of Greenwich (19 April 2021) Overview & Scrutiny report for more
details.
6.7.5

It should be noted that these figures are estimates only27, and are likely to vary
due to the following factors:
• some staff identified as working from home, shielding and quarantined
following diagnosis are likely to have continued to carry out some or all of
their duties, reducing the costs associated with their absence;
• additionally, some managers may have under-recorded staff who are selfisolating, especially during periods of Government lockdown guidance
where staff are able to work from home, resulting in lower numbers of
staff being identified as having been absent from the workplace.

6.7.6

According to the Office for National Statistics (ONS), the COVID-19
pandemic has affected national sickness absence data in a number of ways and
while the virus may have led to additional sickness absence, measures such as
social distancing, shielding and increased homeworking appear to have helped
reduce other causes of absence. The reduction in overall sickness absence that
the Royal Borough of Greenwich has experienced in 2020/21 reflects this
national picture.

27

This estimate is based on employees’ basic salaries, and does not include other payments, such as overtime, or on
costs, such as National Insurance and pension contributions.
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6.7.7

However, according to NHS England, large numbers of people are also thought
to be experiencing ‘long COVID’, where they have symptoms and other side
effects long after first contracting the virus. HR Professional Services have
therefore developed additional long COVID sickness absence management
guidance.

6.7.8

HR Professional Services continue working with the organisation to implement
a range of measures aimed at managing and reducing the cost and impact of
sickness absence. HR staff are allocated specific directorates to support,
developing Workforce Development Plans which identify directorate-wide
issues and difficulties related to sickness absence, casework and recruitment;
albeit some of these initiatives were scaled back at the beginning of the
pandemic.

6.7.9

HR provides proactive support to line and senior managers, developing action
plans where staff have hit sickness trigger stages (where cumulative absence
exceeds nine working days or five days in three periods) in order to manage
absence (e.g. supporting contact with member of staff, Occupational Health
referral28, phased return to work and formal reviews. Action plans are shared
with managers and are kept as ‘live’ working documents, prompting early
intervention and discussion in support of more proactive management of
sickness absence across all directorates to reduce the Councils overall FTE
days lost due to sickness.

6.7.10 In recognition of the high levels of sickness absence related to stress,
depression, mental health and fatigue, HR Professional Services provide an
active programme of supporting for both staff and managers who are sick as a
result of stress or mental ill health. From the first day of sickness, HR will
provide regular contact with the employee, undertake an urgent referral to
Occupational Health and the Employee Assistance Programme (EAP), ensure
that a stress risk assessment has been completed and reasonable adjustments
put in place, providing support in helping staff return to work as soon as they
are able.
6.7.11 Employee Assistance Programme: RBG continues to offer staff access to
an Employee Assistance Programme (EAP) which provides free confidential
counselling, help and information for all employees and their families, available
24/7/365. In July 2019, following a procurement exercise the Royal Borough of
Greenwich changed EAP suppliers to Health Assured. The service provides
staff with help on a range of problems from practical everyday matters to
sensitive and emotional issues, including stress and anxiety; counselling; family
28

HR continues to work with Health Management Limited (HML), the Borough’s Occupational Health Provider for
referrals to medical practitioners.
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issues; work advice; financial wellbeing; childcare support; relationship advice;
legal information; medical information; gambling issues; alcohol and drug issues
and consumer issues. Furthermore, our supplier also offers an eHealth app for
staff to download to their personal devices, with access to a variety of online
resources including CBT and 4-week programmes.
6.7.12 HR Professional Services have undertaken a sustained and proactive promotion
of the Employee Assistance Programme in an effort to improve awareness of
the support available and potentially reduce the cost of sickness absence,
advertising frequently in the HR Bulletin which is sent to managers on a
monthly basis. Throughout the pandemic, targeted resources from Health
Assured (and our OH provider) were included in Wellness Wednesday
segments in our regular staff bulletin (initially circulated daily, and then twice
per week).RBG’s EAP utilisation rate, rose from 6.3% with our previous
provider to 9.5% in March 2020 and to 9.8% of the workforce in March 2021.29
In total, 481 EAP counselling calls and 134 advice cases were opened in
2020/21 and the online portal received 1,769 hits. At the start of therapy
26.7% of employees were out of work, while after engaging in therapy this
reduced to 18.8% with 30.0% of employees returning to work; demonstrating
value for money.
6.7.13 Occupational Health Provision: In 2019, HR Professional Services
undertook a rigorous procurement exercise to engage a new Occupational
Health (OH) contract, following which Health Partners (previously named
Duradiamond) was commissioned. A good OH service seeks to promote and
maintain the health and wellbeing of employees, with the aim of ensuring a
positive relationship between an employee's work and health, while also
helping in effective absence management.
6.7.14 As part of the new service, RBG initially piloted a hybrid on-site/telemedicine
model, with expert clinician case triage taking place within one working day of
referral to ensure cases are referred to the most appropriate
clinician/healthcare professional. During the pandemic, our OH services moved
to a fully remote model of delivery, enabling the provision of a seamless OH
service throughout lockdowns. As national COVID restrictions have reduced,
a limited number of on-site OH Practitioner (i.e. Doctor) clinics have resumed
pending a review. Sickness absence can be extremely expensive, potentially
disruptive and can have a significant impact on the productivity and welfare of
colleagues due to increased workloads.
6.7.15 1,024 referrals were made in 2020/21, including management referrals,
physiotherapy sessions and ill health retirements. In March 2021, the average
29

Includes school’s that purchase into the HR Service Level Agreement.
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wait time from receipt of referral to issue of outcome report was 3.9 days for
a nurse appointment and 7.3 days for a doctor appointment. The (hybrid)
telemedicine model of delivery has reduced wait times for appointments,
ensuring that referrals are dealt with quickly and efficiently, enabling the
organisation to manage sickness absence more effectively.
6.8

Health, Safety & Wellbeing (inc. Accidents)

6.8.1

The primary focus of the Health, Safety & Wellbeing Team30 over the last year
has been mainly related to the Covid 19 pandemic. This has required a
significant amount of research from governmental and other professional
sources to ensure the Council is able to proactively respond safely to the
COVID-19 crisis. The development of COVID-19 specific guidance and
documents to support service management throughout the Council was
prioritised, including:
• COVID-19 information and guidance;
• Risk assessments for the safe operation of frontline services, activities
(e.g. face-to-face training and interviews), redeployment of staff, and
those at higher risk (e.g. for pregnant member of staff);
• Safe operating procedures for Council buildings (often requiring on-site
meetings);
• Health and wellbeing return to workplace risk assessments;
• COSHH31 assessment requests and advice to cover COVID 19 related
cleaning products across the Council and schools.

6.8.2

The team have strived to provide a professional advice and support service
across the Council over the last few years, with many unforeseeable challenges
including the extra demands of COVID-19, reduced staffing levels and system
reporting issues.

6.8.3

In addition to the work and challenges arising from the Covid-19 pandemic,
other priorities included:
• Complete review of the Council and Schools HSWBS management
system on the intranet and addition of new documents and templates
etc.
• Review of the display screen equipment (DSE) process and provision of
support and guidance documents for homeworkers.

30
31

In autumn 2020, the HS&WB Team moved from HR Professional Services to the Compliance Service.
Control of Substances Hazardous to Health
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• Actively contributing and undertaking of the provision of
information/evidence to support the Council’s objective to ensure that
the Council was successful in its accreditation Healthy Workplace award
(see section 6.8.10).
• Review of the entire COSHH management system (containing over 1000
assessments) to ensure the system is up to date and is an effective risk
management tool for the Council.
• New internal audit template using a scoring system based on a similar
system used by the ISO (International Organisation for Standardisation)
standards used by external auditors, to ensure audits are carried out in a
consistent, standardised cost-effective manner and enabling automatic
production of reports.
• Review of the Schools service level agreement (SLA) provision
specification, including introduction of a new revised standard core
service package and a new pay as you go consultancy service for all
schools within the borough with the aim to retain schools. The aim of
the new SLA is to provide a more flexible offer to schools, while also
generating additional income which can be re-invested into the service.
• Development of a new H&S audit template for use across the Council’s
services, including a landlord responsibility statutory compliance audit to
improve consistency and ensure compliance with standards (e.g. HSG 65
requirements).
6.8.4

Incidents/accidents: The Royal Borough of Greenwich encourages staff to
report all events regardless of the severity of the resulting injury. This larger
pool of data enables identification of potential trends, leading to improvements
in safety. The key headlines for 2019/20 and 2020/21 are:
• 78 accidents/incidents were reported in 2020/21 (including near misses), a
decrease of 50% from the previous year. In 2019/20, 156 accidents/incidents
were reported, also reflecting a 39.5% reduction from the previous year
(2018/19).
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Accidents/incidents by Directorate
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• In 2019/20, 18 RIDDOR instances were reported, while 14 were reported
in 2020/21. This was a reduction of 53.3% in Reporting of Injuries, Diseases
and Dangerous Occurrences Regulations (RIDDOR) from 30 in 2018/19.
RIDDOR reported incidents by Directorate
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• Injured while handling, lifting or carrying was the highest category of
accidents/incidents reported in 2020/21 and second in 2019/20, accounting
for 28.2% and 20.5% each year respectively.
• Slips, trips and falls was the second highest category in 2020/21 and the
highest in 2018/19, accounting for 21.8% and 19.2% each year respectively.
• The average ratio of accidents per Full Time Equivalent32 (FTE) is 2.2% in
2020/21 and 4.3% in 2019/20. This is a significant reduction from 9.5% in
2018/19.

N.B. This does not take into account that some staff may have been involved in multiple accidents, nor does it
include agency workers or contractors.
32
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• Communities and Environment had the highest number of
accidents/incidents in both 2020/21 (61) and 2019/20 (52), accounting for
66.7% and 39.1% respectively of all recorded.
• However, as a ratio of accidents per FTE, Communities and Environment
was highest in 2020/21 (5.8%) while Regeneration, Enterprise & Skills had
the highest ratio in 2019/20 (8.2%).
Appendix 7 gives further details of the data.
6.8.5

This dramatic reduction in accident reporting in 2020/21 is predominantly the
result of increased numbers of staff working from home throughout the
pandemic. The exception to this is for staff in departments that provide
frontline, manual services and therefore most staff were less likely or unable to
work from home e.g. Waste & Street Services (Communities & Environment).

6.8.6

As in previous years the Council maintains a proactive approach to incident
management and recording. This has involved reviewing and monitoring of all
reports; re-classification of accident types (resulting in reduction of the
‘another kind of accident’ classification significantly over the last three years);
re-educating and training of incident reporters in accurately recording all
incidents and R.I.D.D.O.R. reporting; and advising on required management
preventative recommendations.

6.8.7

Health and safety at work encompasses a wide range of duties and initiatives
aimed at maintaining a safe working environment for employees. Effective
health and safety management brings significant benefits to the organisation and
individual.

6.8.8

Minimising workplace accidents and keeping employees safe is not just a moral
and legal obligation but is also cost effective for organisations. The financial
impact to the Council resulting from incident management issues can be
observed from insurance claims (e.g. employee liability, property/motor vehicle
damage), plus hidden costs from additional administrative burdens, sickness
absence, additional staff cover, staff retention and recruitment etc. as well as
the mental and physical wellbeing impacts of those being involved or injured
thought incidents in the workplace.

6.8.9

Other initiatives aimed at ensuring that RBG is a healthy workplace that HR
Professional Services have led and/or contributed to include:
•
•
•
•

London Healthy Workplace Award (LHWA) accreditation
New Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy developed
Employee Assistance Programme
Occupational Health provision
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•
•
•
•
•

Wellbeing Guidance and Wellness Wednesdays
Wellbeing Champion Scheme
Procedure on IVF Treatment
Vaccination rollouts
Health & Wellbeing Survey

6.8.10 London Healthy Workplace Award: In 2021 the Royal Borough of
Greenwich was proud to have been awarded the London Healthy Workplace
Award (LHWA) by the London Mayor’s Office and Public Health England. The
Council received an ‘Achievement’ award, which recognises the work Londonbased employers are doing to make their workplaces healthier, happier and
more productive. It demonstrates the Council’s ongoing commitment to
employee health and wellbeing, particularly in light of the difficulties of the
pandemic.
6.8.11 The Council received the award following a rigorous application process led
jointly by HR Professional Services, Public Health and Health, Safety &
Wellbeing, during which the commitment of the council to its employees’
mental health and physical health and wellbeing was thoroughly assessed. The
awarding body gave the council excellent feedback, praising the level of health
and wellbeing support available to Royal Greenwich staff, as well as the ways
staff are engaged with and informed about what’s on offer.
6.8.12 Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy: RBG is in the process of
developing a new Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy, which we aim to
launch in 2021/22, following a review to align with the Future of Work project
and EDI action plan. The strategy recognises that wellbeing is a key principle
for being a good employer. It provides a framework to enable RBG to build on
our current good practice and take a proactive and engaging approach to
support the health and wellbeing of our employees. Our strategy has been
informed by; knowledge of our staff, the top health risks, feedback from our
recent staff survey, sickness data, information from occupational health, our
employee assistance programme and Public Health (for future planning), needs
arising from the Covid-19 pandemic and the recovery phase to come from this.
6.8.13 Employee Assistance Programme and Occupational Health
provision: See section 6.7 for more information.
6.8.14 Wellbeing Guidance and Wellness Wednesdays: Throughout the
pandemic HR Professional Services developed wellbeing guidance and a
learning tool kit that signposts managers to a wealth of online resources
(videos, YouTube clips, TED talks), elearning (e.g. modules on Coronavirus,
Mental Health Awareness, Remote working) and classroom-based training.
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Wellness Wednesdays were introduced via the Talk Greenwich staff bulletin in
May 2020, which provides information on useful resources and supports
available including:
• Accessing support via the Council’s EAP and OH;
• Reduced rate gym membership at Better (GLL) gyms, to promote better
physical health and deducted from salary on a monthly basis;
• Cycle Scheme which enables staff to purchase a bike tax-free via their
monthly salary, saving 25-39% on its high street value while spreading the
cost;
• Promotion of awareness events and resources such as No Smoking Day,
World Mental Health Day, Sugar Smart Challenge, Live Well Greenwich
site and Diabetes Week.
6.8.15 Wellbeing Champion Scheme: The RBG Mental Health First Aid (MHFA)
scheme was launched in summer 2019. It supports RBG’s commitment to Time
to Change, supplements the services offered by the OH & EAP services and
the Mental Health staff network. Following the onset of the pandemic the
scheme was adapted to provide support via virtual platforms and was rebranded as the Wellbeing Champion scheme. For more information, see
section 6.10.11.
6.8.16 Procedure on IVF Treatment: In summer 2019, HR Professional Services
launched new guidance for staff undergoing IVF treatment, including staff who
have partners or a surrogate parent undergoing IVF treatment. The new policy
allows for a total of 10 days sickness absence days (pro rata for part time
employees) to be disregarded from the sickness absence trigger points. The
guidance also covers employee’s rights and responsibilities and managers’
responsibilities.
6.8.17 Vaccination rollouts: HR have contributed to working parties for the
Mandatory COVID-19 vaccination (see below), COVID-19 booster jabs and flu
programme rollout.
6.8.18 The Royal Borough of Greenwich values the incredible work undertaken by
staff in care homes and want to ensure that staff and the people they care for
are kept as safe as possible. New regulations agreed in Parliament in July, mean
that people working or entering care homes must be fully vaccinated from 11
November 2021, unless they are exempt under the regulations33. HR
Professional Services have been working with colleagues in Health and Adult
Services and Legal Services to develop internal policies that cover the

33

The Health and Social Care Act 2008 (Regulated Activities) (Amendment) (Coronavirus) Regulations 2021.
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implications for this legislation and supporting managers in holding 1 to 1
interviews with staff.
6.8.19 Health & Wellbeing Survey: The Chief Executive has previously arranged
for three annual staff surveys ‘Your Say, Our Future’ to be carried out (in
2015, 2016 and 2017/18). A further staff survey was planned for 2020. With
the onset of Covid-19 it was decided that it should focus specifically on
the health and wellbeing of staff. Following full consultation, a thorough Covid19 Health and Wellbeing survey was carried out in May 2020 and achieved a
63% response rate. In addition to qualitative questions the survey sought
full demographic data to understand the impact of Covid-19 on different
groups and their support needs. The full report was shared with staff. The
Senior Leadership Team were confident that measures and supports were
already in place to address the key issues raised.
6.8.20 Future priorities that will ensure that RBG remains a healthy and safe working
environment include:
• Finalising and launching the Employee Health and Wellbeing Strategy,
including resuming the Corporate Staff Health and Wellbeing committee,
reviewing objectives and terms of reference.
• Identifying more cost-effective ways of working regarding Health, Safety
and Wellbeing.
• Improving corporate health and safety standards across the Council.
• Developing a strategic action plan that will continue to build upon the
Council’s response to health and safety, including auditing and inspections
and reporting systems; review of all mandatory health and safety and
occupational training for employees; developing a yearly/monthly
programme for occupational wellbeing; developing and creating new
policies, procedures, guidance and templates; and continuing to work
collaboratively with the unions and others to promote HS&W in the
workplace.
• Actively promoting positive safety leadership in the workplace (ownership
and accountability) that will hopefully reduce incidents/civil actions taken
against the council.
• Continuing to highlight to managers across the Council the importance of
accident reporting, including near misses, especially in relation to
vehicle/property damage or theft incidents, which appears to be a possible
area of concern.
• Supporting new and existing managers in developing skills to accurately
and quickly investigate and report on incidents.
• Advising services on management actions that can be taken to reduce or
prevent recurrence of similar incidents in future.
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• Resuming the development of the menopause support arrangements,
which were paused due to COVID-19.
6.9

Employee Relations Cases

6.9.1

The key headlines for the last two years are:

6.9.2

Disciplinary Cases:
• A reduction in disciplinary cases34 to 36 employees facing disciplinary
action in 2020/21, from 37 in 2019/20 and 52 in 2018/19. The number of
disciplinaries as a percentage of headcount was 0.96% in both 2019/20 and
2020/21; 35
• This is slightly above the London Council average in 2019/20, which was
0.71%;
• In 2020/21 the most frequent reason for disciplinary action was Criminal
offence committed outside/at work (7 cases);
• In 2019/20 the most frequent reason for disciplinary action was Serious /
Wilful breach of safety rules (6 cases);
• In 2020/21 and 2019/20 Communities and Environment had the highest
number of disciplinary cases (11 and 15 respectively). As a percentage of
headcount, Health and Adult Services had the highest number of cases in
2020/21 at 1.82% (9 cases), in 2019/20 Communities and Environment had
the highest number of cases at 1.57%;
• Of the 27 cases which started in 2020/21, 6 cases resulted in dismissal. Of
the 28 cases which started in 2019/20, 4 cases resulted in dismissal;
• In 2020/21, 47% of disciplinary cases involved staff from an ethnic minority
background and 53% involved white staff. In 2019/20, 41% of disciplinary
cases involved staff from an ethnic minority background, 54% involved
white staff and 5% involved staff with ethnicity undeclared.

6.9.3

Grievance Cases:
• An increase in grievance cases to 10 new cases in 2020/21, from 6 new
cases in 2019/20 and 9 in 2018/19. This is an increase to 0.29% of the
workforce in 2020/21 and 0.36% in 2019/20 from 0.23% of the workforce
in 2018/19.
• This is significantly below the number of grievances as a percentage of
headcount across London Councils in 2019/20 (0.51%).

34
35

Employee relations cases are counted per individual and are based on the date the case opened.
This excludes one case in Oxleas.
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• There were a further two cases started before the financial year which
continued in to 2020/21 and 8 in to 2019/20.
• In 2020/21 and 2019/20 the most frequent reason for staff lodging a new
grievance was ‘Action of Line Manager’ (5 and 3 cases respectively).
• In 2020/21 Communities and Environment, had the highest number of
grievances, and in 2019/20 Children’s Services had the highest (five each).
• Of the 7 concluded grievance cases in 2020/21, 1 was upheld, 3 were part
upheld and 3 were not upheld. In 2019/20 of 7 concluded cases, 1 was
upheld, 3 were part upheld, 1 was not upheld and 2 were withdrawn.
• In 2020/21 all new grievances were lodged by staff from an ethnic minority
background. In 2019/20, 50% of new grievances were lodged by staff from
an ethnic minority background and 50% by white staff.
6.9.4

Capability Cases:
• 3 employees were subject to capability proceedings in 2020/21 and 3 in
2019/20, the same as in 2018/19.

6.9.5

Employment Tribunals:
o Five employment tribunal cases were opened in 2020/21. Seven cases
were closed in the same year36, with 86% (six cases) successfully
defended by RBG or withdrawn. The remaining case was settled.
o Eleven employment tribunal cases were opened in 2019/20. Five cases
were closed in the same year37, with 40% (two cases) successfully
defended by RBG or withdrawn. The remaining three case were
settled.
See Appendix 8 for more information.

6.9.6

Difficulties may arise at various points in the employment relationship, and
disciplinary, grievance and capability procedures are there to ensure that these
challenges are dealt with fairly and consistently. The Council’s procedures
support both managers and employees, allowing for support from trade union
representatives. However, there are times when employment tribunals (ETs)
may be used to deal with claims brought against employers by employees
relating to their employment or termination.

6.9.7

Royal Greenwich continues to recognise that encouraging good working
relationships between individual employees will have a positive impact on staff
wellbeing and staff performance. HR Professional Services’ key action in
relation to employee relations cases is to provide ongoing support and

36
37

Some cases closed during the period, were opened prior to the start of the period.
Some cases closed during the period, were opened prior to the start of the period.
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guidance to line managers to ensure effective implementation of people
management policies and processes.
6.9.8

RBG actively supports the proper representation of staff in the workplace,
encouraging involvement of Trade Unions and staff networks as one
mechanism of staff engagement.

6.9.9

Mediation provides a voluntary and confidential process for resolving
workplace differences and disputes between colleagues through the assistance
of trained internal mediators from across the organisation. This gives
individuals involved the opportunity to explore the causes of conflict and
encourages the parties to identify the resolution for themselves, before
resorting to formal action. The mediation process is based on the principle of
problem solving but with a strong emphasis on the future and building
relationships. A review of this process will be taking place in 2021/22.

6.9.10 HR Professional Services staff are fully trained, undertaking annual employment
law updates and ongoing CPD (continuing professional development) sessions.
HR Professional Services ensure that policies and procedures remain up to
date, clear and communicated across the organisation, so that staff and
managers understand their roles and what is expected of them.
6.9.11 Key policy developments over the past two years that HR Professional
Services have implemented include:
• Future of Work: HR Professional Services is the project lead in this
major cross-council transformation and change project, with the aim of
shaping what the Council’s future working arrangements will look like
after the pandemic.
• COVID-19 Information and Management Guidance: A suite of
documents were developed/amended by HR Professional Services to
support the organisation’s response to the COVID-19 pandemic, including
managing COVID-19 in the workplace; supplementary attendance
management guidance (including long COVID-19 sickness absence
management FAQs), guidance on managing bereavement in the workplace;
line manager return to workplace guidance and wellbeing support for staff.
• Performance Review and Development Scheme (PRaDS): It is
essential during these unprecedented times that managers continue to give
employees the opportunity to review their performance and be able to
talk about their health and wellbeing. PRaDS Lite guidance and a combined
review and plan form were created to make the process more streamlined
and bespoke virtual workshops to support managers in conducting PRaDS
during the pandemic were organised. (See section 6.10.17 for more
information).
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• Code of Conduct: The General Rules of Conduct and Breaches of
Discipline sets out appropriate standards of behaviour for the workplace,
so that all employees know what is expected of them and are treated
fairly, including updates reflecting the introduction of the Dignity and
Respect at Work policy.
• Probation and Promotion Procedure: Expansion of the Probation
Procedure to ensure all employees are fully supported in achieving an
appropriate level of work performance, attendance and behaviour during
their probation period, whether new to the Royal Borough of Greenwich
or the role.
• Personal Relationships at Work Policy: This policy (launched in
October 2019) sets out the approach RBG takes to ensure that close
personal relationships at work do not have an adverse impact in the
workplace or on the reputation of the Council.
6.9.12 Other initiatives facilitated by HR Professional Services in 2019/20 and 2020/21
include:
• Manager Network Sessions to share learning and professional experiences
on the management of people issues to support more consistent and robust
application of HR policy.
• Effective People Management training delivered to new managers in the
organisation and to those undergoing organisational change. These sessions
provide advice on the processes and strategies to successfully manage
sickness absence, organisational change, disciplinaries and grievances.
• HR Roadshow events in January/February 2020, to showcase the different
services that HR Professional Services offers the Council, including
representatives from other services and partners (e.g. Trade Unions, Staff
Networks, Payroll Giving and the Greenwich and Bexley Credit Union).
The Council’s Occupational Health and Employee Assistance Programme
providers also attended to explain the services they offer, provide advice
and system demos for making referrals and answer any questions from staff
and managers.
• Support to affected staff both when the Public Sector Exit Pay Regulations
that came into force (in November 2020) and when they were revoked (in
March 2021).
• Monthly HR drop-in sessions were rolled out across directorates, allowing
managers to ‘drop in’ and speak to a member of HR Professional Services
to discuss staffing issues and other HR matters in support of early
intervention and proactive solutions.
• Quarterly DMT report to support consistent and streamlined information
sharing across the whole of HR Professional Services.
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6.9.13 Priorities in relation to Employee Relations for HR Professional Services in
2021/22 include:
• Ongoing development of the Future of Work project, providing professional
expertise and guidance to the organisation. This includes a holistic policy
review; consultation with trade unions; continuing to deliver virtual Manager
Network Sessions; supporting the roll out of the Future of Work staff survey;
a review of the recruitment strategy in light of these changes; and the
development of a workforce training programme to support the Future of
Work.
• Review of the Workforce Strategy considering the Future of Work and
Equality & Diversity action plan.
• Supporting increasing numbers of complex organisational change projects,
which require strategic HR support.
• Development of a lifecycle employee engagement strategy. Tracking
employee experience from the recruitment process throughout their
journey at the Council with the aim of promoting ‘employee voice.’
• Review of the Mediation Scheme to ensure timely and effective conflict
management resolution, including reviewing ongoing governance processes
and development of a communication strategy to increase take up.
• Dedicated support to the organisation in relation to the investigation
process; proactively monitoring timescales; advising and training managers;
and investigating the impact of suspension on employees.
6.10

Workforce Development

6.10.1

The Council’s Workforce Strategy aims to recruit, develop and retain a
workforce that is capable, flexible and confident to deliver high quality services
to the residents of Royal Greenwich. This is achieved by developing employee’s
skills, knowledge and performance to deliver excellent services, developing
managers to provide effective leadership and providing opportunities for
residents.

6.10.2

Following the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic in March 2020 and as part of
the Council’s recovery planning, the service has been flexible and responsive to
new needs, changing the ways in which learning is delivered. RBG has a diverse
workforce and traditionally prefers classroom training, but to support the
ongoing delivery of learning to a dispersed workforce, online training methods
have been implemented. HR Professional Services has developed and
encouraged a more blended approach, including virtual classroom training,
developing new e-learning on the Learning Pool platform, identifying free
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resources such as TED Talks, webinars, videos and use of technology, for
example use of MS Teams for support in learning.

6.10.5

In 2019/20, 4,042 delegates undertook 426 in-house classroom training
courses/events. At the beginning of the first lockdown in March 2020, in
person classroom training was placed on hold and virtual sessions commended
early summer. With additional pressures on services due to COVID-19,
including staff isolating, quarantining and shielding, the number of sessions
scheduled was reduced. Nonetheless, 185 virtual classroom courses took place
in 2020/21, with 1,407 participants. In-house classroom training is currently
only taking place for a limited number of courses (such as First-Aid). However,
this will be reviewed in line with changes to Council building safe operating
procedures.

Classroom Courses

Attendanc
e 2020/21

Classroom-based short courses: A wide range of short classroom courses
are available in personal development, equality, inclusion and diversity, health
and wellbeing, remote and hybrid working, leadership and management, IT
skills, transition support, health and safety, continuing improvement, adult and
children’s social care.

Number
of Courses
2020/21

6.10.4

Attendanc
e 2019/20

Workplace learning must support individuals, teams or the organisation as a
whole to build capability that meet the Council’s needs. The following
demonstrate the breadth of different learning methods co-ordinated by HR
Professional Services.

Number
of Courses
2019/20

6.10.3

Adult Social Care (including the
Private Voluntary and Independent
Sector)38

69

555

2

27

Health and Safety

78

926

45

331

Leadership and Management

68

685

20

183

Personal Development

140

1394

118

866

38

In March 2021, following a review of the HR Workforce Development service and approach to workforce
development in adult social care; the resourcing and responsibility for identifying learning needs, skills gaps and
commissioning requirements was transferred to Health and Adult Services. However, HR Professional Services still
retains the facility to commission learning requirements on behalf of Health and Adult Services.
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6.10.6

Activity out of scope for
managed services: IT, Health and
Safety, Equality and Harassment
and Bullying

71

482

0

0

Total

426

4042

185

1407

E-learning: In addition, the Council offers staff access to a variety of
eLearning modules/platforms including:
• Me Learning: Between April 2019 and June 2020 there were 5,382
completions across a range of modules available on the social care
platform for Council staff, statutory, private, voluntary and independent
sector organisations. In June 2020, Health and Adults Services ended the
contract with Me Learning and decided to signpost organisations to free
NHS online resources instead.
• Learning Pool: Available for Council staff, with modules including the
Councils’ induction and other key bespoke training. In 2019/20 there were
1051 completions across 53 modules, and in the following year there was
a 47% increase, with 1543 completions across 64 modules.

6.10.7

Learning at Work Week: An annual event organised by the Campaign for
Learning, which focuses on the benefits of learning and development at work.
In May 2019 HR Professional Services developed an exciting programme of
twenty workshops attended by 202 staff. These covered a range of topics in IT,
personal development, HR, leadership and management (L&M) and inspirational
talks by the Leader and Directors. Due to the pandemic, the Council’s
programme in 2020 was suspended.

6.10.8

In 2021, a packed programme of more than 30 exciting virtual activities, which
attracted 400 bookings, was arranged for Learning at Work Week. With
sessions delivered by colleagues across all directorates, including Being an Ally,
Compassionate Leadership and Where's the racial harm in cultural appropriation.
Conversations were buzzing, and following great ideas from staff, several new
initiatives such as a book and discussion club were set up.

6.10.9

Employee Mentoring Programme: This programme works by matching
mentees (who wish to develop their knowledge, skills and abilities) with
mentors (who wish to share their knowledge and experience) for six months.
There were 21 matches in 2019/20 and 17 in 2020/21.
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Directorate

No of
Participants
Since
Scheme
No of Mentee
Began
Since
Scheme
Began
No of Mentor
Since
Scheme
Began

Health & Adult Services
Children Services
Communities & Environment
DRES
Finance & Legal Services
Housing & Safer Communities
Total

20
57
34
23
24
38
196

11
24
16
9
14
24
98

9
33
18
14
10
14
98

6.10.10 CPD Apprenticeships are one of three apprenticeship pathways which
offers development opportunities to new and existing staff and the cost of the
training is met by the levy. HR Professional Services works closely with service
leads and the continuing improvement service to ensure that programmes are
closely aligned with corporate, directorate and service priorities, for example
project management and leadership development. See section 6.10.20 on
Apprenticeships.
6.10.11 Health and Wellbeing: A range of training is available for staff and managers
including mental health awareness, risk assessments, loss and bereavement,
resilience, managing stress and a range of on-line resources, e.g. webinars.
6.10.12 The Council’s Mental Health First Aid (MHFA) scheme was launched in
summer 2019. It supports RBG’s commitment to Time to Change39 and
supplements the services offered by the OH and EAP services and MH
network. Following the onset of the pandemic the scheme was adapted to
provide support via virtual platforms and was re-branded as the Wellbeing
Champion Scheme. Wellbeing Champions (MHFA qualified) are volunteer
members of staff who raise awareness of mental health problems, provide a
listening ear and signpost staff to support. They attend a two-day training
course delivered by Mental Health for England and have ongoing access to
related training, refresher training, 1-1 support and quarterly networks. To
support the scheme, a range of documentation is available, which includes HR
policy, guidance and a list of resources/signposting documents that have been
approved by specialists. RBG currently has around 25 Wellbeing Champions
Time to Change was a social movement to change the way people think and act about mental health problems
(www.time-to-change.org.uk)
39
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who are based at The Woolwich Centre and other satellite offices. In 2019/20
there were 27 contacts and 2020/21 eight contacts.
6.10.13 Additional information about health and wellbeing opportunities for staff is
covered in section 6.8.

Harassment and Bullying
Let’s talk about race and
tackle racism

205

166

11

n/a

n/a

50

nce
2020/212
0
Manager
s

2020/21
Staff
Attenda

nce
2019/20
Manager
Attenda
snce

Course

Attenda
nce
2019/20
Staff
Attenda

6.10.14 Equality, Inclusion and Diversity: HR Professional Services has continued
to roll out training in Harassment and Bullying, which is mandatory for
managers, and launched a new course on Let’s talk about race and tackle racism
in 2020/21.

204

6.10.15 Leadership and Management: Leadership and Management (L&M)
apprenticeships are proven to be an effective way for organisations to develop
skills of managers and leaders. In 2019, RBG senior leadership mandated the
use of the apprenticeship levy to develop a corporate L&M programme, within
which the Council’s staff values and leadership behaviours are embedded. The
level 3 and 5 (ILM40) and level 7 (MBA41, CMI42) apprenticeship programmes
were launched in Autumn 2019.
6.10.16 Since the three programmes began, 80 managers have commenced studying on
one of the programmes. Unfortunately, because of the pandemic and service
pressures, eleven candidates have withdrawn. However, four have
subsequently completed their studies (3 x Level 3, 1 x Level 7) and the
remainder are ongoing.
6.10.17 Performance Review and Development (PRaDS): The Performance
Review and Development Scheme aims to provide every employee with clear
accountabilities and objectives that are directly linked to the Council’s
objectives, plans and budgets. A review and update of PRaDS took place in June
2019, placing more emphasis on support for the health and wellbeing of
staff. PRaDS LITE was developed to support managers and staff during the
Institute of Leadership and Management
Master of Business Administration
42
Chartered Management Institute
40
41
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Covid-19 pandemic. In 2019-20, 121 managers attended PRaDS training and
since the introduction of live virtual sessions in 2020-21, a further 25 have
attended. HR Professional Services plan to seek user feedback, reviewing the
scheme to ensure it dovetails with needs identified in the Council’s Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion plan and organisational change and improvement
programme.

6.10.18 Employment pathways

6.10.19 The Council remains committed to developing more trainee schemes, career
pathways and career grade schemes across departments, as outlined in section
6.3.7. Other ways of developing employment pathways within the Council
include Apprenticeships, the National Graduate Development Programme and
Social Work education and training.
6.10.20 Apprenticeships: Following a significant review of the apprenticeship
programme and the introduction of the apprenticeship levy in 2017, the Royal
Borough of Greenwich launched an apprenticeship offer comprising three tiers:
• Greenwich Direct Apprenticeships (GDA): For new recruits who
have little or no work experience in the sector they wish to enter, and
ringfenced to local residents. These are paid at £21,030 per annum (i.e. the
equivalent of Scale 1) 43.
• Trainee or Career Grade posts: For new recruits to posts who are
early in their careers.
• CPD Apprenticeships: Available to existing staff as Continued
Professional Development (CPD).
6.10.21 In 2017 government set a four-year target for all public-sector organisations to
enrol 2.3% of its workforce onto apprenticeships. This can be either new
starters or existing staff. This target includes Schools and equates to
approximately 50% schools and 50% non-schools. RBG performed as follows:

Year
2017/18
2018/19
43

% workforce on
apprenticeships
0.8%
0.8%

These roles are not advertised as Scale 1 as the terms and conditions differ slightly to other RBG staff.
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2019/20
2020/21

1.5%
1.5%

6.10.22 In 2020/21 the Royal Borough of Greenwich had 1.5% of the workforce
enrolled in an apprenticeship programme (i.e. 109 individuals), unchanged
compared to the previous year. While this is lower than the government target
of 2.3%, it nonetheless remains far above the London Council’s average of
1.0%, demonstrating that we have remained consistent in performance during
the pressures of the pandemic.
6.10.23 As a percentage of workforce enrolled into apprenticeship programmes, RBG’s
position increased from 19 out of 32 London Councils in 2019/20, to 10th
position in 2020/21.
Apprenticeship performance against
public sector target 2020/21
4.00%

3.00%

2.00%
RBG: 1.47%
Median: 1.02%
1.00%

0.00%

6.10.24 The LGA has lobbied against the Public-Sector target, referring to it as
arbitrary and not considering the development needs of a local authority.
Initially the target was for a four-year period and required organisations to an
average performance of 2.3% apprenticeship starts across the four-year period.
Government confirmed in March 2021 that the target is still in place but will be
on a year-by-year basis and not an average over a longer period.
6.10.25 The table below describes the number of candidates starting and
apprenticeship programme within RBG over the last three years – broken
down as new (i.e. GDAs, Trainees and Career Grades) and existing (CPD).
Regardless of apprenticeship type, all candidates starting an apprenticeship
programme contribute to the above-mentioned public-sector target and are
funded from the apprenticeship levy. It is noteworthy that RBG enrolled a
similar number of apprentices during the year of the pandemic that it did in the
previous year.
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6.10.26 RBG Children’s Services, Direct Services are registered as an Apprenticeship
Training Provider (ApprenticeshipsPlus) and are proactively working with
Schools to develop Apprenticeship opportunities, as well as directly delivering
the training and reclaiming the levy.
6.10.27 Of the active apprenticeships in 2020/21 and 2019/20 (excluding schools):
• Communities and Environment had the highest number of active
apprentices (42 in 2020/21), while in the previous year Housing and Safer
Communities had the highest (30 in 2019/20).
• In both years Health and Adults Services had the fewest number of
active apprentices (9 and 5 respectively).
• The most popular apprenticeship framework was leadership (30.5%) in
2020/21 and business administration (44.0%) in 2019/20.
6.10.28 Demographic of current apprentices: As of May 2021, RBG had 150
active apprentices (via a combination of GDA, Traineeships and CPD). The
following data is excluding schools:
•
•
•
•

41% of apprentices are from an ethnic minority background (61)
59% of apprentices are female (89) and 41% are male (61)
3.3% of apprentices have declared a disability (5)
27% of apprentices were aged 16-24 years, with the average age being
33.6 years
• 1.3% of apprentices were care leavers (2).

6.10.29 The GDA programme was offered to local residents through thrice yearly
recruitment windows (March, June and October) for administrative roles and
ad-hoc offers for specialist roles. Following the onset of the pandemic, the
recruitment event planned for March 2020 was cancelled. By June, although the
Council was offering apprenticeship opportunities to existing staff and were
progressing existing GDAs on to further placements, following consultation
with hiring managers, HR Professional Services was still not in a position to
begin to recruit new apprentices on a wide scale. Largely this was due to
concern about the challenges of onboarding new apprentices virtually during
lockdowns, especially in light of the pressures facing services during the height
of the pandemic. As such, the regular June event was also cancelled, with HR
Professional Services ensured that all applicants were regularly updated. The
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Council was able to offer some ad-hoc GDA opportunities, resulting in one
Facilities Management and two IT Apprentices starting during the pandemic.
Furthermore, HR Professional Services worked closely with Children’s Services
to develop a wider scale online apprenticeship recruitment event, which took
place in October 2020. This enabled 16 new GDA starts in 2021.
6.10.30 Throughout the pandemic HR Professional Services have also:
• Offered further extensions to existing GDA contracts to keep
apprentices in work, to prevent releasing them into an uncertain
employment market during lockdowns.
• Kept in regular touch with apprentices through surveys.
• Worked with training providers to ensure apprentices have the
necessary resources to participate in online learning.
• Worked with colleges to ensure necessary safety measures in place for
those returning to in person learning.
6.10.31 So far in 2021, there have been 87 new apprenticeship starts (65 Council and
22 schools). HR Professional Services’ plans for the future of the
apprenticeship programme in 2021/22 include:
• Development of CPD Apprenticeship opportunities, with several
currently in the pipeline (4 x Employability Practitioners, 2 x Customer
Service, 1 x Business Admin, 1 x HR Assistant, 6 x leadership and
management level 7 with ILM accreditation).
• Target of 10 leadership and management levels 3-5 in the next cohort
(starting in Q3).
• Responding to the restrictions of the pandemic and feedback from hiring
managers by re-launching the GDA programme to allow:
o Sign up from residents without the need to attend an in-person
recruitment event at RBG.
o Managers to request to recruit whenever they need to, not at set
recruitment windows three times per year.
o Managers to advertise individual roles, not bulk adverts, thus
allowing tailored applications.
• HR Professional Services is working Health and Adult Services to create
a ringfenced offer to residents with disabilities.
• Health and Adult Services and Children’s Services are working towards
participating in the Social Worker and Occupational Therapist
apprenticeships.
6.10.32 See appendix 9 for more information. A separate report was submitted to
Overview and Scrutiny Committee on 18th October 2021, which covers
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Apprenticeships and Workforce Planning, including collaborative initiatives
undertaken in conjunction with Greenwich Local Labour and Business (GLLaB)
6.10.33 National Graduate Development Programme: The Royal Borough of
Greenwich participates in the Local Government Association’s flagship
National Graduate Development Programme (NGDP). The purpose of the
NGDP is to attract the most talented graduates into local government and,
more specifically, into RBG.
6.10.34 The NGDP is a two-year programme, where graduates are employed directly
by the Council and undertake four placements in a variety of services.
Alongside their employment, the LGA provides a prestigious complementary
learning and development offer.
6.10.35 The Royal Borough of Greenwich has participated in the scheme since 2002,
offering placements to over 50 graduates, with 33 of these starting their
permanent careers with the Council. RBG recruits graduates every two years
and runs a local recruitment campaign alongside the national campaign. RBG is
known to be an employer of choice, has an excellent reputation for its publicity
campaign, broad experiences offered through a range of diverse placements
and quality of support offered though the programme. The application process
is broken down into 5 key stages: application form and online tests, video
interview, assessment centre, Local Council selection and interviews. The local
campaign in 2019 attracted over 120 applications and three of the nine trainees
that started in October 2019 were recruited via the local route. Seven are still
employed in RBG, who will finish their final placement and seek employment,
preferably in RBG this autumn. HR Professional Services have recently been
working with the LGA in the recruitment for the next cohort, through which
we have successfully recruited six new candidates (two via the local resident
route) due to start in November 2021.
6.10.36 Social Work Education and Training: There continues to be a lack of
qualified social workers nationally, so investing in this shortage occupation is
essential to recruit and retain an effective workforce. As such, the following
investment into social work education and training was made in 2019/20:
• 19 newly qualified social workers (NQSWs) in Children’s Services and
Health and Adult Services successfully completed the Assessed and
Supported Year in Employment programme, progressing onto the
Consolidation of Practice module.
• A further 23 NQSWs commenced the ASYE programme.
• 8 Step Up to Social Work students (a Children’s Social Work bursary
training scheme) successfully completed the programme and started
permanent posts.
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• 34 social work placement opportunities within Children’s Services and
Health and Adult Services were provided to social work students from
local universities, which acts as a potential pipeline for future NQSW
candidates.
• 19 Social Workers successfully completed Practice Education
qualifications, who support and assess other candidates undertaking
training.
• 17 Social Workers and Managers completed a range of CPD
programmes.
6.10.37 Responsibility for social work education and training was transferred from HR
Professional Services to Children’s Services and Health and Adult Services in
April 2020 due to service reorganisations and changes in funding arrangements
6.10.38 Future priorities:
Workforce Development priorities for 2021/22 include:
• Review and improvement to induction processes, including face to face
inductions for new starters and managers.
• Ongoing rollout of Health and Wellbeing training and development
support to managers and staff, updating guidance and promotion of the
Wellbeing Champion scheme.
• Development programme to support the Future of Work project and
effective management of hybrid working, focusing on cultural and
behavioural change, IT training, classroom, elearning, online free
resources, developing the RBG suite of ‘how to’ videos, development and
rollout of cyber security elearning and ongoing updates to the Learning
toolkit.
• Ongoing support to the implementation of the Council’s Equality,
diversity and inclusion action plan and equality objectives including:
o Support the review and development of staff networks.
o Roll out of unconscious bias, recruitment skills and active
bystander training.
o Ongoing rollout of Let’s talk about race and tackle racism training,
developing in house expertise and a train the trainer model to
deliver structural and systemic racism training.
o Development of new courses including awareness raising, being an
ally, challenging discriminatory behaviours around visible and
invisible disabilities, and LGBTQIA+ inclusion.
o Development of mandatory training programme for senior
managers.
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•

•
•
•

o Development of reverse mentoring programme to support senior
leadership development.
o Development of an equality champion scheme
Ongoing rollout of Leadership and Management development and
training:
o Development of L&M apprenticeship programmes (level 3 and 5 ILM
and level 7 MBA/CMI). Six senior leaders have applied for the
October 2021 intake.
o HR Professional Services will also be undertaking evaluation and
impact assessment, identifying short courses, online resources, ad hoc
coaching to support the programme.
o Development programme on effective management of hybrid
working.
Continuing to support the Council in maximising recovery of the
Apprenticeship Levy and working towards meeting the Public Sector
Apprenticeship target.
Ongoing management of the NDGP, supporting current candidates to
secure employment in the Council.
Performance Review and Development Scheme (PRaDS) to be reviewed
in line with Future of Work programme and EDI action plan.

7.

Available Options

7.1.

Not applicable to this report

8.

Preferred Options

8.1.

Not applicable to this report

9.

Reason for Recommendation

9.1.

Not applicable for this report

10.

Consultation Results

10.1.

Not applicable for this report
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11.

Cross-Cutting Issues and Implications

11.1.

The financial and legal implications of this report are:
Issue
Legal including
Human Rights Act

Implications
The purpose of the report is to
provide the Scrutiny Panel with an
update of the Council’s workforce
and people management practices in
2019/20 and 2020/21, together with
key actions for the future. The
report is for noting only and so there
are no detailed legal implications
arising from its contents.

Finance and
other resources

There are no financial implications
arising from this scrutiny report.

Equalities

Climate change

Health and
Safety

Sign-off
John
Scarborough,
Director of
Legal & HR,
11 November
2021

Damon Cook,
Director of
Finance,
8 November
2021
This report outlines current activities Kelly Roedel
in relation to the Council’s Equality
HR Quality &
Objectives 2020-2024.
Service
Section 6.6 highlights the range
Assurance
equalities initiatives undertaken by
Manager
HR Professional Services.
15 October
2021
Section 7 of the Carbon Neutral Plan Kelly Roedel
highlights that transport generated
HR Quality &
31% of the borough’s total emissions Service
in 2019. Almost all these transport
Assurance
emissions (95%) came from vehicles. Manager
As a result of the Pandemic
15 October
lockdown arrangements and the
2021
subsequent Future of Work hybrid
working arrangements, there will be
a reduction in staff travel (both in
terms of commuting and travelling
for work meetings).
See section 6.8 for summary of
Kelly Roedel
health and safety activities
HR Quality &
undertaken in 2019/20 and 2020/21. Service
Assurance
Manager
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15 October
2021
Health and
wellbeing

See section 6.8 for summary of
health and wellbeing activities
undertaken in 2019/20 and 2020/21.

Kelly Roedel
HR Quality &
Service
Assurance
Manager
15 October
2021

Corporate
parenting

As part of RBG’s corporate
parenting responsibility HR has
developed a scheme which offers
care leavers who meet the
shortlisting criteria a guaranteed
interview before other applicants and
if successful, offered the
apprenticeship

Kelly Roedel
HR Quality &
Service
Assurance
Manager
15 October
2021
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12.

Conclusion

12.1.

Key priorities for HR Professional Services in 2021/22 are to:
• Ongoing development of the Future of Work project, providing professional
expertise and guidance to the organisation. This includes a holistic policy
review; consultation with trade unions; continuing to deliver virtual
Manager Network Sessions; supporting the roll out of the Future of Work
staff survey; a review of the recruitment strategy in light of these changes;
and the development of a workforce training programme to support the
Future of Work;
• Support and implement strategies aimed at reducing sickness absence;
• Supporting delivery of the Equality and Equity Action Plan
• Review of the Workforce Strategy in light of Future of Work and Equality &
Diversity action plan;
• Develop proposals to ensure that RBG job opportunities are routed and
targeted to borough residents, to support the post pandemic recovery
efforts of the local community.
• Continue to drive down agency spend and the use of temporary workers;
• Achieve the 2.3% public sector apprenticeship target and maximise the use
of the levy spend;
• Continue to develop measures to support staff wellbeing and those with
mental ill health, including the launch of the Health and Wellbeing Strategy
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13.

Report Appendices

13.1.

The following documents are to be published with and form part of the report:
• Appendix 1: Employee Numbers
a) RBG Headcount
b) Headcount & FTE by Directorate
c) London Councils Headcount 2020/21
• Appendix 2: Recruitment
a) Number of new starters by ethnicity & directorate
• Appendix 3: Turnover & Retention
a) Leavers by broad ethnic origin & directorate
b) Leavers by directorate
c) Turnover rate by directorate
d) Average length of service (in years)
• Appendix 4: Agency Staff
a) Agency headcount by directorate
b) Agency headcount
c) Agency net spend (timeseries)
d) Agency headcount by assignment job type
e) Agency length of assignment
f) Agency vs employee headcount
• Appendix 5: Diversity
a) Ethnicity – percentage of staff from an ethnic minority background
b) Headcount by broad ethnic origin by directorate
c) Disability – percentage of staff declaring a disability
d) Gender – percentage of female staff
e) Age distribution
• Appendix 6: Sickness Absence
a) Sickness absence by reason: days lost and cost
b) Absence due to COVID-19 – By directorate
c) Absence due to COVID-19 – Absence reason and cost
• Appendix 7: Accident Reporting
a) Ratio of accidents per FTE by directorate
b) Annual summary of accidents by type
• Appendix 7: Accident Reporting
a) Disciplinary cases by directorate
b) Disciplinary cases by ethnic origin
c) Grievances by directorate
d) Grievances by reason and outcome
e) Grievances by ethnicity
• Appendix 9: Workforce Development
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a) Apprenticeship performance against public sector target 2020/21
b) Active apprentices by directorate
f) Apprenticeship qualifications by framework group
g) Completed apprenticeship qualifications by framework
h) Demographics of current apprentices
• Appendix 10: Schools Appendix
a) Employee numbers
i. Headcount including schools
ii. FTE including schools
b) Recruitment
i. New starters by ethnicity
c) Retention and Turnover
i. Leavers by broad ethnic origin
ii. Voluntary leavers by ethnicity
iii. Turnover rate
iv. Average length of service
d) Workforce Diversity
i. Equalities monitoring by grade
ii. Ethnicity
iii. Disability
iv. Gender
v. Age
e) Sickness absence
f) Health, Safety & Wellbeing (inc. accidents)
i. Type of accident
g) Employee Relations Cases
i. Disciplinary cases
ii. Grievance cases
iii. Capability cases
iv. Employment tribunals
h) Workforce Development
i. Apprenticeship data
14. Background Papers
• Agency & Interim Usage – Q3 and 4 2020/21 (22 July 2021) Overview and
Scrutiny Committee
Link:https://committees.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/CalendarofMeetings/tabid/70/ct
l/ViewMeetingPublic/mid/397/Meeting/2391/Committee/87/SelectedTab/Docu
ments/Default.aspx
• Update on the impact that COVID-19 is having upon the Royal Borough of
Greenwich (19 April 2021) Overview and Scrutiny Committee
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Link:https://committees.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/CalendarofMeetings/tabid/70/ct
l/ViewMeetingPublic/mid/397/Meeting/2302/Committee/87/SelectedTab/Docu
ments/Default.aspx
• Adoption of Equality and Equity Charter and Equalities Objectives 2020-2024
(21 October 2020) Cabinet
Link:https://committees.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/CalendarofMeetings/tabid/70/ct
l/ViewMeetingPublic/mid/397/Meeting/2166/Committee/72/Default.aspx
• Apprenticeships and Workforce Planning (18 October 2021) Overview &
Scrutiny Committee
Link:
https://committees.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/CalendarofMeetings/tabid/70/ctl/Vie
wMeetingPublic/mid/397/Meeting/2393/Committee/87/SelectedTab/Document
s/Default.aspx
Report Author: Kelly Roedel, HR Quality & Service Assurance Manager
Tel No: 020 8921 5926
Email: kelly.roedel@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
Reporting to: Stephanie Mills, Head of Human Resources
Tel No: 020 8921 8895
Email: stephanie.mills@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
Reporting to: John Scarborough, Director of Legal and HR
Tel No: 020 8921 5105
Email: john.scarborough@royalgreenwich.gov.uk
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CORPORATE FINANCE AND PERFORMANCE SCRUTINY
PANEL
Human Resources – Performance Monitoring 2019/20 and 2020/21
(Excluding Schools)

Appendix 1: Employee Numbers
a) RBG Headcount
Year
Mar-11
Mar-12
Mar-13
Mar-14
Mar-15
Mar-16
Mar-17
Mar-18
Mar-19
Mar-20
Mar-21

Workforce
Headcount
4,438
4,095
3,902
3,976
3,887
3,890
3,731
3,866
3,938
3,868
3,750

Employee figures exclude agency, casuals, sessional workers and supply teachers. Figures include all
permanent and fixed term employees.

Children's Services
Communities and Environment
Finance and Legal Services
Health and Adult Services
Housing and Safer Communities
Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills
RBG Headcount

632.01
889.12
316.01
459.57
1014.08
233.78
3545.57

-28
-41
-12
4
-24
-17
-118

%
Difference

681
913
332
494
1058
271
3,750

Difference
in
headcount

709
954
344
490
1082
288
3,868

FTE
2020/21

2020/21

Directorate

2019/20

b) Headcount & FTE by Directorate

-3.9
-4.3
-3.5
0.8
-2.2
-5.9
-3.1

Employee figures exclude agency, casuals, sessional workers and supply teachers.
The Chief Executive is not assigned to a Directorate, but is included in the total figures.
FTE = Full Time Equivalent
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RBG

c) London Councils Headcount 2020/21

Appendix 2: Recruitment
a) Number of new starters by ethnicity (aggregated) & directorate 2019/20 and
2020/21
i)

2019/20

New starters by ethnicity 2019/20
2
8
59
68

2

3

27

27

3

59
36

1

15

33

32

13
10

H&AS

H&SC

DRES

11
Children's Services

C&E

Finance
BAME

White

Not Declared
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ii)

2020/21

New starters by ethnicity 2020/21
1

5

3

30
33

30

2

27

20

1

10

11

16

19

H&AS

H&SC

3
5
3

4
Children's Services

C&E

Finance
BAME

White

DRES

Not Declared

Appendix 3: Turnover & Retention

a) Leavers by Broad Ethnic Origin & Directorate

43
24
8
15
29
35
154

99
105
23
39
75
83
424

42
62
18
13
52

29
23
6
12
20

71
85
26
25
74

Children's Services
Communities and Environment
Finance and Legal Services
Health and Adult Services
Housing and Safer Communities

3

Not
Declared

2020/21

Directorate

1

Total

3
2

1
4

53
76
14
24
45
45
257

Total

Mixed

20
14
4
10
15

BAME1

Black

6
7
2

ii)

1
3
13

1
1
1

BAME

3
3
3
20

3
5
1

White

4
7

White

30
14
6
10
21
24
105

Other

Mixed

8
2
1
2
5
7
25

Other

Black

Children's Services
Communities and Environment
Finance and Legal Services
Health and Adult Services
Housing and Safer Communities
Regeneration Enterprise and Skills
RBG Total

Not
Declared

Directorate

Asian

2019/20

Asian

i)

2
2
2

2

Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic
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Regeneration Enterprise and Skills
Total

2
20

4
67

9

4

0

21
208

6
96

27
308
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b) Leavers by Directorate
105
99
85

83
75

71

74

39
23

Children's Services

Communities and
Environment

26

Finance and Legal
Services
2019/20

27

25

Health and Adult
Services

Housing and Safer
Communities

Regeneration
Enterprise and Skills

2020/21
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c) Turnover Rate by Directorate
i)

2019/20

Children's
Services

Communities
Finance and Health and Adult
and Environment Legal Services
Services

Housing and
Safer
Communities

Regeneration
Enterprise and
Skills

RBG Total

Overall Turnover

14.0%

11.1%

6.8%

8.1%

7.4%

13.4%

10.9%

Voluntary Turnover

9.7%

5.9%

4.4%

4.5%

3.4%

7.1%

5.6%

Overall Turnover

Voluntary Turnover
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ii)

2020/21

Children's
Services

Communities
Finance and Health and Adult
and Environment Legal Services
Services

Housing and
Safer
Communities

Regeneration
Enterprise and
Skills

RBG Total

Overall Turnover

10.2%

9.0%

7.8%

5.1%

6.9%

9.7%

8.0%

Voluntary Turnover

7.6%

3.4%

2.1%

2.2%

2.6%

4.3%

3.7%

Overall Turnover

Voluntary Turnover
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d) Average Length of Service (in years)
i)

2019/20
16.4
14.2
11.7

11.7

10.4

10.2

8.1

Children's Services Communities and Finance and Legal Health and Adult Housing and Safer
Environment
Services
Services
Communities

ii)

Regeneration
Enterprise and
Skills

RBG Average

2020/21
16.6
14.6
10.9

12.1

12.2

11.1

8.6

Children's Services Communities and Finance and Legal Health and Adult Housing and Safer
Environment
Services
Services
Communities

Regeneration
Enterprise and
Skills

RBG average
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Appendix 4: Agency Staff

a) Agency Headcount by Directorate

2020/21

Mar '19 to '20

Mar '20 to '21

Mar '19 to '20

Mar '20 to '21

% Change

2019/20

Directorate
Children's Services
Communities and Environment
Finance and Legal Services
Health and Adult Services
Housing and Safer Communities
Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills
Total

Difference

2018/19

Number

47
12
44
56
80
64
303

36
23
34
32
45
55
225

31
31
25
52
19
60
218

-11
11
-10
-24
-35
-9
-78

-5
8
-9
20
-26
5
-7

-23.4%
91.7%
-22.7%
-42.9%
-43.8%
-14.1%
-25.7%

-13.9%
34.8%
-26.5%
62.5%
-57.8%
9.1%
-3.1%

b) Agency Headcount (time series)
420 432
340 340
297 301
296 298 287 294 296
276
275

318 327

303 295
284
244

225
186

205 211 218
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c) Agency Net Spend (time series)

d) Agency Headcount by Assignment Job Type
Assignment Type
Admin & Clerical
Community Housing
Community, Safety & Enforcement
Construction & Trades
Customer Service
Education
Employment & Skills
Engineering & Surveying
Environmental Health & Trading Standards
Finance & Accountancy
General Industrial & Manual Labour
Human Resources
ICT
Interim Executive
Legal
Procurement
Project & Programme Management
Property & Planning
Public Health
RBG Referred Candidate
Regeneration & Sustainability
Revenues & Benefits
Social Care - Qualified
Social Care - Unqualified

March 2019/20
March 2020/21
Headcount
%
Headcount
%
23
10.2%
14
6.4%
6
2.7%
4
1.8%
15
6.7%
18
8.3%
9
4.0%
0
0.0%
1
0.4%
2
0.9%
8
3.6%
7
3.2%
1
0.4%
0
0.0%
10
4.4%
4
1.8%
7
3.1%
1
0.5%
2
0.9%
0
0.0%
5
2.2%
5
2.3%
2
0.9%
4
1.8%
11
4.9%
14
6.4%
12
5.3%
14
6.4%
10
4.4%
10
4.6%
6
2.7%
5
2.3%
3
1.3%
3
1.4%
14
6.2%
12
5.5%
0
0.0%
1
0.5%
3
1.3%
5
2.3%
18
8.0%
22
10.1%
13
5.8%
14
6.4%
45
20.0%
47
21.6%
1
0.4%
12
5.5%
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e) Agency Length of Assignment
i)

2019/20
31.7%
26.6%

19-24 Months

Directorate
Children's Services
Communities & Environment
Finance & Legal Services
Health & Adult Services
Housing & Safer Communities
Regeneration, Enterprise & Skills
Total
ii)

Over 24 Months

17
14
11
7
11
11
71

7
3
6
3
13
12
44

4
1
2
3
6
19
35

Over 24 Months

13-18 Months

19-24 Months

7-12 Months

13-18 Months

13.3%

7-12 Months

13.8%

0-6 Months

0-6 Months

14.7%

1
1
1
4
4
11

8
4
14
18
11
9
64

Total
Headcount
36
23
34
32
45
55
225

2020/21
31.7%
26.6%

0-6 Months

14.7%

13.8%

13.3%

7-12 Months

13-18 Months

19-24 Months

Over 24 Months
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13-18 Months

9
4
6
6
3
4
32

6
7
4
5
3
5
30

Over 24 Months

7-12 Months

11
9
2
20
4
12
58

19-24 Months

0-6 Months

Directorate
Children's Services
Communities & Environment
Finance & Legal Services
Health & Adult Services
Housing & Safer Communities
Regeneration, Enterprise & Skills
Total

6
6
3
5
9
29

5
5
7
18
4
30
69

Total
Headcount
31
31
25
52
19
60
218

f) Agency vs Employee Headcount
3890

3731

3866

3938

3868

3750

340

287

297

303

225

218

15/16

16/17

17/18

18/19

19/20

20/21

Agency Headcount

Employee Headcount
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Appendix 5: Diversity
See school’s appendix d for more detailed breakdown of ethnicity, gender and disability by grade.

a) Ethnicity – Percentage of staff from an ethnic minority background

31.8%

32.7%

33.3%

Mar-19

Mar-20

Mar-21

Mar-19

Mar-20

Mar-21

31.8%

32.7%

33.3%

Staff from an ethnic minority background

b) Headcount by Broad Ethnic Origin by Directorate
i)

2019/20
RBG Workforce

Children's Services

66%
57%

28%

21%

White

Black

7%

4%

1%

1%

Asian

Mixed

Other

Not
Known

8%

White

Black

Asian

4%
Mixed

1%

1%

Other

Not
Known
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Communities and Environment

Finance and Legal Services

74%
61%

24%
14%

White

Black

6%

4%

Asian

Mixed

9%
0%

1%

Other

Not
Known

White

Health & Adult Services

Black

Asian

3%

0%

3%

Mixed

Other

Not
Known

Housing & Safer Communities
71%

53%
34%
18%

White

Black

6%

4%

1%

1%

Asian

Mixed

Other

Not
Known

White

Black

6%

4%

0%

2%

Asian

Mixed

Other

Not
Known

Regeneration, Enterprise & Skills
67%

17%
10%

White

Black

Asian

4%

1%

1%

Mixed

Other

Not
Known
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ii)

2020/21

RBG Workforce

Children's Services

65%
57%

29%

22%

White

Black

7%

4%

1%

2%

Asian

Mixed

Other

Not
Known

9%

White

Communities and Environment

Black

Asian

4%
Mixed

1%

2%

Other

Not
Known

Finance and Legal Services

73%
61%

23%
14%

White

Black

6%

4%

Asian

Mixed

10%
0%

2%

Other

Not
Known

White

Health & Adult Services

Black

Asian

3%

0%

2%

Mixed

Other

Not
Known

Housing & Safer Communities
70%

53%
35%

18%

White

Black

6%

4%

1%

1%

Asian

Mixed

Other

Not
Known

White

Black

6%

4%

0%

2%

Asian

Mixed

Other

Not
Known
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Regeneration, Enterprise & Skills
66%

18%
10%

White

Black

Asian

4%

1%

1%

Mixed

Other

Not
Known

c) Disability – Percentage of Staff declaring a Disability

4.9%

4.9%

5.0%

Mar-19

Mar-20

Mar-21

Staff declaring a with disability

Mar-19

Mar-20

Mar-21

4.9%

4.9%

5.0%
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d) Gender – Percentage of Female Staff

55.4%

56.0%

56.0%

Mar-19

Mar-20

Mar-21

Female staff representation

Mar-19

Mar-20

Mar-21

55.4%

56.0%

56.0%

e) Age Distribution
iii)
2019/20
43.9%

27.9%
21.3%

3.9%
16 - 24

iv)

3.1%
25 - 39

40 - 49

50 - 64

65+

2020/21
44.5%

27.4%
21.1%

3.5%

3.4%

16 - 24

25 - 39

40 - 49

50 - 64

65+
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Appendix 6: Sickness Absence

a) Sickness Absence by Reason: Days Lost and Cost (Excluding leavers)
i)

2019/20

Absence Reasons

Sum of
FTE
Days
Lost
Absence

Back / Neck Problems

2,351.74

5.9%

£287,290

5.9%

Benign and Malignant Tumour/Cancer

2,641.23

6.6%

£311,521

6.4%

Burns, Poisoning, Frostbite, Hypothermia

44.50

0.1%

£6,266

0.1%

Chest / Respiratory

1,580.11

3.9%

£183,898

3.8%

Endocrine/Glandular Problems

110.76

0.3%

£12,972

0.3%

Eye / Ear / Nose / Mouth / Dental

1,889.82

4.7%

£249,506

5.1%

Genito-urinary

981.82

2.5%

£125,675

2.6%

Heart / Blood Pressure / Circulation

1,711.82

4.3%

£192,931

4.0%

Inf Disease - Quarantine - Diagnosed

257.82

0.6%

£26,117

0.5%

Infections

3,494.87

8.7%

£443,764

9.1%

Neurological

1,437.88

3.6%

£178,487

3.7%

Other

4,865.49

12.1%

£565,692

11.6%

Other Musculo-skeletal Problems

5,710.41

14.3%

£703,938

14.5%

Phased Return to Work

415.81

1.0%

£51,172

1.1%

Pregnancy Related

914.29

2.3%

£112,676

2.3%

Stomach / Liver / Kidney / Digestion

3,514.72

8.8%

£416,950

8.6%

Stress / Depression / Mental Health & Fatigue

8,143.98

20.3%

£987,021

20.3%

Total

40,067.07

100.0% £4,855,878

100.0%

% of
days lost

Sum of
Absence
Cost Inc
LW

%
Absence
Cost Inc
LW
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ii)

2020/21
Sum of
FTE
Days
Lost
Absence

% of
days lost

Back / Neck Problems

1,818.23

6.5%

£226,902

6.4%

Benign and Malignant Tumour/Cancer

1,492.77

5.3%

£211,719

6.0%

12.00

0.0%

£1,447

0.0%

Chest / Respiratory

805.93

2.9%

£96,000

2.7%

Endocrine/Glandular Problems

160.02

0.6%

£22,053

0.6%

1,166.00

4.1%

£105,654

3.0%

Genito-urinary

221.68

0.8%

£26,338

0.7%

Heart / Blood Pressure / Circulation

826.22

2.9%

£102,736

2.9%

Inf Disease - Quarantine - Diagnosed

1,598.74

5.6%

£215,246

6.1%

Infections

1,056.65

3.7%

£146,552

4.1%

950.04

3.4%

£106,342

3.0%

Other

2,582.38

9.2%

£338,407

9.6%

Other Musculo-skeletal Problems

4,848.82

17.2%

£547,910

15.5%

Phased Return to Work

170.98

0.6%

£19,687

0.6%

Pregnancy Related

295.07

1.0%

£40,924

1.2%

Stomach / Liver / Kidney / Digestion

2,021.11

7.2%

£247,925

7.0%

Stress / Depression / Mental Health & Fatigue

8,162.27

29.0%

£1,084,933

30.6%

28,188.91

100.0%

£3,540,775

100.0%

Absence Reasons

Burns, Poisoning, Frostbite, Hypothermia

Eye / Ear / Nose / Mouth / Dental

Neurological

Total

Sum of
Absence
Cost Inc
LW

%
Absence
Cost Inc
LW

Directorate

Headcount

Days lost

Days lost per
FTE

Days lost excl.
WFH

Days lost per
FTE excl. SI
WFH

b) Absence due to COVID-19 – By Directorate 2020/21

Children's Services

691

4,929

7.1

1,666

2.4

Communities & Environment

928

15,444

16.6

11,580

12.5

Finance & Legal Services

330

2,457

7.4

1,670

5.1

Health & Adult Services

490

5,715

11.7

3,424

7.0

1,078

12,051

11.2

10,299

9.6

270

5,242

19.4

4,952

18.3

Total
3,788
45,838
Data covers period of 23rd March 2020 to 29th March 2021.

12.1

33,591

8.9

Housing & Safer Communities
Regeneration, Enterprise & Skills
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c) Absence due to COVID-19 – Absence reason and cost
Absence Reason

Estimated
Cost* (£m)

Self-Isolation – Inability to Work from Home

1.62

Self-Isolation – Unfit to Work

0.74

Shielding - Clinically Vulnerable

0.64

Quarantine - Diagnosed

0.25

Total

3.26

Self-Isolation – Working from Home

1.47

Total including Working from Home

4.73

This estimate is based on employees’ basic salaries, and does not include other payments, such as overtime,
or on costs, such as National Insurance and pension contributions.

•

•
•

•
•

Self-Isolation – Inability to Work from Home: Staff who are fit to work but
required to self-isolate either due to an underlying health condition or because they
or a family member has had symptoms). However, due to the nature of their role
and/or because they do not have access to IT equipment, they are unable to
undertake any work from home.
Self-Isolation – Unfit to Work: Staff have symptoms which cause them to be
unfit for work.
Shielding – Clinically Vulnerable: Staff with an underlying health condition who
have been designated by the Government as ‘clinically extremely vulnerable’ and
have been advised to shield themselves by staying at home.
Quarantine – Diagnosed: Staff have a formal diagnosis of COVID-19 has been
made.
Self-Isolation – Working from Home: Staff are fit to work but are required to
self-isolate (e.g. due to an underlying health condition or because they or a family
member has had symptoms).
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Appendix 7: Accident Reporting
a) Ratio of accidents per FTE – By Directorate

Ratio of accidents per FTE – By Directorate
8.2%
6.6%
5.8%
4.5%
3.8%
2.1%
1.2%

1.1%
0.0%
Children's Services

0.0%
Communities &
Environment

Finance & Legal
Services
Ratio 2019/20

0.9%

0.7%
Health & Adults
Service

Housing & Safer
Communities

Regeneration,
Enterprise & Skills

Ratio 2020/21

b) Annual summary of accidents – By Type
Type of accident
Another kind of accident
Contact with electricity
Contact with machinery
Exposed harmful substance
Exposed to explosion
Exposed to fire
Falls from a height
Injured by animal
Injured while handling, lifting or carrying
Near Miss
Physical Assault
Slips, trips or falls on same level
Strike against something fixed or stationary
Struck by moving vehicle
Struck by moving, flying object
Trapped by something collapsing
Verbal Abuse

Total

2018/19
3
0
4
1
0
1
10
10
55
35
22
78
10
9
27
0
0
286

2019/20
1
0
3
3
0
0
17
2
32
23
8
34
16
3
14
0
0
156

2020/21
3
0
2
2
0
0
5
1
22
7
0
15
7
1
14
0
0
78
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Appendix 8: Case Work
a) Disciplinary Cases by Directorate
15
11
9
5

4

7

6

5

6
4
1

Children's Services Communities and Finance and Legal Health and Adult Housing and Safer
Environment
Services
Services
Communities
2019/20

Regeneration
Enterprise and
Skills

2020/21

b) Disciplinary Cases by Ethnic Origin
54%

35%

36%

6%

6%

5%

Asian

53%

Black

5%

Mixed
2019/20

Not Known / Not
Declared

White

2020/21

c) Grievances by Directorate
7
5

5
4
3

1
0
Children's
Services

1

1

1

1

0
Communities
and
Environment

Finance and
Legal Services

0
Health and
Adult Services
2019/20

Housing and
Safer
Communities

Schools

0

Regeneration
Enterprise and
Skills

2020/21
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Total

Upheld

1

1
2
1
2
1
7

2
1
1
1
3

1

1
1

2

Grievance Reason
Action of Line Manager
Bullying and / or Harassment
Discrimination - Multiple Grounds
Multiple Reasons
Total

Upheld

Part
Upheld

2020/21

Not
Upheld

ii)

Withdraw
n

Grievance Reason
Action of Another Employee
Action of Line Manager
Bullying and / or Harassment
Multiple Reasons
Other
Total

Part
Upheld

Not
Upheld

d) Grievances by Reason and Outcome
i)
2019/20

Total
3
2
1
3

1
1

3

3
2
1
1
7

e) Grievances by Ethnicity
64%

45%
36%

18%
9%

9%

Asian

Black

9%

Mixed

2019/20

9%

White

2020/21
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Appendix 9: Workforce Development

Borough

% Workforce
enrolled on
apprenticeship
programmes

Number of
apprentices
enrolled 2020/21

Difference
between 2019/20

a) Apprenticeship performance against public sector target 2020/21
London Council Benchmarking (including schools)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10) RBG
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
Median

3.56%
2.79%
2.67%
2.31%
2.13%
1.91%
1.87%
1.76%
1.62%
1.47%
1.23%
1.21%
1.19%
1.16%
1.11%
1.07%
0.97%
0.78%
0.75%
0.74%
0.71%
0.71%
0.71%
0.69%
0.67%
0.53%
0.51%
0.50%
0.44%
0.42%
0.34%
0.13%
1.02%

108
57
69
45
73
135
132
66
62
109
51
33
98
65
118
123
94
59
56
65
52
47
57
95
83
59
35
64
76
45
46
8
65

35
77
106
19
-13
-22
6
-13
35
-1
4
53
-49
-8
-56
-63
-29
-42
-37
-24
-9
-11
-3
-41
-42
-23
-7
-54
-32
-26
-27
-6
-13
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a) Active Apprentices by Directorate (as of 31 March)
42
35
30

28
24

21
15
12

12
9

8

5

Children's Services Communities and Finance and Legal Health and Adult Housing and Safer
Environment
Services
Services
Communities

2019/20

Regeneration,
Enterprise and
Skills

2020/21

b) Apprenticeship Qualifications by Framework Group (including schools)
Framework Group
Business Administration
Leadership
Trades
Operations
Housing/Property
Other

2019/20 2020/21
44
29
13
43
12
8
8
23
8
13
15
25

c) Completed Apprenticeship Qualifications by Framework
Framework
Arborist
Associate Project Management
Business Admin
Carpentry & Joinery
Children and Young Peoples Workforce
Customer Service
Early Years Educator (s)
Early Years Practitioner
Facilities Management
Facilities Management Supervisor
Facilities Services Operative
Horticulture and Landscape Operative
Housing / Property Management

2019/20

2020/21
1

41
2
1

14
12

10
3
1
2
3
1
1
3

6
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HR Support
Installation Electrician
Intelligence Analyst
Lead Adult Care Worker
Learning Mentor
Operational Manager
PGTA (Teacher)
Plastering
Plumbing
Property Maintenance
Public Relations
Residential Childcare
School Business Professional (s)
Senior Leader Masters Degree Apprenticeship
Senior Leaders Executive MBA
Software Development Technician
Supporting Teaching & Learning (stds)
Teaching Apprenticeship
Teaching Assistant (s)
Teaching Assistant (standard)
Teaching Assistant Standards PE
Team Leader
Grand Total

2
2
2
2
6
6

19
2

1
2
2
1
3
6
3

2
6
2

8
12
1

10
111

3
1
19
113

d) Demographic of current apprentices
Ethnic Minority
Female
Male
Declared a disability
Aged 16-24 at start
Average age
Care Leaver

Number
61
89
61
5
41
33.6 years
2

Percentage
41%
59%
41%
3.3%
27%
1.3%
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Appendix 10: Data Including Schools 2019/20 and 2020/21
Benchmarking data from London Councils does not include schools’ staff. For this reason, the
information in the main HR Performance report excludes schools’ staff. The data below is an
overview of the whole Council workforce, including schools’ staff for 2019/20 and 2020/21.
Many grant-maintained schools (and Academies) purchase services from the Council, such as
HR Professional Services, Health, Safety and Wellbeing and Payroll via service level
agreements.
Schools HR Professional Services gives access to a comprehensive, responsive, specialist HR
service built on experience and holistic understanding of the specific demands faced by
educational establishments. An overview of the Schools HR Professional Services core traded
SLA package can be found here: https://servicestoschools.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/services/hr.
It is important to highlight that, some services/data is not provided centrally by the Council,
such as recruitment and agency. These sections have been omitted in the school’s appendices.
a) Employee Numbers
•
•
•
•
•
•

Headcount decreased by 2.2% over two years, down 0.3% to 7,523 in March 2021
from 7,548 in March 2020, which was down 1.8% from 7,690 in March 2019.
Since March 2011 the headcount has reduced by 25.1% in total. A large proportion
of this is due to maintained schools becoming academies.
There are 455 fixed term employees as at March 2021, down from 461 in 2019/20.
In 2020/21 and 2019/20, full time workers account for 60.9% of the Council
workforce and part time workers 39.1%.
In 2020/21 full time workers account for 36.8% of the school’s workforce and part
time workers 63.4%.
In 2019/20, full time workers account for 36.2% of the school’s workforce and
part time workers 63.8%.
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i. Headcount including Schools
Workforce
Headcount
Mar-11
Mar-12
Mar-13
Mar-14
Mar-15
Mar-16
Mar-17
Mar-18
Mar-19
Mar-20
Mar-21

NonSchools
4,438
4,095
3,902
3,976
3,887
3,890
3,731
3,866
3,938
3,868
3,750

Schools

Total

5,608
5,458
5,127
5,210
4,892
4,985
4,594
3,639
3,752
3,680
3,773

10,046
9,553
9,029
9,186
8,779
8,875
8,325
7,505
7,690
7,548
7,523

Employee figures exclude agency, casuals, sessional workers and supply teachers. Figures include all
permanent and fixed term employees.

RBG excluding Schools
Schools
Total

3545.57
2809.17
6354.74

-118
93
-25

%
Difference

3,750
3773
7,523

Difference
in
headcount

3,868
3,680
7,548

FTE
2020/21

2020/21

RBG Workforce

2019/20

ii. FTE including Schools

-3.1
2.5
-0.3

Employee figures exclude agency, casuals, sessional workers and supply teachers.
Schools data does not include four maintained schools who do not purchase RBG payroll services.
FTE = Full Time Equivalent

b) Recruitment
• Schools appointed 458 new starters in 2020/21 and 632 in 2019/20.
• Schools candidates from ethnic minority backgrounds represented 31.4% of all
new appointments in 2020/21, and 29.1% in 2019/20.
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i. New starters by ethnicity

c) Retention & Turnover
• In schools, 478 staff left in 2020/21, and 659 left in 2019/20. Overall, 796 staff left
in 2020/21, and 1,083 staff left in 2019/20.
• The overall turnover rate for schools in 2020/21 was 13.5%, down from 18.6% in
2019/20, and 15.5% in 2018/19. Including schools, the council’s voluntary turnover
rate in 2020/21 was 5.4% and 8.1% in 2019/20.
• The overall turnover rate in 2020/21 was 10.6%, down from 14.6% in 2019/20, and
from 12.7% in 2018/19.
• Schools voluntary turnover rate in 2020/21 was 7.2% and 10.9% in 2019/20.
• For schools, in 2020/21 staff from an ethnic minority background accounted for
25.9% of all voluntary leavers (Asian 7.1%, Black 13.7%, Mixed 4.3%, Other 0.8%).
For schools, in 2019/20 staff from an ethnic minority background accounted for
26.8% of all voluntary leavers (Asian 7.7%, Black 14.7%, Mixed 4.1%, Other 0.3%).
• In 2020/21 the school’s voluntary turnover rate for staff from an ethnic minority
background was 9.2% compared to the total voluntary turnover rate of 7.2% for
all RBG staff. In 2019/20 the school’s voluntary turnover rate for staff from an
ethnic minority background was 15.0% compared to the total voluntary turnover
rate of 10.9% for all RBG staff.
• In 2020/21 the overall voluntary turnover rate for staff from an ethnic minority
background was 5.7% compared to the total voluntary turnover rate of 5.3% for
all staff. In 2019/20 the overall voluntary turnover rate for staff from an ethnic
minority background was 9.1% compared to the total voluntary turnover rate of
8.0% for all staff.
• The average length of service in RBG including schools is 9.9 years in 2020/21 and
2019/20 up from 9.4 in 2018/19. The average length of service in schools only was
7.5 years in 2020/21 and 2019/20.
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i. Leavers by Broad Ethnic Origin

Black

Mixed

Not
Declared

Other

White

BAME

Total

25
45
70

105
99
204

20
28
48

13
14
27

4
3
7

257
470
727

154
175
329

424
659
1083

Black

Mixed

Not
Declared

Other

White

BAME

Total

RBG excluding Schools
Schools
Total

Asian

Leavers

Asian

2019/20

20
32
52

67
54
121

9
17
26

4
52
56

0
2
2

208
321
529

96
105
201

308
478
786

2020/21

Leavers
RBG excluding Schools
Schools
Total

ii. Voluntary Leavers by Ethnicity
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iii. Turnover Rate
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iv. Average Length of Service
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d) Workforce Diversity

i. Equalities Monitoring by Grade

AI

AB

AP

AC

AO

MWBC

MWA

MWBA

MO

NK/ND/PNTS

Any Other

OA

% Female

Disability

% w/ disability

1

3

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

6

15.4

22

17

43.6

3

7.7

39

122

3

0

20

16

16

4

10

1

5

1

1

2

1

1

5

1

1

0

64

30.5

81

129

61.4

2

1.0

210

PO4 - PO6

227

8

0

28

44

27

4

19

1

2

2

7

5

2

2

1

8

2

0

118

30.3

158

231

59.4

21

5.4

389

PO1 - PO3

398

8

0

37

68

65

11

30

8

5

4

6

8

7

3

9

10

1

1

226

33.3

214

465

68.5

30

4.4

679

SO1 - SO2

471

9

0

29

104

72

18

35

7

3

1

7

17

4

5

8

21

4

0

285

35.0

228

587

72.0

33

4.0

815

Scale 4 - 6

867

15

1

69

146

94

23

55

12

8

7

19

24

13

10

12

26

8

1

432

30.6

427

983

69.7

60

4.3

1410

Scale 1 - 3

1310

29

0

128

141

83

23

55

16

17

7

45

34

6

6

17

50

17

3

470

23.7

576

1411

71.0

59

3.0

1987

Soulbury

16

1

0

6

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

6

20.7

4

25

86.2

1

3.4

29

Social Workers

53

2

0

22

65

27

6

13

1

0

0

1

2

0

2

1

1

2

0

120

60.6

30

168

84.8

8

4.0

198

Head Teachers
Leadership
Teachers
Teachers

46

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5

9.6

19

33

63.5

2

3.8

52

157

2

0

12

3

4

2

3

3

3

0

4

1

1

0

0

6

1

0

25

12.4

36

166

82.2

2

1.0

202

837

40

1

88

82

53

9

34

15

7

13

13

17

20

9

15

33

8

0

295

22.8

246

1048

81.0

15

1.2

1294

Other

191

6

0

10

4

8

1

4

1

0

5

5

2

3

0

0

4

0

0

33

13.5

195

49

20.1

8

3.3

244

Total

4726

124

2

451

675

455

102

259

65

52

40

109

113

59

38

69

160

44

5

2085

27.6

2236

5312

70.4

244

3.2

7548

WE/W/S/NI/B=White English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British; WI=White Irish; WG/IT=White Gypsy or Irish Traveller; WO=White Other; BA=Black African; BC=Black Caribbean; BO=Black
Other; AI=Asian Indian; AB=Asian Bangladeshi; AP=Asian Pakistani; AC=Chinese; AO=Asian Other; MWBC=Mixed White & Black Caribbean; MWA=Mixed White & Asian; MWBA=Mixed White& Black African;
MO=Mixed Other background; NK/ND/PNTS=Not Known / Not Declared / Prefer Not To Say; OA=Other – Arab.
Other=Craft Workers, NHS Agenda for Change & GLLP participants.
Employee figures exclude agency, casuals, sessional workers and supply teachers. Figures include all permanent and fixed term employees. Figure are not representative of the total number of substantive posts.
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Total

BO

2

Female

BC

0

Male

BA

0

% BAME

WO

31

Total BAME

WG/IT

CEX & Chief
Officers
PO7 - PO10

Grade Band

WE/W/S/NI/B

WI

2019/20

AI

AB

AP

AC

AO

MWBC

MWA

MWBA

MO

NK/ND/PNTS

Any Other

OA

% Female

Disability

% w/ disability

1

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

4

11.4

21

14

40.0

2

5.7

35

134

3

0

17

18

20

3

11

2

4

0

1

3

0

1

5

1

1

0

69

30.8

90

134

59.8

3

1.3

224

PO4 - PO6

232

9

0

26

44

30

4

16

0

4

3

8

4

3

3

1

7

2

0

122

30.8

161

235

59.3

22

5.6

396

PO1 - PO3

371

8

0

37

63

68

9

29

9

3

4

6

8

7

4

9

11

2

1

222

34.2

208

441

68.0

28

4.3

649

SO1 - SO2

446

9

0

33

111

65

19

36

7

3

2

6

16

4

4

8

19

3

0

284

35.9

218

573

72.4

35

4.4

791

Scale 4 - 6

840

12

1

64

144

91

22

50

11

8

5

23

25

14

13

11

26

8

1

426

31.1

405

964

70.4

61

4.5

1369

Scale 1 - 3

1300

22

0

139

141

84

22

56

16

17

7

40

33

9

5

17

45

20

3

470

23.8

563

1413

71.5

59

3.0

1976

Soulbury

14

1

0

3

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

1

0

0

6

24.0

2

23

92.0

1

4.0

25

Social Workers

49

3

0

26

68

29

5

12

1

0

0

2

1

0

1

0

1

2

0

121

60.5

28

172

86.0

6

3.0

200

Head Teachers
Leadership
Teachers
Teachers

49

1

0

0

2

1

0

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

6

10.7

19

37

66.1

3

5.4

56

159

3

0

12

6

4

2

3

4

4

0

4

2

1

1

0

4

1

0

32

15.2

44

166

79.0

1

0.5

210

855

43

1

90

81

61

11

40

16

11

15

14

21

19

8

14

42

9

1

321

23.7

249

1103

81.6

18

1.3

1352

Other

188

6

0

10

3

8

0

5

1

1

5

4

2

3

0

0

4

0

0

32

13.3

196

44

18.3

8

3.3

240

Total

4665

120

2

460

682

465

98

259

67

57

41

109

116

61

40

66

161

48

6

2115

28.1

2204

5319

70.7

247

3.3

7523

WE/W/S/NI/B=White English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British; WI=White Irish; WG/IT=White Gypsy or Irish Traveller; WO=White Other; BA=Black African; BC=Black Caribbean; BO=Black
Other; AI=Asian Indian; AB=Asian Bangladeshi; AP=Asian Pakistani; AC=Chinese; AO=Asian Other; MWBC=Mixed White & Black Caribbean; MWA=Mixed White & Asian; MWBA=Mixed White& Black African;
MO=Mixed Other background; NK/ND/PNTS=Not Known / Not Declared / Prefer Not To Say; OA=Other – Arab.
Other=Craft Workers, NHS Agenda for Change & GLLP participants.
Employee figures exclude agency, casuals, sessional workers and supply teachers. Figures include all permanent and fixed term employees. Figure are not representative of the total number of substantive posts.
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Total

BO

3

Female

BC

0

Male

BA

0

% BAME

WO

28

Total BAME

WG/IT

CEX & Chief
Officers
PO7 - PO10

Grade Band

WE/W/S/NI/B

WI

2020/21

ii. Ethnicity:
• In schools (only), the percentage of staff from an ethnic minority background
increased annually to 22.9% in 2020/21, from 22.3% in 2019/20.
• Overall, representation of staff from an ethnic minority background continued to
increase annually to 28.1% in 2020/21, from 27.6% in 2019/20 and 26.8% in
2018/19. While this remains slightly below the representation in the borough’s
economically active population (35.8%), it reflects the increasing local minority
ethnic population as identified in the 2011 Census;
• In schools, by broad ethnic origin 11.2% of staff are Black, 7.2% Asian, 3.6% are of
mixed or multiple ethnic origin and 0.9% have identified as other
• Overall, by broad ethnic origin 16.6% of staff are Black, 7.1% Asian, 3.8% are of
mixed or multiple ethnic origin and 0.7% have identified as other;
Representation of staff from an ethnic minority background

Representation of staff from an
ethnic minority background
Workforce including schools
Workforce excluding schools

Mar-19
26.8%
31.8%

Mar-20
27.6%
32.7%

Mar-21
28.1%
33.3%
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iii.

Disability

•
•

In schools (only), 1.5% of the workforce identify themselves as having a disability.
Overall, 3.3% of the workforce identify themselves as having a disability.

Representation of staff
declaring a with disability
Workforce including schools
Workforce excluding schools

Mar-19
3.2%
4.9%

Mar-20
3.2%
4.9%

Mar-21
3.3%
5.0%
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iv.

Gender:
• Overall, women represent 70.7% of the workforce. This is over the 46.3%
representation in the borough’s economically active population2.
• In schools, women represent 85.3% of the workforce.

Female staff representation
Workforce including schools
Workforce excluding schools

v.

Mar-19
69.8%
55.4%

Mar-20
70.4%
56.0%

Mar-21
70.7%
56.0%

Age:
• In schools, the share of 16 to 24-year olds is 4.8%.
• Overall, the share of 16 to 24-year olds is 4.1%.
• The schools average is 43.6 years. The overall workforce has an average age of
45.0 years.

e)

2

Sickness Absence:
• Sickness absence levels for schools were 5.1 FTE days lost per FTE.

ONS Annual Population Survey 2019
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f)

Health, Safety & Wellbeing (inc. Accidents)
•
•

•
•
•
•

100 accidents/incidents were reported in Schools in 2020/21 (including near
misses), a decrease from 280 in 2019/20.
Overall including schools, 178 accidents/incidents were reported in 2020/21
(including near misses), a decrease of 59% from the previous year. In 2019/20, 436
accidents/incidents were reported, also reflecting a 28% reduction from the
previous year (608 in 2018/19).
3 RIDDOR instances (Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences
Regulations) happened in both 2020/21 and 2019/20.
17 RIDDOR instances were reported in 2020/21, while 21 were reported in
2019/20.
When including schools Slips, trips and falls was the highest category of
accidents/incidents reported in 2020/11 (29.0%), and the second highest category
in 2019/20 (28.2%).
‘Physically assaulted by a person’ was the second highest category of
accidents/incidents reported in 2020/21 and highest in 2019/20, accounting for
28.0% and 28.6% each year respectively. Schools accounted for 100% and 91% of
all recorded physical assaults in 2020/21 and 2019/20 respectively, which often
involve pupils assaulting teaching staff, particularly children with additional needs).

i. Type of Accident
Type of accident
Another kind of accident
Contact with electricity
Contact with machinery
Exposed harmful substance
Exposed to explosion
Exposed to fire
Falls from a height
Injured by animal
Injured while handling, lifting or carrying
Near Miss
Physical Assault
Slips, trips or falls on same level
Strike against something fixed or stationary
Struck by moving vehicle
Struck by moving, flying object
Trapped by something collapsing
Verbal Abuse
Total

2018/19
24
0
5
7
0
1
43
11
69
41
132
163
32
9
71
0
0
608

2019/20
4
0
3
3
0
0
38
2
51
29
88
113
42
3
60
0
0
436

2020/21
5
0
2
3
0
0
12
1
32
7
28
44
15
1
27
1
0
178
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g)

Employee Relations Cases

i.

Disciplinary Cases:
o
A reduction in schools’ disciplinary cases3 to 28 employees facing disciplinary
action in 2020/21, from 32 in 2019/20 and 40 in 2018/19. The number of
disciplinaries as a percentage of headcount was 0.74% in both 2019/20 and
0.87% in 2020/21;
o
In 2020/21 the most frequent reason for disciplinary action was ‘Failure to
Adhere to Policies and / or Procedures’ (6 cases);
o
In 2019/20 the most frequent reason for disciplinary action was ‘Child
Protection / Safeguarding Issues’ (14 cases);
o
Of the 22 cases which started in 2020/21, 4 cases resulted in dismissal. Of the
25 cases which started in 2019/20, 5 cases resulted in dismissal.
o
In 2020/21, 35.7% of disciplinary cases involved staff from an ethnic minority
background and 53.6% involved white staff and 10.7% involved staff with
ethnicity undeclared. In 2019/20, 15.6% of disciplinary cases involved staff from
an ethnic minority background, 81.3% involved white staff and 3.1% involved
staff with ethnicity undeclared.

ii.

Grievance Cases:
o
Schools grievance cases were constant at 3 new cases in 2020/21 and 2019/20.
This is a represent 0.08% of headcount in 2020/21 and 0.11% in 2019/20.
o
There was a further case started before the financial year in 2019/20.
o
In 2020/21 and 2019/20 the most reasons for staff lodging a grievance were
‘Action of Line Manager’ (1, 0), ‘Bullying and Harassment’ (1, 1), ‘Multiple
Reasons’ (1, 2) and ‘Other’ (1, 0).
o
Of the 3 concluded grievance cases in 2020/21, 1 was part upheld, 1 was not
upheld and 1 was withdrawn. In 2019/20 of 3 concluded cases, 1 were part
upheld and 2 were not upheld.
o
In 2020/21 33.3% of new grievances were lodged by staff from ethnic minority
backgrounds and 76.7 by white staff. In 2019/20 25% of new grievances were
lodged by staff from ethnic minority backgrounds and 75% by white staff.

iii.

Capability Cases:
o
1 school employee was subject to capability proceedings in 2020/21 and 4
schools’ employees in 2019/20.

iv.

Employment Tribunals:
o
Three employment tribunal cases related to schools were opened in both
2020/21 and 2019/20.
o
Three cases related to schools were also closed in the same year4, with one
case successfully defended (33%). The other two cases (66%) were settled.
o
Two cases related to schools were closed in the same year5, with one case
successfully defended (50%) and the other settled (50%).

3

Employee relations cases are counted per individual and are based on the date the case opened.
Some cases closed during the period, were opened prior to the start of the period.
5
Some cases closed during the period, were opened prior to the start of the period.
4
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h)

Workforce Development
Schools apprenticeship data reported in body of report (section 6.10.20 – 6.10.26).
i. Apprenticeship Data
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CORPORATE FINANCE AND PERFORMANCE
SCRUTINY PANEL
TITLE
Procurement Monitoring – Verbal Update
CHIEF OFFICER
Director of Finance
1.

DATE
01 December 2021
ITEM NO
7
CABINET MEMBER
Cabinet Member for
Finance and Resources

Purpose of the Report
The Panel is requested:

1.1

To note the verbal update of the progress on the implementation of the
Procurement Strategy and Social Value policy.

Report Author:
Tel No:
Email:

Maya Yasunaga - Scrutiny Officer
020 8921 5130
maya.yasunaga@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:
Tel No:
Email:

Nassir Ali - Scrutiny Manager
020 8921 6160
nassir.ali@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

ITEM NO: 7
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CORPORATE FINANCE & PERFORMANCE
SCRUTINY PANEL
TITLE:
Action Points
CHIEF OFFICER:
Director of Communities, Environment & Central

1.

DATE:
01 December 2021
ITEM NO:
8

Purpose of the Report
The Panel is requested to:

1.1

Confirm that the actions requested at previous meetings of the Panel have
been completed.

2.

Follow up action points

2.1

During the course of a report on the agenda the Panel may for example • raise a question which cannot be answered at that particular point;
• request additional information that is not available at that moment;
• make a suggestion for a future version of that report.

2.2

Subsequent to each meeting an Action Sheet is generated and sent to the
relevant Directorates/Officers for them to supply a response. The response is
expected to be received before the next meeting - except for those which
relate to future reports.

3.

Responses

3.1

Responses are usually circulated to Members by email. At that point Members
could raise any additional queries they might have as a result of that response
with the relevant Officer.

3.2

The Action Sheet will indicate whether or not an action has been completed.
If Members are satisfied that it has been completed then it will be removed
from the Sheet.

ITEM NO: 8
PAGE NO: 1
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Appendices
Appendix A –Corporate Finance & Performance Panel Action Review list
Background Papers
Agenda and Minutes of previous meetings of the Panel
Report Author:
Tel:
Email:

Maya Yasunaga, Scrutiny Officer
020 8921 5130
maya.yasunaga@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:

Veronica Johnson, Head of Corporate Governance & Democratic
Services
020 8921 5004
veronica.johnson@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Tel:
Email:
Chief Officer:
Tel No:
E-mail:

Mirsad Bakalovic, Director of Communities, Environment &
Central
(020) 8921 6432
Mirsad.bakalovic@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

ITEM NO: 8
PAGE NO: 2
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Appendix A

Actions Monitoring for Corporate Finance & Performance Scrutiny Panel
Meeting Date: 15 July 2021
Item No and
Title
Contract Standing
Orders - Summary of
Exemptions and
Variations

Action

Lead

AD
The Panel asked for more
Corporate
information on the variations of
contracts HAS 01, 02 & 03 and when Finance
the long-standing dispute between
the provider and the NHS, in
relation to the rent liability for the
buildings, would be resolved.

Time Outcome/Current
Status
ASAP Complete – Emailed briefing note
from the Interim Director Joint
Commissioning Adult’s Services to
Members on 18 August 2021.

Meeting date: 16 September 2021
Item No and
Title
Item: 7
Revenues and
Corporate Debt
Management Annual
Performance 2020/21

Action

Lead

AD
The panel asked for the details on
how much money the Council spend Corporate
Finance
annually on obtaining bad debt for
Council Tax

Time Outcome/Current
Status
ASAP Complete – the detail was
emailed from AD Corporate
Finance on 7th October 2021
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CORPORATE FINANCE AND PERFORMANCE
SCRUTINY PANEL
TITLE
Commissioning of Future Reports
CHIEF OFFICER
Communities & Environment

DATE
01 December 2021
ITEM NO
9
CABINET MEMBER
n/a

1.

Purpose of the Report

1.1

The Panel is asked to note the work items that are scheduled to be presented
to the meeting of the Corporate Finance and Performance Scrutiny Panel
taking place on 6 January 2022.

1.2

The Panel is asked to consider the scope of forthcoming reports and specify
any detailed requirements.

2.

Report

2.1

The work programme (as attached) was agreed the Annual Meeting of
Council on 19 May 2021.

2.2

The Panel is scheduled to receive the following reports at its meeting on 6
January 2022:

6 January 2022
Electoral Services
Performance
Legal Services
Performance
Financial Operations
(including payroll and
pensions)
Performance
Procurement
Monitoring Report

To provide an update on electoral registration activities in
the Borough, the delivery of the London Mayoral elections
and preparation for future elections.
To note the annual performance report
To consider information on in-year performance for
Financial Operations, including payroll, pensions, purchasing,
creditors and systems and the plans for the future
developments for these Services
An update on the progress on the implementation of the
Procurement Strategy and Social Value policy.

ITEM NO: 10
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Contract Standing
Orders (Exemptions
& Variations)

2.3

To note the summary of Exemptions and Variations from
Contract Standing Orders as reported to Cabinet on 22
September 2021

The Panel is asked to consider the items outlined above, to determine any
specific requirements, prior to those reports being commissioned. This will
ensure that lines of enquiry are addressed, information provided is relevant
and appropriate and scrutiny practice is well directed and effective.

Appendix:
CF&P SP Work Programme Schedule 2021/22

Background papers:
None
Report Author:
Tel No:
E-mail:

Maya Yasunaga, Scrutiny Officer
(020) 8921 5130
maya.yasunaga@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Reporting to:
Tel No:
E-mail:

Nassir Ali – Scrutiny Manager
(020) 8921 6160
nassir.ali@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

Chief Officer:
Tel No:
E-mail:

Mirsad Bakalovic, Director of Communities & Environment
(020) 8921 6432
Mirsad.bakalovic@royalgreenwich.gov.uk

ITEM NO: 10
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DRAFT Corporate Finance and Performance Scrutiny Panel – 2021/22 Schedule

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Cabinet Member update
Contract Standing Orders Exemptions and Variations Report x 4 per year
Advice and Benefits Performance
Revenue and Corporate Debt Management Performance
Procurement monitoring report x 4 per year
COVID-19 Business rate Grant scheme
Human Resources Performance
Electoral Services Performance
ICT (including cyber security, paperless, records management)
Financial Operations (including payroll and pensions) Performance
Legal Services Performance
Freedom of Information Monitoring
Customer Services Performance (telephone call handling / website / social media) – to also include
Fix my Street
14 Central Recharging – time limited review
15 Final Report on Customer Services Review
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Mtg no.
and date
1 – 15 July
2021

2 – 16
September
2021

Theme

Item and scope

Lead officer

Social Value

Cabinet Member for Finance & Resources Priorities

CM Finance & Resources,
Director of Finance

Procurement Monitoring Report

AD Corporate Finance

Contract Standing Orders (Exemptions & Variations)

AD Corporate Finance

Central Recharging review (discussion)

CM Finance & Resources,
Director of Finance

Final Report on Customer Services Review

Scrutiny Manager

COVID-19
COVID-19 Business Rate Grant Scheme
Financial
Impact/response
Advice and Benefits Performance – to include impact on
Universal Credit.
Revenue and Corporate Debt Management Performance
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AD - Business, Employment &
Skills
AD Advice and Benefits
AD Governance and Audit
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3 – 24
November
2021
4–6
January
2022

Equalities

Performance
Monitoring

Cabinet Member for Economy & Skills Update – to
include Hospitality Recovery Grant and local business
support.

CM Economy & Skills, Director
of Regeneration, Enterprise
and Skills

Procurement Monitoring Report

AD Corporate Finance

Headline Equality Measures

AD Performance
Communications and Electoral
Services

Human Resources Performance
Electoral Services Performance

AD Human Resources
AD Performance
Communications and Electoral
Services

Freedom of Information Monitoring

AD Performance
Communications and Electoral
Services

Legal Services Performance

Director of Legal Services

Financial Operations (including payroll and pensions)
Performance

AD Financial Processing and
Systems
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5 – 24
February
2022

Digital Strategy

Procurement Monitoring Report

AD Corporate Finance

Contract Standing Orders (Exemptions & Variations)

AD Corporate Finance

ICT (including cyber security, paperless, records
management)

AD Access and Digital

Customer Services Performance (telephone call handling /
website / social media) – to also include Fix my Street
AD Access and Digital
Customer Services Review Monitoring – Progress on
action plan.
6 – 24
March 2022
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AD Access and Digital

